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ABSTRACT 
 

This dissertation investigates strategies of native Mandarin Chinese speakers in 

disagreement management at business negotiation settings by examining linguistic and 

non-linguistic resources recurrently utilized by the participants in this study. A principal 

concern is how cultural and contextual factors contribute to the formation and 

interpretation of the strategies. The present study is intended to provide Western 

audiences with practical information about Chinese tactics in their disagreement 

management particularly at business settings. The ultimate goal of this study is to 

enhance intercultural communication and understanding. 

Under the guidance of the theoretical and methodological principles of interactional 

sociolinguistic approaches, I observed and filmed seven live Chinese business negotiation 

meetings and conducted three post-interviews with key participants at three Chinese 

cities. The treatment of the data includes transcribing the set of the data, identifying the 

instances containing the strategies, and analyzing patterned strategies with the qualitative 

method. In this study, I argue that the preference for agreement is situational specific. 

The findings indicate Chinese people are conscious of their opponent’s face, but business 

interest outweighs face politeness. The study shows that business interest and 

power/personal relationships are major factors in the participant’s choice of disagreement 

management strategies.  
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

 

This chapter reports my motivations and objectives for undertaking the present 

project. It describes the research questions of the present study and reports potential 

significances.  

 

1.1  Background Information 

My interest in undertaking this project was triggered by the dynamic language role 

played in the resolution of two disputes: “China-US Spy-Plane Dispute” and “MV1-HGM 

Chinese Program Dispute.” The ways these two disputes were solved suggest that 

language is not a passive tool for communication, but a catalyst in solving social crises. 

An understanding of communicative differences is the key to improve cross-cultural 

communication. The following is a brief introduction to the aforementioned disputes. 

 

CHINA-US SPY PLANE DISPUTE 

At 9: 04 a.m. on the first day of April 2001, a U.S. Navy EP-3 surveillance plane 

collided with a China’s F-8 jet fighter over the South China Sea. The collision cost a 

Chinese jet fighter and the pilot’s life (The Chinese pilot was first reported missing and 

then pronounced dead) and forced the American spy plane into making an emergency 

                                                 
1 The names of institutions, companies, participants or interviewees or informants in this dissertation are all pseudo for confidential 

and convenient reason. An index of pseudo names of participating companies/institutions is provided in APPENDIX A. An index of 

pseudo names of participants mentioned in this dissertation is provided in APPENDIX B. 
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landing at an air base on Hainan Island in China. The U.S. aircraft and its 24 crew 

members were detained. China repeatedly demanded a full apology from the George W. 

Bush administration for infringing upon its sovereignty and causing the loss of the pilot’s 

life and the aircraft. The U.S. government, however, insisted that the U.S. plane was 

carrying out its mission in international airspace. As both sides refused to compromise, 

tension between China and the U.S. escalated. The turning point did not come until April 

11, 2001. Mr. Joseph Prueher, the U.S. Ambassador to China, handed over a letter from 

the Secretary of State, Colin Powell, to China’s Vice Premier, Qian Qichen, expressing 

regret for the apparent death of the Chinese pilot. The language in the letter was so well-

woven that it saved face on both sides by lessening the tension of the standoff. China 

took this letter as a formal apology from the U.S. government, while the Americans 

thought the letter had nothing to do with an apology. The following excerpts taken from 

influential newspapers on both sides give a glimpse of how the wordplay resolved a real 

crisis.2  

The first excerpt is extracted from an article “Two Very Sorries” published in 

Washington Post on April 12, 2001. In this article, the author, Charles Krauthammer,  

comments: 

Having vastly overplayed its hand on the Hainan Island incident, China was 
forced to accept a virtually worthless letter from the United States. Having 
demanded at the very highest level an apology--indeed publicly trotting out 
President Jiang Zemin to make the demand--all they got was the Letter of the Two 
Very Sorries. 
 

                                                 
2 The researcher not mean that there is congruence among Chinese and Americans in their view about this matter. However, it is 

assumed that what is published in major newspapers represents the majority’s view of the two countries. 
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We are very sorry about the death of the Chinese pilot. Well, when a sparrow 
falls in Shanghai, the United States and its people are also sorry. Our hearts are 
large.  

 
The other sorry was a carefully crafted expression of regret for the most minor 
and technical violation: the emergency landing at Hainan that was made without 
prior verbal permission from the Chinese side. This is the diplomatic equivalent 
of being involved in a head-on car crash that leaves the other guy dead, then 
expressing regret for having had a burned-out taillight. And look who signed the 
letter. Not the president, not even the Secretary of State, but the resident 
ambassador. Don't think the Chinese don't notice. The Chinese know they lost. 
They know that Jiang Zemin lost face. 
 
 

The second excerpt is taken from an article entitled “U.S. Offers ‘Regrets’ But No 

Apology: Art of Wordplay on Dispute as Both Sides See a Solution” dated April 5, 

2001 in the Chicago Tribune. The authors, John Diamond and Michael A. Lev, 

observe: 

 
In Washington, D.C., U.S. officials went to great lengths to use conciliatory 
language toward China without actually saying they were sorry. “This is 
something that is regrettable,” said the State Department spokesman Richard 
Boucher. Ask if Powell’s expression of regret amounted to an apology Broucher 
said: They are different words. I’d just leave it at that.” 
 

 
In another article entitled “Language: China, U.S. Squabble over Translations. 

Beijing Wants Apology, Believe It Got One” published in the Boston Globe on 

April 12, 2001, the author, Indira A.R.Lakshmanan, states:  

 

It took more than a week of delicate diplomacy to secure the freedom of the 24-
person crew of a U.S. spy plane. In the end apparently, it was linguistic 
acrobatics that saved the day. 
 
…. 
 
China’s state-run television news and its Foreign Ministry spokesman presented 
the U.S. letter that resolved crises as “shenbiao qianyi,” or a “deep expression of 
sorrow or regret”—an expression that does appear in the Chinese translation of 
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the letter provided by the U.S. Embassy in Beijing. 
 
Peppered with questions about different interpretations in Beijing and 
Washington about whether the United States had apologized, State Department 
spokesman Phil Reeker said, “It speaks for itself. The words of the letter are very 
clear, very factual.” Echoing Secretary of State Colin Powell, he said the United 
States had not said ‘apology’ at all. 
 
   

The Chinese media on the other side view the “sorries” in the American 

government’s letter differently. Chinese major newspapers and China Central TV  

hailed the U.S. government’s “sorries” as a great victory over the American 

imperialism. An editorial entitled “To Turn Patriotic Enthusiasm into Strength to 

Build a Powerful Nation” in China’s most influential The People’s Daily dated 

April 11, 2001, construes:  

 
The firm struggle by the Chinese government and people against U.S. hegemony 
has forced the U.S. government to change from its initial rude and unreasonable 
attitude to saying "very sorry" to the Chinese people.3 
 
 

When pressed by journalists why the Chinese government let the detained American crew 

leave, Tang Jiaxuan, Director of the Ministry of Foreign Affairs China explains:    

   

The Chinese understand American people and the family members of the crew 
are anxious to see their loved ones home and reunited with their families soon.  
Since the US government has already apologized (zhiqian4) to the Chinese 
people and out of humanitarian consideration, the Chinese government has 

                                                 
3 The original text is in Chinese. The translation is mine. 

4 An index of original Chinese words or terms cited is provided in APPENDIX C.  Zhiqian is another example of playing word game. 

The English word “sorry” or “be sorry” can be translated into Chinese as yihan or baoqian or zhiqian. According to Cihai Dictionary, 

yihan is an expression used to show sympathy or regret for a minor mistake (1999, 2012) while baoqian or zhiqian is an equivalent to 

the English word “apologize.” Baoqian and zhiqian are used to show regret or ask for pardon for a fault or offense. Compared with 

baoqian, zhiqian is used in more formal situations (1338).  The intent that the U.S. government chose “sorry” over “apologize” is self-

evident as is that of the Chinese government whic chose the word zhiqian over yihan in translation. The American government intends 
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decided to allow the crew members to leave the country (China) after they 
complete necessary procedures (The Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the People’s 
Republic of China, n. pag.). 

 
 

MV-HGM CHINESE PROGRAM DISPUTE 
  

This dispute involved MV, a college of liberal arts in the United States, and HGM, 

an institution of industrial arts in China. The scenario was that MV wanted to extend its 

Chinese program by establishing a study-abroad branch in China. After the field trip to a 

few Chinese campuses, the MV study-abroad Chinese program committee (hereafter: the 

MV committee) gave very serious thought about HGM. One year later, the MV 

committee revisited the HGM campus and had an extensive discussion with HGM 

officials about the feasibility of allowing MV Chinese program branch to reside on the 

HGM campus. Having been satisfied at their discussion with HGM officials, the MV 

committee invited Mr. Z, the head of the HGM International Division, to visit their 

campus in the United States. Nevertheless, the MV committee and the HGM delegation 

ran into an impasse in negotiations soon after the HGM delegation arrived on the MV 

campus. Mr. Smith, the director of the MV committee, recounted this experience in a 

humorous tone:  

 
On the first day when I came back from the negotiation meeting, my wife asked, 
“How is your negotiation?” I responded, “It’s a piece of cake.” On the second day, 
my wife asked me the same question. I answered, “It’s fine.” On the third day, 
when I got back from the meeting, I told my wife it was hopeless. (Personal 
interview, 22 July 2003).  
 

                                                                                                                                                 
to shun away from admitting it is their fault. The Chinese government, on the other hand, purposefully makes it sound like the 

American government has taken the responsibility and apologized.  
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The dispute between the MV committee and the HGM delegation centered on 

whether both parties had reached a preliminary agreement on MV’s China branch 

program before the HGM delegation came to visit their potential U.S. partner. The MV 

committee insisted that Mr. Z had already accepted the MV’s agenda before he came to 

the United States because Mr. Z did not say or indicate he disagreed with the MV’s 

agenda at their negotiation in China. It was very unreasonable and irresponsible for Mr. Z 

to change his mind now and raise the price. Mr. Z argued that this charge was groundless. 

His silence about the MV committee’s agenda did not mean that he had accepted the 

MV’s proposal. In the researcher’s personal communication with Mr. Smith, it was 

noticeable that Mr. Smith was very emotional in recalling this experience. Mr. Smith 

reminisced, “We want to be very honest with him, so I got out the booklet and showed 

him how much we paid in Russia…in Spain, in Germany, in France, in Latin America…. 

We are not hiding anything.”   

When the researcher inquired what might have caused this dispute, Mr. Smith 

replied that both parties lacked the understanding of the other’s negotiation styles and 

culture. He illustrated, “Even if our China experts who speak Mandarin, they may know 

Chinese literature well, or you know, even know the Cultural Revolution, may 

understand the Gang of Four,5 they may not understand how to negotiate well. We 

apparently think and perceive things differently.” At the end of our conversation, Mr. 

Smith said in a relieved tone that they had entrusted the negotiation with HGM to a 

                                                 
5 The Gang of Four refers to a Communist political group during the Cultural Revolution (1966-1976). The group consists of Jiang 

Qing, the widow of Mao Zong, and her three close associates Wang Hongwen, Zhang Chunqiao, and Yao Wenyuan. They were 

removed from their positions and arrested in 1976.  The collapse of the Gang of Four marks the end of the Cultural Revolution.  
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broker in New York. “They are very experienced in negotiating with the Chinese. Let 

them take care of it,” he added 6 (Personal interview with Smith, 22 July 2003). In March 

2004, it was learned that the dispute between MV and HGM had been quietly resolved 

with the help of MV’s broker in New York.  

The above two instances show that successful cross-cultural communication pertains 

to interactants’ shared sociocultural knowledge. Our beliefs and ideologies are 

documented in our language practices which we grow up with; whereupon, a study of 

interactional styles will not only provide the public with a grasp of prevalent cultural 

assumptions and cultural premises, but also promote communication and understanding. 

Bearing this in mind, the researcher conducted the present research within the theoretical 

and methodological framework of interactional sociolinguistic approaches (i.e., 

Interactional Sociolinguistics, Conversation Analysis, and Face and Politeness Principles). 

The study was undertaken in an ethnographic way from an emic perspective, that is, 

to study Chinese language and culture from the perspective of a native speaker of 

Mandarin Chinese. With regard to ethnographic study, Muriel Saville-Troike (1997) 

construes that the approach from an emic aspect entailed a number of advantages. She 

illustrates that the study of one’s own culture enables researchers “to use themselves as 

sources of information and interpretation” in an attempt to “make explicit the systems of 

understanding which are implicit.”  Researchers can make use of their naturally acquired 

grammatical Knowles introspectively “to validate, enrich, and expedite the task of 

ethnographic description” and to resolve partially the problems that a quantitative study 

                                                 
6 Please note that the researcher didn’t have a chance to get HGM’s views on this dispute. The opinions cited here are one-sided. 
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may not be able to do, for example, getting direct feedback or instant reactions to 

research questions (127-128).   

This study assumes that (1) there are connections between the use of communication 

strategies and cultural and contextual factors, (2) interactants’ shared sociocultural 

knowledge is a precondition for a smooth or successful conversation (e.g., It is believed 

decoding contextual cues and deducing dialogic inferences accurately require mutually-

shared schema), and (3) a close examination of systematically utilized mechanisms in the 

construction of an interactive framework will reveal interpersonal relationships and social 

structures. This study will focus on how interactant’s linguistic and sociocultural 

knowledge interact in participant’s disagreement management. To reach this end, the 

seven live business negotiation meetings were observed and filmed; and three post-

interviews were conducted with key participants at three cities in China. The treatment of 

the data consists of the following steps: transcribing the entire set of the filmed data, 

scrutinizing the instances containing disagreement management strategies, identifying 

and categorizing pattern strategies, and probing the evocation process of these strategies 

in relation to cultural and contextual factors. The analysis is conducted with the 

qualitative method.  

 

1.2  Motivations 

This project is driven by an expectation that the findings of the present study will 

provide audience, especially Western businessmen, with pragmatic information about the 

Chinese communicative styles or tactics in business negotiation settings. In the past two 
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decades, the trade between China and Western countries has multiplies as nations have 

gotten more interdependent and interconnected in global economy. According to the U.S. 

Census Bureau of Foreign Trade Division in Washington D. C. (2005), the trade value 

between China and the United States in 1985 was around $ 6.9 billion. Two decades later, 

this figure has risen to $ 285.3 billion. The rapid growth in international business 

challenges us to develop our competence in cross-cultural communication. The lack of 

awareness about ethnic and cultural differences in communication conventions has given 

risen to substantial faux pas and even caused conflict in China-Western business 

encounters.  

Take for example the recent most controversial American company’s advertisement 

xiagui (This literally means: To kneel down)” and Just Do It in China for example. On 

the June 21st, 2005, McDonald’s headquarters in China made an apology to Chinese 

consumers for their advertisement xiagui. In this advertisement, a narrator narrates, “Duo 

xie maidanglao gei wo san bai liu shi wu tian youhui” (This literally means: Thanks to 

McDonald giving me 365 days’ discount). The narration is accompanied by an image of a 

Chinese kneeling down at a McDonald front door. The image of kneeling down (kowtow) 

in Chinese culture is associated with begging for forgiveness. The tone of narration 

sounds sympathetic, which makes the Chinese in the advertisement look slavish in front 

of a foreign enterprise. This advertisement has inadvertently insulted Chinese and 

aroused much criticism. Under pressure, McDonald’s removed this advertisement.  

The shoemaker Nike had a similar experience with their advertisement Just Do It. In 

this advertisement young people wearing Nike shoes are able to do whatever they like. 
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The final line of the advertisement says, “Just Do It.” Chinese consumers view the slogan 

Just Do It as encouraging the youth to pursue individualism, which is strongly 

discouraged in the collective culture of Chinese society. The advertisement has provoked 

a debate in China. As a consequence of this, Nike removed this advertisement from  

China’s market. When asked about what successful Chinese advertisement agencies do in 

their advertisements, Quinn Taw, the representative of an American advertisement 

agency said, “They did everything that an advertising textbook in the U.S. would tell you 

not to do, but it works” (Balfour and Kiley 2005, 51).  

The controversial advertisements presented above are two typical examples of 

miscommunication and misunderstanding in China’s increasing volume of international 

business. These instances suggest that there are exigencies for more research and studies 

on the interface of Chinese communicative styles and cultural subtleties. 

The second motivation for my undertaking the present project is my curiosity about 

the “disharmonious” side of a “harmonious” picture of Chinese society. Many prior 

studies on Chinese social behavior concluded that Chinese discursive linguistic styles are 

indirect and evasive. According to these scholars, as a Confucian society, the social 

relations in Chinese society are well defined. To the stability of the society, it is essential 

for each individual to fulfill and maintain a defined social role. Namely, communicative 

practices in Chinese society are geared to keep harmony and preserve a collective identity 

(Ma 1987; Bond 1991, 1993; Young 1994; Carson and Nelson; 1996; Yeung 1997; Yu 

2003). For instance, Carson and Nelson (1996) in their study found that Chinese students 

in their study group were “more concerned with the group’s social dimension” and 
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worried that negative comments would cause “division” (18) (see details and more 

examples in CHAPTER 2). However, the above generalization makes me wonder if these 

generalizations apply to all dimensions of Chinese social interactions and are there any 

situational variables?  

As a teacher of Chinese as a Second Language (CSL), I often encounter questions 

such as “Who are more straightforward in talk, Americans or Chinese?” The popular 

belief among my LDS return missionary students who served in Mandarin-spoken areas 

is “It depends.” According to them, Americans and Chinese are both straightforward, but 

just on different issues. For example, if a Chinese has diarrhea or even a bad haircut, 

he/she will say so. To Americans, talking about personal ailments in public is 

disrespectful because it is considered private and personal. Moreover, in American 

culture, weight is commonly a very sensitive topic, and people stay away from making 

comments. However, in Chinese culture, chatting about weight is viewed as a way to 

show your thoughtfulness to a person who is dear or close to you. In the opinion of Ge 

Gao, a scholar in intercultural communications, Chinese interactional rules and styles are 

constrained by the fine line between insiders and outsiders. With insiders, Chinese are 

inclined to hold a candid conversation. To outsiders, they are reluctant to disclose their 

true feelings (1998, 15). Thus, if a Chinese comments about your weight, it is indicative 

that he/she considers you a good friend. At a Chinese dinner table, to show hospitality, 

the Chinese host would say “You are big and you should eat more” (Personal 

communication with Perry, 22 January 2006). The following anecdote told by an 

American friend of mine casts light on Americans and Chinese differences in perceiving 
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the weight topic as well as on the intricateness of inside- or outside- relationship. My 

friend, Linda, said: 

I was teaching English at a private middle school in China two years ago. One 
morning as usual, students and teachers gathered to do physical exercises on 
the sports ground. The Principal saw me and asked me come to the front to 
lead the exercises. Seeing me hesitating, the Principal spoke loudly onto the 
microphone with her arms waving in the air, “Come, come, come, Linda, 
come lead us. You should work out. You need to lose 20 pounds.” After she 
said this, a loud laughter broke out from the crowd. I asked my Chinese 
colleague to translate it for me, but he was reluctant. When I learned later 
what the Principal said, I felt very embarrassed. I said to myself, “How could 
she comment on my weight in front of 4000 people?” I have stayed in China 
long enough to know she did not mean to hurt me and considered me her good 
friend, nevertheless, it was so embarrassing to talk about my weight in public 
(Personal communication, 20 June 2004). 
 
 

Gudykunst and Ting-Toomey (1998) point out that Asian cultures in general tend to 

be “collectivistic” and Asians may speak in a reserved way, yet many factors can affect 

speakers’ discursive styles (see more discussion in CHAPTER 2). This view is shared by 

Gao who studied Chinese communicative rules. Gao observes that “verbal 

expressiveness” and “verbal restrain” are both present in Chinese interaction. It is the in-

group or out-group context that affects Chinese interactants’ way of speaking (1998, 15). 

However, little research has been done on Chinese “verbal expressiveness” in interaction. 

Do Chinese openly confront each other? When? How? Where? With whom? The 

curiosity about these questions prompts me to do more investigating. To narrow down my 

research topic, I have focused on investigating Chinese disagreement7  management 

                                                 
7 In this paper, the researcher didn’t make a distinction between disagreement, argument, opposition, and dispute. These terms were 

used interchangeably. The parameter for the definition of disagreement adopted in this paper is from Christina Kakava. She says that 

disagreement is an opposition which negates a statement or a proposition. Disagreement could be signalled by verbal and non-verbal 

signs (2002).  
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strategies in business negotiation settings.  

 

1.3  Objectives 

The general goal of this study is to investigate and identify the systematic patterns of 

Chinese dissent management strategies in the ongoing process of business negotiations. It 

is expected that this study will, from an emic perspective, productively and sufficiently (1) 

at the theoretical level, elucidate the nature of language as a social action in human face-

to-face interaction; (2) at the methodological level, demonstrate a complex 

interconnection between the selection of linguistic/non-linguistic forms as resources for 

strategies in Chinese dissent organization and social relations, beliefs, and values; and (3) 

at the pragmatic level, provide non-Mandarin Chinese speakers, such as Western 

businessmen, with practical information.  

 

1.4  Potential Significance  

First, the results of the present study will contribute to a deeper understanding of 

Chinese interactional styles in cultural context and to promote an effective cross-cultural 

communication with Mandarin Chinese speakers. Our interactional styles are based on 

cultural premises, and we develop our styles from our experiences and perceptions. In 

addition, cultural context shapes our negotiation activities. Ethnographic studies such as 

on-site observations and microanalysis of discourse exhibit finely defined social 

structures in our daily activities. Therefore, an understanding of different idiosyncrasies 

reduces miscommunications that will cause conflicts or even confrontations.  
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Second, this study will open a new avenue to look into Chinese interactional styles and 

structures through the perspectives of interactional approaches. As Hill (1992) observes, 

“Discourse structures reveal a socialized world” (3).  

Third, the analysis of the results will assist audience obtaining a good grasp of 

prevalent Chinese cultural assumptions and cultural premises underlying business 

negotiation activities.  

Last, conflict is a common feature of life (Briggs 1996, 3). The study of conflict at 

Chinese business negotiation settings will provide a view of the central facet of the 

Chinese socialization process.  

 

1.5  Research Questions 

The research questions are as follows: 

 
1. Are there any recurrent strategies that Mandarin Chinese speakers employ to 

manage disagreement during business negotiations? 
 

2.   If so, how is meaning made, assessed, and negotiated in the evocation process  
              of disagreement management? 

      
3.  What are particular linguistic/paralinguistic resources participants systematically 

resort to in establishing and implementing these strategies?  
 

4. What are pragmatic functions of these strategies in business negotiations? 
 
5.  What are similarities or differences of these strategies across cultures? 
 

 
This chapter has presented the research questions along with the motivations and 

objectives of the present study. CHAPTER 2 introduces the theoretical and 

methodological framework of the present study and reviews the literature on 
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disagreement management and Chinese interactional styles. CHAPTER 3 provides an 

account of data collection procedures, method and treatment. CHAPTER 4 presents 

analysis, major findings and discussions. CHAPTER 5 summarizes the results, 

implications and limitation. Suggestions for future studies are detailed in the final chapter. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LITERATURE REVIEW 

  

This study has been run within the theoretical and methodological framework of 

interactional sociolinguistics approaches such as Interactional Sociolinguistics (IS) and 

Conversation Analysis (CA). Face and Politeness Principles are also an important 

parameter to this study, and its ideas are extensively cited. This chapter presents a review 

of interactional sociolinguistic approaches and face and politeness theory. Since the 

principal goal of this study is to investigate disagreement management strategies of 

Mandarin Chinese speakers in the ongoing process of business negotiations, this chapter 

also synopsizes prior studies on disagreement management and Chinese interactional 

styles.  

 

2.1  Theoretical Framework and Methodology 

2.1.1  Interactional Sociolinguistics Origin 

The methodology applied in this study is heavily influenced by interactional 

sociolinguistics. IS is an approach to discourse analysis. It takes a hybrid of origins from 

anthropology, linguistics, and sociology. It primarily concerns issues which involve 

language, culture and society in the social process of face-to-face interaction. With major 

conceptual contributions from the sociologist Erving Goffman (e.g., face, frame, footing ) 

(1967, 1974, 1979), the anthropologist Dell Hymes (e.g., Language is itself a form of 

social action) (1962, 1966b, 1967,1972c, 1974, 2000), the founder of IS, John J. 
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Gumperz (1982a, 1992, 1997, 2002), and key proponents Deborah Tannen (1979, 1980a, 

1980b, 1981) and Deborah Schiffrin (1984, 1985, 1990, 1994), IS advocates the idea that 

interpersonal communication is not realized in a full reliance on linguistic knowledge. 

Rather, it goes beyond lexical, syntactic, semantic information and demands interactants’ 

mutual knowledge to interpret what is conveyed and to generate what is expected to be 

produced in a particular situation. In other words, interactants’ shared knowledge plays a 

crucial role in the ongoing process of interaction in terms of meaning making and 

negotiation.  

Another essential aspect of IS is encapsulated in the idea that language is indexical 

and social. The way we use language does not merely indicate what we want to 

communicate, but indexes who we are and which social group we represent. Interactional 

sociolinguists argue that a micro-analysis of mechanism of how interpretive frames in our 

face-to-face interaction are produced and co-constructed, what unstated assumptions and 

perceptions are formed under speakers’ shared knowledge, and how meaning is 

derived/negotiated from interactive contextualization can reveal the complexity of human 

relationships and social structures at multiple levels (Hymes 1964; 1997; Garfinkel 1967; 

1972; Gumperz 1982b; Stubbs 1983; Tannen 1984a; Hill 1992, 1993; Antaki 1994; 

Muriel Saville-Troike 1997, 2003; Duranti and Goodwin 1992; Duranti 2000). 

It is apparent that the theoretical underpinnings of IS have a “trajectory” that cuts 

across those of other discourse approaches such as Conversation Analysis and Face and 

Politeness Principles (di Luzio 2002, 72). Like the principles of these approaches, the 

central tenet of IS is “all communications are intentional and grounded in inferences that 
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depend upon the shared assumptions of interactants” (Gumperz 2001, 216). IS posits that 

culturally specific presuppositions play a key role in inferring what is intended, and all 

interactive activities are socially organized at multi-levels in situated contexts. Gumperz 

suggests that context makes essential contributions to the construction of the meaning in 

interaction. The process of contextualization in face-to-face interaction itself is flexible 

and reflexive (Auer and di Luzio 1992, 21). The in-depth micro-analysis of how 

participants in face-to-face interaction will thereby reveal macro- social structures and 

human relations at multi-levels (Gumperz 2001, 219).   

Having been influenced by Goffman’s Interactive Order of Sociology, Gumperz and 

his followers take the same stance and argue further that face-to-face interaction is not 

simply a process of encoding and decoding the meaning surfacing on linguistic forms. 

Rather, it involves interactants’ assessment of and contribution to what is intended and 

what is expected through contextualization cues and conversational inferences. To 

understand and fulfill the aspiration of communication in real-life situations, participants 

in talk are expected to be adequately equipped with the capacity of constructing and 

deconstructing contextualization cues and conversational inferences in face-to face talk.  

  

2.1.1.1  Contextualization Cues 

Contextualization cues and conversational inferences are two principal concepts of 

IS. According to Gumperz (1992, 306-322) and Schifrin (1994, 371-378), 

contextualization cues refer to “signaling mechanisms” which, in conjunction with 

grammatical and lexical forms, serve the purpose of constructing “the contextual ground 
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for situated interpretation.” Signaling mechanisms include code- and style-switching, 

prosody (i.e., intonation and stress), rhythm, tempo, formulaic expressions, particular 

lexical or syntactical choices, and any other verbal and non-verbal signs. By cueing and 

de-cueing indirect inferences, participants in face-to-face talk contribute and adjust 

themselves to each other to carry on a conversation. The keen-observation and in-depth 

analysis of the process of cueing and “de-cueing” inferences in an encounter will not only 

show how much interlocutors share in their background knowledge, but also divulge the 

internalized social order in reality. In the opinion of interactional sociolinguists, 

contextualization cues can also been seen as indexical signs. They are not purely 

indexical such as pronouns or nor do they have referential content. The meaning of these 

indexical signs is relationally and situation ally particular, yet these “impure” indexical 

signs and the “flowing” content are fundamental in constructing a conversation. They 

“serve to retrieve the contextual presuppositions,” by which speakers to make sense of a 

conversation and interact with symbolic linguistic signs and other relevant knowledge “to 

constitute social action” (Prevignano and di Luzio 2003, 9). 

 

2.1.1.2  Conversational Inferences 

Gumperz defines conversational inference as “the interpretative procures by means 

of which interactants assess what is communicatively intended at any one point in 

exchange, and on which they rely to plan and produce their responses” (2001, 219).  

According to Gumperz, there are two types of signs conversational inferences 

always resort to: symbolic signs and indexical signs. Symbolic signs transmit information 
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via lexicons and grammatical rules, while indexical signs do so through a combination of 

signs and context. For indexical signs, what is intended in face-to-face talk is not clear 

unless references to a particular situation are taken into consideration. In conversation, 

sequential position of turns at speaking is clearly an important input to conversational 

inference. Conversational inference itself is part of the very act of conversing due to the 

fact that communicative intent is indirectly and implicitly built and referred in the 

interpretive process. Speakers assess each other’s intention embedded in utterances and 

make responses based on their assessment (1992, 153-154).   

 

2.1.2 Conversation Analysis Origin 

Derived from ethnomethodology, CA was developed in the late 1960s and early 

1970s by sociologists Harvey Sacks, Emanuel A. Schegloff and Gail Jefferson.  CA 

studies conversations in both institutional and casual settings.  

 

2.1.2.1 Orderliness 

One of the fundamental CA assumptions is that conversation is orderly, structurally, 

and sequentially organized. Luke (1990, 47) describes that CA views interactants “as 

bundles of idio-syncratic, ‘social,’ or psychological attributes” and “rational social agents 

who are partners in concerted activities. Li (2002) illustrates that CA analysts assume that 

social structures and social order would be brought about and reflected in our 

conversation. CA founders argue that to understand the orderliness of social structures 

and social life, we can examine the fine details of how interactants systematically manage 
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their talk such as how they initiate and respond in their turns (Schegloff and Sacks 1973). 

 

2.1.2.2  Sequential Implicativeness 

One primary CA concept is that it takes two turns to have a conversation. Turns 

taking is not merely an interactional activity, but is orchestrated by speaker’s linguistic 

and social competence. How speakers manage turns as well as construct the internal 

design of turns are structured and organized.  The principles of taking turn in speech are 

claimed universal and normative (Sacks et al. 1974). Heritage (1998, 163) also argues 

that “context is built, invoked, and managed through interaction.” It is through 

institutional imperatives originating from outside the interaction are evidenced” (qtd. in 

Slembrouck 2006 n. pag.). The production of interaction can not be appropriately 

understood without reference to the context which it occurs now. In other words, the 

production of talk as a social activity “stands for in a reflexive relationship to the context 

in which it participants” (Wu 2004, 34). The study of how speakers take turns in an 

adjacency pair, how they orient themselves to each other (Sacks 1987), what kinds of 

sequential organization interactants prefer (Heritage 1984, 2002), how interactants 

manage their topics (e.g., introduce or shift their topics), and what the rules are 

underlying these practices (Jefferson 1985) allow us to understand the social order 

produced in situational context. 

In addition, CA practioners assume that the way we initiate and respond in a 

minimal turn exhibits either our preference or dispreferrence for conversational 
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organization. They also assume that interactants are competent actors with social 

knowledge. Slembrouch describes CA’s sequential organization as (2004, n. pag.): 

Each move in a conversation is essentially a response to the preceding talk  
and an anticipation of the kind of talk which is to follow. In formulating their 
present turn, speakers show their understanding of the previous turn and 
reveal their expectations about the next turn to come.  

The organization of sequential turns is implicative. In this sense, the present study of a 

range of sequential types of disagreement moves, of disagreement initiations and 

responses, and other linguistic devices used in the same turn will help us understand the 

social order that conversation brings out.                 

 

2.1.3  Face and Politeness Principles  

         Face and Politeness Principles here refer to universal face politeness principles 

(Brown and Levinson 1987). Developed from Goffman’s conceptual idea of face-value 

work, Brown and Levison assume that human beings have two types of face want in 

communication: positive face (i.e., a desire to have face protected, enhanced, and 

appreciated) and negative face (i.e., a desire to have their action unimpeded). With regard 

to negative face, Brown and Levinson have developed a notion of a face-threatening act 

which requires face-redressive action (1987, 60). Brown and Levison postulate that the 

amount of face work is directly associated with and affected by situational variables such 

as power, social distance and the gravity of imposition. People in communication interact 

sensibly and consciously (e.g., orient their speech to listeners) to the satisfaction of the 

mutual face wants. How to orient one’s speech to listeners or interpret or respond to a 
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previous utterance requires interactants’ sociocultural knowledge. In other words, the 

amount of politeness in doing a face-threatening act is determined by three sociological 

factors: the relative power of a hearer over a speaker, the social distance between a 

speaker and a hearer, and the ranking of the imposition. Accordingly, examining the 

process of interaction reveals how interactants view themselves in relation to others in 

terms of social order and structures.  

 

2.1.4  Interactional Sociolinguistic Analysis  

The IS methodology expects that an empirical study consists of (1) an initial  

ethnographic research design including discovering “recurrent” interaction types relevant 

to the research problems, making observations, interviewing key participants for their 

explanations in handling the problems in interaction, (2) selecting representative events 

for sets of recording, (3) detecting and organizing the record data at two levels: “(a) 

content (e.g., units in themes) and (b) pronunciation and prosodic organization (e.g., the 

selection of high or low pitch)” 8 and (4) transcribing data with perceptual cues such as 

prosodic, paralinguistic, and other markers which participants apparently depend on for 

their inferencing process (Gumperz 2001, 223-224).  

At the analysis stage, the method of IS focuses on examining collected data from 

three perspectives: (1) language use (i.e., examining speakers’ actual verbal practices to 

see if there are any recurrent linguistic patterns which reflect relevant aspects of 

communicative history), (2) inferencing (i.e., scrutinizing mechanism by which 

                                                 
8 The examples provided in parentheses are my interpretation. 
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interactants negotiate with each other to reach their interpretation), and (3) evaluation 

(i.e., appraising how interactants “reflexively address the social activity that is being 

constituted by their on-going talk”) (Gumperz 1982, 19). The overarching purpose of IS 

is to shed light on the role that diversified culture plays in shaping our discourse behavior 

through unraveling systematic differences of speakers in the on-going process of 

interaction. 

In brief, the present study is situated in the theoretical and methodological  

framework of interactional sociolinguistic approaches in conjunction with CA and face 

politeness principles. The reason for adopting a synthesis of interactional sociolinguistic 

and pragmatic approaches is that the departure from multi-perspectives will bring in more 

objective views to the research questions investigated.  

 

2.2  Earlier Studies on Disagreement  

2.2.1  Preference versus Dispreference 

Previous studies on disagreement management or conflict suggest that in human  

interaction people prefer agreement to disagreement (Sacks 1973, 65). Sacks claims that 

the preference for disagreement is socially expected because people are supposed not to  

disagree (1973, 69). Evolved from Sacks’s concept of “preference for agreement,”  

Anita Pomerantz introduced the notion of “dispreference.” In Pomerantz’s study, she 

finds that disagreement is always delayed in sequential turns by “silence,” “request for 

clarification” and “partial repairs” and the expression of disagreement is hence 

dispreferred (1975, 1984). Brown and Levinson’s face politeness principles also suggest 
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that people choose safe subjects in verbal interaction to avoid disagreement (1987). 

Leech’s maxim model in politeness principle indicates that the accomplishment requires 

one to minimize disagreement with other interactants (1983). Another sociolinguist, 

Heritage, takes a similar stand. He argues that disagreement destroyed social solidarity 

(1984). To conclude, the prior studies discussed above argue that disagreement is 

dispreferred in human interaction because it is destructive to social solidarity. People 

prefer agreement in order to exhibit deference to each other and to meet social 

expectations.  

 

2.2.2  Cultural and Situational Construct  

Other scholars argue that the preference for agreement or disagreement is affected 

by many factors such as cultural differences, setting divergences and power relations 

between interactants. For example, Katriel (1986), in an ethnographic exploration of 

dugri speech, a mode of direct speech style in Israeli’s Sabra culture, finds that the direct 

expression of disagreement is not viewed as a violation of face-value work in the ethos of 

Sabra culture. Instead, the dugri speech is considered a sign of integrity and sincerity and 

repaid with deep deference. The studies of Eastern European Jews in Philadelphia and 

American Jews in New York have yielded similar results (Schiffrin 1984; Tannen 1981, 

1984; Blum-Kulka et al. 2002). The Jewish speakers in their studies perceive the explicit 

expression of disagreement as a display of solidarity and intimacy. As a result, they are 

inclined to fight for turns with a variety of strategies. These strategies include increasing 

sound volume, using rapid tempo, applying contrastive stress, exaggerating intonation 
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contours, and adding intensifiers in overlapped repetition. In Blum-Kulka’s words (1987), 

an essential part of politeness in interaction is to keep “pragmatic clarity” and “avoid 

coerciveness” (131). Due to differences in sociocultural perceptions, the direct mode that 

is impolite in some cultures can be a politeness strategy in other cultures. The findings in 

Kakava’s study also support this notion. Kakava (2002) did a study of disagreement 

management of the Greeks among family members, friends, and Greeks in an English 

class. She concludes that disagreement expression is constrained by culture and context. 

Though Greeks employ mitigating strategies to counteract the intensity of opposition, as 

a social practice, disagreement in the Greek culture is “preferred” and “allowed” (1537). 

Sifianou shares the same view with Kakava in her studies of Greek family members and 

friends (1992, 1997). 

A positive attitude toward disagreement is also found in the studies of interracial 

talks. Kochman in 1981 compared the public debate modes of blacks and whites in the 

United States. Kochman points out that the black’s speech mode is “high-keyed: 

animated, interpersonal, and confrontational” which forms a sharp contrast to the low-

keyed white mode. The white’s debate mode tends to be: dispassionate, impersonal, and 

non-challenging” (18). According to Kochman, the sharp contrast owes to the difference 

between blacks and whites in their view of what a dynamic mode is. Black speakers 

assert that a dynamic mode can validate their disagreement. White speakers view this 

mode to be permeated with anger, hostility, and rudeness. In another interracial study, H. 

Goodwin, C. Goodwin and Yaeger-Dror (2002) conclude that there are observable ethnic 

differences in the display of opposition. They investigated the opposition construction of 
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a group of Latina and African American girls in a Los Angeles elementary school in 

playing the game of hopscotch. They found although Latina and African American girls 

share similarities in oppositional moves, Latina girls use “dramatic intonation contours” 

to highlight their opposition, while African Americans use less contoured turns, use less 

extreme pitch maxima, and durational expansions” due to cultural differences (1645).  

Prior studies also indicate that setting is another important factor in our consideration of 

the preference for agreement or disagreement. For example, in a social situation, 

disagreement is more likely to be discouraged; however, in an adversary environment 

such as debate, disagreement is expected and encouraged to achieve for a final victory. 

So to speak, some situations invite disagreement (Scott 1998; Georgakopoulou 2002). 

Myers, after analyzing his corpus data of focus group discussion, construes that the 

participants would not “manage their disagreement” with “rhetoric strategies” if the 

mediator did not intervene (1998, 85). In Japan, Japanese speakers cautiously avoid 

conflict in public places (Maynard 1986; Yamada 1992, 1997; Watanabe 1993); 

nonetheless, it is not uncommon that Japanese, among friends or in a public TV talk show, 

would rebuff each other with blunt strategies (Jones 1990; Honda 2002). A more recent 

study also shows that preference for agreement can be constrained or predesigned by 

situation. Jacqueline Le´on studied French political interview questions. She concludes 

that these questions are oriented est-ce que questions and massively designed toward 

agreement. She observes, “Answers, even in the presence of bias, show no disagreement” 

(2002, 1996) which suggests that the preference or dispreference for agreement is 

constrained by situational context.  
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         From the literature reviewed above, one can see that the preference for agreement 

or disagreement in interaction is culture- and situation- specific. Directness and 

indirectness in discourse exist across cultures. The generalization that people in social 

interaction are inclined to consent rather than dissent has its validity in general; yet this 

tendency may vary with changes of the cultural and situational domains.   

 

2.3  Indirectness of Chinese Interactional Styles  

Previous investigations of Chinese social behavior show that the majority of 

Westerners think Chinese interactional styles are ambivalent, evasive and indeterminate 

(Bond 1993; Young 1994; Gao and Ting-Tommey 1998; Chang 1999; Günthner 2002; 

Chan 2004). According to these scholars, the indirectness of Chinese interactional styles 

is akin to sociocultural beliefs, values and norms. As a high-context culture, Chinese 

society places high value on social harmony. To meet social expectations, Chinese speak 

in a way to avoid overt conflict. For example, Günthner (2000) did a comparative study 

of interactional styles between German and Chinese college students. German and 

Chinese students in her data displayed a contrastive view on direct interactional styles. 

German interactants viewed the direct speech mode as building rapport between friends 

and regarded evasiveness as impotent and boring. On the contrary, Chinese participants 

perceived their German counterpart’s blunt speech form as aggressiveness and 

uncouthness. Carson and Nelson’s study yielded similar results. They compared Chinese 

interactional styles with their peers from other cultural groups in an ESL composition 

class (1996). Their analysis reveals that in group discussion Chinese students “monitor 
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themselves carefully” in commenting to their peers in order to avoid provoking conflict. 

They illustrate that this type of particular linguistic practice is geared to preserve group 

identity which is highly valued in collectivist Chinese culture (18).  

 

2.4  Conflict in Society 

Conflict is often considered “abnormal” and “pathological” (Briggs 1996, 4). 

Nevertheless, conflict exists at all levels of social organization and has its dynamic nature 

in human interaction. Schiffrin (1990), Vuchinich (1990) and Grimshaw (1990) argued 

that conflict is a common feature of our society. The context of arguing or confronting 

conveys sociability and the social system. This also holds true for Chinese society.  An 

attempt to define a distinct dichotomy of culture runs the risk of stereotyping cultures.  

In discussing discourse style patterns of different cultural groups, Scollon and 

Scollon (1995) point out that the inductive pattern is not restricted to Chinese and other 

Asian cultures. Chinese interactional styles can be deductive in certain situations. For 

instance, Chinese are very quick in introducing topics when talk takes place among 

friends and between salesmen and customers (80). The framework of a distinct 

dichotomy of discourse patterns has also been contested by Kyratzis and Guo’s findings 

in studying Chinese children (2001).  

The purpose of this chapter has been to review the literature of theoretical 

methodological orientation as well as earlier studies on disagreement and Chinese 

interactional styles. The aim of this research is to investigate Chinese disagreement 

management strategies in the midst of business negotiation in relation to cultural and 
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contextual constraints. By looking into the nuanced details of the moment-to-moment 

interactive process of naturally occurring interaction, this study is intended to open up a 

new avenue to better understand how Chinese speakers perceive themselves in relation to 

others and the society as they retrieve their linguistic and sociocultural knowledge to 

interpret and construct contextual framework in interaction. By paying attention to the 

ways how disagreement arises and is resolved at Chinese business negotiation settings, 

this study will contribute to promoting a better understanding between Chinese and 

people of other nations. This has been is conducted from an emic perspective, and the 

data analysis is resided in a descriptive framework.   
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CHAPTER 3 

DATA AND METHOD 

 

This chapter describes data collection and analysis procedures and methods. It also 

provides brief background information about the meetings filmed for this study.  

 

3.1  Data Collection  

3.1.1  Types of Data  

The core corpus data of the present project are comprised of three parts: video 

recording, audio recording and field notes. Video data were recorded from live business 

negotiation meetings, while audio data were elicited from the interviews with key 

participants. I took field notes during my observing the meetings. The purpose of 

collecting different types of data is to provide more objective views from different 

perspectives. The methods of recording authentic interactions (i.e., live business 

negotiations), conducting elicited interviews and taking field notes can compensate each 

other’s deficiencies to yield more reliable information to the research questions. 

Structured interviews can elicited information that authentic interactions can’t provide. 

Field notes can capture the nuances the camcorder fails to record.  

The data collection was completed in the mid-January 2003. After receiving  

Approval from Human Subjects Research Office, I was allowed to observe and film 

eleven live Chinese business negotiation meetings with the help of my personal contacts. 

The meetings were held at five different cities in China. For confidential and convenient 
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reasons, these companies/enterprises are called BZZ, HLF, NCR, WSJ, WC, WS, and 

WWB. Except for BZZ residing in Beijing, all other enterprises are located in the 

Yangtze Delta area, in the eastern part of China. The data collected from BZZ, WC and 

WS were not included for analysis and discussion because of issues of invalidity. The 

BZZ meeting was supposed to be a business negotiation meeting, but the meeting host 

changed the agenda on site. As for WC and WS meetings, during most of the negotiation 

time participants spoke in Wuxi dialect9 whose phonological features differ prominently 

from those of Mandarin. These data are actually incomparable with Mandarin Chinese 

data. When asked why they switched to the Wuxi dialect, the participants replied that 

their Mandarin Chinese has a strong accent, and they felt embarrassed to speak Mandarin 

in front of a stranger. 

A total of seven filmed negotiation meetings have been analyzed. Three meetings 

involved multi-parties whilst the rest of them were bi-party meetings. Thirty-two native 

Mandarin Chinese speakers participated in the present study. TABLE 3.1 presents a 

summary of filmed business negotiation meetings.  

TABLE 3.1 
Background Information about the Business Negotiation Meetings  

 
Name of Companies/ 

Enterprises 

 
Total Number of 

Episodes 

 
Total Number of 

Parties   
 

 
Total Number of 

Participants 
 

HLF 2 8 17 
NCR 3 2 2 
WSJ 1 5 11 
WWB 1 2 2 
Total  7 17 32 

                                                 
9 Wuxi dialect belongs to Wuyü (literally means: Wu Language). It differs prominently from Mandarin in phonology. Instead of 

having two nasal sounds /-ng/ and /-n/ and five tones (including the neutral tone),  Wuyü has only one nasal sound /-ng/ or /-n/, but 

seven or eight tones. The difference between Wuyü and Mandarin also exists in lexicon and syntax (Xia et al. 1999, 1792).  
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The samples for the present study are convenient samples. The business negotiation 

meetings observed and filmed are those the researcher was granted permission and had 

access to. The only controlled factors in research sites were that (a) participants have to 

converse in Mandarin Chinese and (b) negotiation topics have to be related to business 

negotiation.  

Each meeting observed and filmed began with an introduction to the present study.  

Meeting attendee’s questions were answered before the consent forms were handed out. 

 

3.1.2  Participants 

All meeting attendees were provided with consent forms in Chinese. Those who 

signed the consent forms were also asked to fill out a Participant’s Background 

Information Survey in Chinese (see APPENDIX D and its English translation 

APPENDIX E). Only one participant retreated early from the meeting due to a family 

emergency. Interviews with key participants were conducted after the meetings. TABLE 

3.2 shows the demographic information about all participants. 

TABLE 3.2 
Background Information about the Participants 

 Gender Degree Held Administrative Title Age  Company 
Names  M F HSD BA/

BS 
MA PhD CEO MAN. NT 18-34 35-50 50 

above
HLF 13 4 2 11 4 0 1 14 2 3 13 1 
NCR 2 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 
WSJ 11 0 2 8 0 1 1 6 4 2 9 0 
WWB 2 0 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 1 1 0 
Total  28 4 4 21 6 1 2 24 6 6 25 1 
Percentage of 
a total of 32  

88% 12% 12 % 66 % 19% 3 % 6 % 75 % 19 
% 

19 % 78 % 3 % 

Note: M=male    F=female    HSD= high school diploma   MAN=manager     NT=no title  
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The demographic statistics in TABLE 3.2 reveals some prominent features about these 

business negotiation meetings. First, males dominated all meetings Among 32 

participants, 13 were males (88%) and only 4 were females (12%). The imbalanced 

gender ratio suggests males take the absolutely majority in business management 

positions. Since the Chinese culture has been patriarchical, it is hard to neglect the male’s 

subliminal views about femaleness, especially in business settings.  

Second, the data show that the participants were well-educated and the majority of 

them had a higher education background. In a total of 32 participants, 21 of them held 

bachelor degrees (66%), six had master’s degrees (19%) and one of them has a PhD 

degree. This figure suggests that the management in Chinese enterprises is more likely to 

be administrated by professionals.  

Third, the dynamic force of the business administration and management was 

middle-aged and younger. While the ages of the participants ranged from 18 years old to 

50 and above, the majority fell between 18 to (19%) and 35 (78%). Only one participant 

was above 50. The researcher learned later this person retired from a state-owned 

enterprise and was hired by a private business entrepreneur as the company’s business 

advisor. The young age in the management is pertinent to the current Chinese 

government retirement policy. According to the stipulation, employees working for state-

owned enterprises must retire at the age of 55 (for males) or 45 (for females). This age 

policy does not apply to private companies so they often hire experienced retired 

professionals to be their technical and business management advisors.  
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3.1.3  Instrument  

The data collection instrument used for the study included two camcorders (Sony 

DV TR 66 and digital Canon ZR 60) and one mini-cassette recorder (Olympus 

Pearlcorder J300). A Chinese questionnaire (see APPENDIX F and its English translation 

APPENDIX G) was utilized for interviews. For multi-party business negotiation 

meetings, two camcorders were employed simultaneously in order to capture more aural 

and visual features of the interaction among participants. The digital camcorder was fixed 

onto a tripod in the conference room. An assistant operated the regular camcorder. The 

post-interviews with participants were conducted at a time and a location convenient to 

the interviewees. Some interviews were carried directly after the business negotiation 

meetings, and the others were conducted a few days later. In addition to the questionnaire, 

Spontaneous questions were used to elicit information about particular strategies the 

researcher noticed during business negotiations. The interview questions were oriented to 

eliciting participant’s views on Chinese interactional styles in business negotiations. The 

interviews were recorded with a min-cassette recorder and/or paper and pencil depending 

on the interviewees’ preference. From the perspective of ethnographic studies, the 

interview was an effective tool to gather first-hand information. The information proved 

to be valuable and indispensable understanding culture (Kasper 1990).  

TABLE 3.3 is summarized video- and audio- data information. It describes the 

quantity and length of collected visual and aural data used for the present study. 
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TABLE 3.3   
Quantity and Length of the Video- and Audio-Data  

 
Type of Data  

 

 
Names of 

Companies 
 Video-tape Length Interview 

 
Length 

 
HLF 2 1 hr. 37″’ 1 Approx. 35’ 
NCR 3 45’04″ 1 Apprpx.45’ 
WSJ 1 46’31″ 1 Approx. 1 hr. 20’ 

WWB 1 38’18″ 0 0 
Total 7 4 hr. 46″53’ 3 2 hr. 30″ 

 

Roughly 400-minute of data were collected. The filmed data lasted about 250 

minutes and the interview data reach 150 minutes. Two HLF business negotiation 

meetings were held back to back. HLF hosted both meetings and each meeting involved 

different multiparties. Two HLF meetings lasted one hour and thirty-seven minutes. An 

interview was conducted with HLF meeting’s key participants. Three episodes of the 

NCR’s meeting were filmed and observed. The total filming time amounted to 46 

minutes and the interview with the NCR participants lasted about the same time. One 

WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting was video-taped and key 

participants were interviewed. The WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting was video-

taped, but interview with the participants was conducted.  The WSJ Progress Report and 

Payment Negotiation Meeting lasted about 47 minutes and the interview time amounted 

to 39 minutes. The interview with the WSJ participants lasted up to 80 minutes.  

The following table (TABLE 3.4) describes the data collection dates and locations.  
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TABLE 3.4 
Filming and Interview Dates and Locations 

 
Filming 

 
Interviewing 

 

 
Names of   

Companies/Institutions 
 Date Place Date Place 

HLF 12/23/2003 HLF conference room 12/23/2003 restaurant 
NCR 12/22-12/27/2003 NCR office 12/28/2003 tea house 
WSJ 12/24/2003 WSJ office on the site 12/24/2003 restaurant 
WWB 12/30/2003 WWB director’s office   

 

Two HLF meetings were held back to back on the same day in HLF’s new 

conference room, and the interview with HLF meeting participants took place in a 

restaurant after the meetings. The meeting place for the three NCR Bid Project 

Negotiation Meetings was at the NCR’s executive office. Three meetings were held on 

three different days between 22 and 27 December 2003. The interview of the NCR 

participants was conducted after the third meeting in a tea house. Unlike all the other 

meeting places, the WSJ’s meeting was held in a temporary office on the WSJ’s 

construction site. Some WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting 

participants were interviewed on the same day at the WSJ Progress Report and Payment 

Negotiation Meeting at a dinner reception. The WWB’s meeting was held in the WWB 

advertisement department director’s office. The interview with the WWB Advertisement 

Negotiation Meeting participants was cancelled due to a time conflict with their New 

Year Qinming huodong (This literally means: the activity of getting closer to folks)10 

schedule.  

 

                                                 
10 The local government organized its deparment heads to meet people and answer questions on the City Hall Square on the New 

Year’s Day. This activity is called as Qinming huodong. 
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3.2  The Treatment of Data  

3.2.1  Procedures  

The film data were glossed with established transcription conventions (Atkinson and 

Heritage 1984) with slight modifications (see APPENDIX J). Lexical tones were not 

marked, but other phonetic features of the utterances (e.g., intonation, vocalic lengthening) 

were transcribed. The aspects of talk relevant to disagreement management strategies 

were described. Each utterance was glossed with pinyin, the Romanization system of 

Chinese pronunciation without tone marks. Then they were first glossed English word by 

word and then translated into English. Since Chinese word order and syntactic structure 

are not exactly the same as their English counterparts, and some Chinese words do not 

have equivalents in English, they were translated in a way close to the original Chinese 

meaning. The interview data were not transcribed. However, since the primary goal of 

interviews was to present a glimpse of how native Mandarin Chinese speakers perceive 

their interactional styles from an emic perspective, these data were reviewed.  

 

3.2.2  The Focus of Analysis  

This study operated within a synthesis of theoretical and methodological framework 

of interactional sociolinguistic approaches. To be specific, the analytic method of 

examining and identifying disagreement management strategies dwelt on the multicriteria, 

that is, on a combination of the paradigms of IS, CA, and Face and Politeness Principles. 

Special attention was paid to how participants form, interpret and assess oppositional 

strategies. For example, how does a speaker initiate a disagreement move? How does a 
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hearer interpret and assess the speaker’s move with his/her linguistic and sociocultural 

knowledge? How does a hearer respond to the previous speaker’s oppositional move in 

the subsequent turn? Is the disagreement move preferred? What are conversational 

inferences and contextual constraints in interactant’s exchanges? How do face, power, 

and social distance interface in the formation of disagreement management strategies? 

These questions received primary attention in the data analysis.  

        The pattern of a disagreement management strategy can be very complicated. It can 

take many exchanges before an episode of conflict is established. Due to the limited 

space, here only the instances of a three-step episode of conflict were analyzed. 

According to Antaki (1994), Gruber (1998) and Partington (2003), a typical conflict 

episode can be established by three or four steps. In their opinion, the three-step sequence 

may not “lead to a full blown conflict episode,” but it is sufficient enough to establish a 

conflict episode because participants have manifested their view toward an issue. Based 

on their conflict models, the following paradigmatic framework was used for an 

established conflict:  

 
1. A: state a topic 
2. B: initiate disagreement with A 
3. A: defend or generate a counterstatement against B or introduce a new topic 
          
Some instances of conflict discussed in this study took two steps to complete a 

disagreement move. Disagreement moves that took more than five steps were not 

included in the analysis of this study. 
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3.3  Background Information about the Meetings 

The business negotiation meetings filmed and observed for this study involved many 

companies and different issues. The introduction to each meeting in the following section 

is intended to help audiences have a better understanding of the forthcoming data analysis 

and discussion. 

 

3.3.1  HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting 

Two HLF business negotiation meetings were filmed and observed. One was HLF 

payment negotiation meeting. The topic of this meeting was to finalize a payment 

schedule to pay contractors who had advanced money11 in building HLF’s new complex 

building. Six parties were involved in this meeting. They included ASJ, a state-owned 

provincial constructional company and their subcontractor, a private interior design 

company, a representative from a provincial accounting firm, a representative from 

government construction quality control office, and the hosting party HLF, a private 

provincial pharmaceutical company. The dilemma was that HLF’s contractors wanted 

HLF to pay off the money they had advanced in building HLF’s new complex building 

they had finished. HLF insisted that they would pay, but the contractors were expected to 

                                                 
11 In China, business competition in construction market is relentless. In order to get a contract, construction companies often have to 

agree to advance a large chunk of money for getting a project. Very often debtors delay their payment to construction companies. As a 

consequence, construction companies will procrastinate paying their workers’ wages for weeks or months or even years. This 

phenomenon in China is referred as sanjiao zhai (literally means: triangular debts) which refers to interfirm debts. The phenomenon is 

severe and prevailing across China.  Nongmin gong (literally means: peasant workers) often become victims of triangular debts. Due 

to the hardship of construction work, urban residents are unwilling to take this type of job.The majority of construction workers come 

from the countryside. They work for construction companies on a termporary contract to support their families in the countryside. 

They live in cities most of the year and usually return to reunite with their families in the countryside on holidays such as Spring 

Festival, the Chinese New Year. 
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fulfill their obligations and go through proper procedures. According to HLF, the new 

complex building had several problems. Restrooms were leaking water and several doors 

did not lock well. HLF wanted their contractors to fix these problems first. Second, HLF 

asked their contractors to provide the officially approved cost report. HLF argued that it 

violated the government’s regulation to pay contractor’s money without seeing the cost 

report approved by the government designated auditing office.  

The contractors argued that they had delinquent payment with their peasant workers 

because of HLF’s delayed payment. However, they attempted to meet HLF’s 

requirements. However, the HLF staff did not cooperate with them so they weren’t able 

to get the report approved. They needed HLF’s signature, but HLF staff found excuses 

not to sign it. Based on the researcher’s on-site observation, the atmosphere of the HLF 

Payment Negotiation Meeting was stiff and intense. The HLF’s deputy executive officer 

did most talking and the talk was asymmetric.  

 

3.3.2  HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting 

This meeting involved three parties with a total of 8 people present at the scene. The 

scenario was that the manager of WZY, a private country pharmaceutical company 

learned HLF had been granted with the Quality Acknowledgement Certificate (zhiliang 

renzheng shu) from the National Drug and Food Administration Bureau (guojia yaowu 

shipin guanliju). WZY’s manager wanted to entrust HLF to produce his product zuoyang 

(a type of Chinese cold curer medicine). HLF seemed very interested in this business. 

Based on the researcher’s observation, the negotiation was buoyant and the atmosphere 
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was relaxed. Laughter broke out frequently and sometimes subconversations took place 

in the midst of the negotiation.  

 

3.3.3  NCR Bid Project Meetings 
 

The NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings were all bi-party meetings. The same 

parties were involved: NCR, a private interior design company, and NSH, a large state-

owned petroleum refinery company. These three sessions were referred as the NCR Bid 

Project Negotiation Meetings. The scenario was that NSH called for a bid to furnish the 

9th floor of their newly built office building. Many companies were competing for this bid 

and NCR was one of them. In the NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings, NCR 

executive officer and NSH bid director discussed NCR’s design and negotiated the 

NCR’s bid price. At the first session, NSH bid director commented that NCR’s proposed 

design lacked solemnity and was too showy. When two parties met for the second time, 

NSH director pointed out that NCR’s bid price was too high. He asked the NCR 

representative to lower his bid price by 8%. At the third meeting, the NCR representative 

tried to persuade NSH bid director into accepting his bid price as it was, but his proposal 

was rejected in the end because of disagreement on the price. It is worth noting that 

although BCR representative and NSH bid director represented their own company’s 

interests at the negotiation table, they were friends and two families were acquainted with 

each other. 

 

3.3.4  WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting 
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WSJ’s negotiation was a multi-party meeting. It involved 5 parties including the 

hosting party WSJ. WSJ, a local construction company, was contracted to WX, the 

largest private corporation in China, to build a mass-production automobile workshop for 

them. WX’s regional director, chief accountant and quality-control manager came to the 

construction site to inspect construction progress and quality. At the WSJ Progress 

Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting, WSJ manager and WX’s other contractors 

reported the project progress and quality-control procedures and negotiated with WX 

representatives for payment.  

A total of 11 people attended this meeting. The negotiation appeared very interactive. 

Sometimes it was very intense. At other times, it was relaxed. Occasionally, 

conversations on subtopics took place simultaneously. WX’s representatives seemed very 

familiar with some of contractors. They interrupted and made jokes at each other. None 

of them seemed offended.  

 

3.3.5  WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting  

In all the meetings observed and filmed, the WWB Advertisement Negotiation 

Meeting was the only meeting whose topic was not pertinent to construction business. 

WWB was a local newspaper agency which owned a daily newspaper and an evening 

newspaper. In China, the media such as newspapers and TV stations were monopolized 

and controlled by the Central government. WWB’s newspapers were the only two local 

newspapers in a city with a population of about two million people. WWB’s daily 

newspaper was designated to propagandize the Central government’s policies and the 
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ideologies. The majority of daily newspaper subscribers were government- or state- run 

organizations and enterprises. WWB had more freedom with their evening newspaper. 

The evening newspaper was more oriented to the public’s general interest, whereupon it 

had a substantially larger readership than the daily newspaper. The WWB Advertisement 

Negotiation Meeting was about an annual advertisement contract that a local travel 

agency wanted to sign with WWB. At this meeting, the WWB advertisement department 

director and the travel agency’s manager negotiated advertisement price, size, and 

publishing dates. Both parties reached an agreement on the advertisement size and 

publishing dates, but not on the price. The travel agency manager insisted that WWB’s 

price was too high. Considering it was an annual contract, WWB should have given the 

travel agency favorable discount. WWB argued that the price they gave to the travel 

agency was the best offer. An annual contract did not make a difference to them because 

of high demands for advertising on their newspapers.  

In sum, in this chapter has introduced data collection and treatment methods and the 

background information about the meetings filmed and observed. In Chapter Four, a 

descriptive analysis of the corpus data will be presented with a discussion on the results. 
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CHAPTER 4 

ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION 

 

This chapter attempts to identify pattered disagreement management strategies 

deployed by Chinese participants at seven episodes of business negotiation meetings. The 

analysis begins with assumptions that (1) Chinese discursive styles are indeterminate and 

evasive, (2) Chinese participants prefer agreement to disagreement to avoid public 

conflict (Liao 1996; Chang 1999; Yeung 1997, 2000; Scollon and Scollon 2001; Spencer-

Oatey 2003), and (3) Chinese participants have face wants and tend to satisfy the mutual 

face wants in interaction (Hong 1985; Ma 1996; Chan 1996; De-Courcy 1997; Gao and 

Ting-Toomey 1998; Yu 2003). The methodological parameter of the analysis dwells on a 

combination of interactional sociolinguistic approaches.  

 

4.1  Definition of Disagreement Management Strategies. 

In this paper, disagreement management strategies refer to skills or tactics 

interactants employ to initiate a disagreement move and maintain the stance. The term of 

disagreement means an antagonistic opinion that participants hold against each other 

during the negotiation. Antagonistic opinion can be either explicitly expressed or 

inexplicitly conveyed. In the forthcoming analysis, the researcher will first present an 

analytic account of patterned disagreement management strategies by examining the 

opening and closing of a disagreement and describe the relations of their contextual and 

cultural premises, then summarize strategy’s linguistic forms and its pragmatic functions, 
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and finally discuss these strategies in cross-cultural scope in terms of social structures 

and face politeness.  

 

4.2  Recurrent Disagreement Management Strategies 

The analysis reveals that the display of disagreement abounds in the corpus data. 

Participants are conscious about their co-participant’s face, yet their ultimate business 

interest outweighs face politeness. When business interest is involved, they will show 

their stance overtly. 

 

4.2.1  Opposing Bluntly with Negation Particles 

In this strategy, participants make a disagreement move by explicitly negating a 

statement in the prior turn with negative particles. Here negative particles refer to bu and 

mei(you) which are commonly used in Mandarin Chinese (Li and Thompson 1989, 415). 

You in meiyou is optional and can be deleted.  The present corpus data show that more 

often than not, disagreement accomplished with negative particles is issued in a blunt 

way. The analysis shows that the participants who to have more “power cards” to play 

and take an upper hand in negotiation are more likely to adopt this straightforward 

strategy. Negative particles occur either at the onset of a disagreement move or along an 

opponent’s utterance. The first example is taken from the WWB advertisement 

negotiation meeting. In this example, you may notice negative particles are used twice in 

speaker K’s turn. He first uses negative particle bu to declare his oppositional stance 

against speaker W’s suggestion (line 5) and then in line 8 he utilizes the bu again to 
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reinforce and reconfirm his antagonistic view. Now let’s have a closer look at this 

example. 

Extract 1. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 

                                                 
12 All abbreviations are explained in APPENDIX J. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 

W1: 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 

Si          qian,      .hh     {si     qian,            si    qian}.  
four   thousand laugh  four thousand four thousand  
Four thousand, hehheh {four thousand, four thousand}. 
 
Wenti     shi:: qita  luxing she       guo     lai (.)  yi   panbi(.)   
problem be  other  travel agency come  RVC12  one compare    
The problem is::other travel agencies will come (.) to compare 
 
ba  zheng    ge    jiage    la    xia    lai     le. 
BA whole  CL   price  pull  down RVC UP 
(the prices) which will drag down our market price. 
 
$Women bu    jiang, hhh, women:::$= 
we          N     tell    laugh we 
$We will not tell, huhuhhuh, we:::$= 
 
=BU  KENENG!  Women zhe  bian   de  jiage  quan   shi 
  N   possible           we     this  side  GN price    all     be   
=No way. Our prices are all 
 
>na ge,  na    ge, na ge <  TOUMINGDE A↓.   
that CL  that CL that CL  transparent      UP 
>that, that, that< TRANSPARENT↓. 
 
Lingdao bang::: bangmang   ai:::.   
leader     help      help             UP 
Leader, help:::help:::. 
 
Na    bu   xing. 
that  N    OK 
That won’t work. 
((making a dismissive hand gesture)). 
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In the extract13 above, the first disagreement move occurs in line 5 where the 

recipient (K in this case) annihilates the possibility of doing what the previous speaker 

W1 suggested in the prior turn. In this dyadic conversation W1, manager of a local travel 

agency, and K, advertisement department director of WWB publisher, negotiate the 

details of W1’s annual advertisement contract with WWB newspaper.  In the exchanges 

preceding this extract, K told W1 that WWB charges 4500 yuan14 for one-full page of 

advertisement (600 mm by 380mm). At the onset of this extract, W1 bargains for  4000 

yuan. In the subsequent turn, K responds that reducing the price for W1 will bring down 

their overall prices because other clients will come to WWB and ask for the same favor 

(lines 2-3). In addressing K’s concern, W1 promises, Women bu jiang (This literally 

means: We won’t tell) (line 4). The utterance of women bu jiang indexes that W1 wants to 

make a secret covenant with K. However, what follows the contextual cue of making a 

secret covenant in the subsequent turn is negation. The negative participle bu (line 5) 

occurs right after the previous speaker’s inference of making a secret deal. There are no 

signs of delay or hesitation from which we can infer that the display of disagreement is 

preferred. K proclaims that the prices on their side are all toumingde (This literally means: 

transparent). The emphasis placed on the crystalness of the advertisement prices in K’s 

turn cues that K thinks that W1’s women bu jiang infers something opaque or secretive. 

In the meanwhile, from K’s choice of lexicon toumingde, one can also infer that K 

stresses that WWB is honest with their clients and they are not going to make deals with 

W1 under the table.  
                                                 
13 The original Chinese texts of all extracts discussed in this dissertation are provided in APPENDIX I.   

14 The current exchange rate is one US dollar for 8.0965 Chinese yuan.  
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Note that K’s opposition is issued in a straightforward fashion. The opposition is 

generated bluntly through negating the previous speaker’s suggestion and has no hesitant 

quality. Line 5 shows K’s disagreement move is produced in the midst of the previous 

speaker’s turn. As a matter of fact, K’s interruption terminates the speaker’s utterance 

and gains K an opportunity to take his floor. The bluntness of opposition is also reflected 

in the contextual cue of volume amplification of negation phrase (bu keneng). According 

to Gumperz (1992) and Schifrin (1994), prosodic signs construct contextual ground on 

which situated interpretation sits. The emphatic effect can therefore be seen as a token 

that the speaker attempts to make his opposition prominent. So far, interrupting the 

previous speaker’s turn and stressing negation phrase, all these contextual cues show that 

the speaker wants to manifest his oppositional stance. 

  Faced with K’s disagreement, W1 begs for K’s help (line 7). It is interesting to note 

that when begging for K’s help, W1 strategically addresses K lingdao (This literally 

means: leader). Lingdao is an honorific and political term used by subordinators to 

address their supervisors. By addressing his opponent lingdao, W1 symbolically puts 

himself in an inferior position to K. From Chinese culture perspective, this move serves 

two purposes: give K face and bind K with corresponding responsibility. To illustrate, the 

face value work is realized through W1’s addressing K lingdao. This honorific term 

elevates K to a superior position over W1. W1’s acknowledgement of K’s superior 

position meets K’s face want. As Brown and Levinson’s universal politeness principles 

suggest, people have face wants. Face wants are mutual and reciprocal. People are 

expected to behave in a way to satisfy the mutual face wants. By addressing K lingdao, 
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W1 has showed his deference to K which makes K indebted to return W1’s politeness. 

Since here W1 begs K for help, it is plausible to assume that W1 expects K to meet his 

face want by honoring his request for help (see more discussion on this strategy in section 

4.2.23).  

         In the extract above, we may notice two distinctive disagreement moves in K’s turn 

are all made without taking any redressive action (lines 5 and 7). From face politeness 

theory perspective, K’s blunt oppositional moves violate the universal politeness 

principles of mutual face wants. In contrast to K’s blunt oppositional mode, W1’s 

discourse mode is much more diplomatic. Each W1’s utterance is accompanied by 

paralinguistic markers such as lengthening (lines 4 and 7), laugh (line 1), and smile (line 

4) that soften the tone of utterance.  

        The asymmetrical power and distant social relation between K and W1 may account 

for such discourse difference. As the only popular newspaper in the local area, WWB can 

hardly meet the demand for advertising in their evening newspaper. This puts K in an 

advantageous position in negotiation in terms of business choices. From this, we can infer 

he will still have business to do even if W1 does not sign the contract with WWB. 

Moreover, from my conversation with K, the researcher learned K and W1 are only 

affiliated in business and no solidarity is involved. This may explain why attending to 

W1’s face is not K’s big concern. W1, however, has more motives to attend to K’s face. 

He wants not only to advertise in WWB’s newspaper, but also has a good price. In other 

words, W1 has good reasons to progress this movement skillfully and cautiously to reach 

his ultimate goal without offending K, the person who is in charge of WWB’s 
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advertisement.  

 The results show that the strategy of opposing bluntly with negative particles are 

more often deployed by those who take an upper hand in power relation at negotiation. 

Nevertheless, it is worth noting that those who have few cards or are less powerful may 

also adopt the same strategy to display their disagreement or opposition. This happens 

when participants feel their business interest will be jeopardized if they yield to or 

compromise their powerful opponents. The following example is a case in point. 

Extract 2. (HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
 

W2: 
 
 
 
Z2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W2: 
 
 
 
 

Ni::: na   ge    ziji   de   juesuan15    baogao  zenmeyang   la? 
you that CL   self  GN    budget        report     how           UP 
How is your::: final budget report? 
 
Wo xianzai  zhe   ge (.4) liang      quanbu    fang    zai   
I      now      this  CL     quantity     all           put     PP 
All my (.4) quantity budget reports have been in   
 
Xu          zhuren     nali,   fang  zai  Xu          zhuren   nali,   
surname  director  there   put   PP  surname director there  
Director Xu’s possession, have been in Director Xu’s possession for 
 
do:::u, do:::u  jiangji    dagai        [you (.) liang  ge  yue     le.        
all        all        almost   about         have   two    CL  month UP 
almost::: almost:::about, probably, [(.)two months. 
 

[Na    ni  cong  xianzai  qi (?) 
then you from now on  
[From now on (?), (you) 
 

 
 

                                                 

15 Juesuan baogao here refers to the documents that record the costs and prices of the construction materials for HLF’s complex 

building. The Auditing Office is a government agency whose responsibility is to check accounts and report whether the information is 

accurate. 
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→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 
 

6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
11 
 
 
 
12 

 
 
 
 
Z2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W2: 

yizhi      zhuidao  shenji  shiwusuo. Zhe  ge  shiqing   jiushi= 
straight  follow auditing office        this  CL  thing     simply  
follow it all the way to the Auditing Office. This thing simply= 
 
=Zhe  bu  keneng. ((looking upset and gazing at W2))   
  this   N   possible       
=This (is) not possible. ((looking upset and gazing at W2)).  

 
Ni  zhao:::dao   RENHE    yi  ge    shengji   suo 
you  find  RVC     any      one CL  auditing office 
(No matter which) auditing office you go to, 
 
dou  bu   keneng.   Zhe  ge   dong  xi    jiushi   yao   >tiqian<(.) 
all    N    possible this CL   east  west  simply should in-advance  
all is not possible. This (type of) thing should be planned>ahead< (.)
 
shigong          danwei  he   yezhu                  peihe     
implementing unit    and  business-owner cooperate 
(and) the construction unit and the business owner ought cooperate 
 
hao.  ((shifting his gaze to a contractor sitting next to him))  
RVC 
well. ((shifting his gaze to a contractor sitting  next to him)) 
 
((silent)) 
 

 

Z2 is the manager of a provincial construction company contracted to build HLF’s 

complex building. W2 is HLF’s deputy executive officer. HLF’s contractors want HLF to 

pay back the money they have advanced; nevertheless, HLF wants the contractors to fix 

the remaining problems/work of the new complex building and to submit the approved 

final budget report first. In this extract, two explicit disagreement moves with negative 

particle bu both occur in Z2’s turn (lines 7 and 9). At the initial turn of this extract, W2 

asks Z2 about the final budget report progress. The question “How is your budget 

report?” constructs the contextual cue that Z2’s company is still working on their final 

budget report and the company has not finished yet. As explained earlier, W2 insists on 
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asking his contractors to hand in their final budget report approved by the designated 

provincial auditing office before they pay the money to the contractors. By implying the 

contractors have not finished their final budget report, W2 sends a hedged message that is 

not his company’s onus for the delayed payment. The contractors are accountable for the 

delayed payment because they didn’t get their final budget report approved in the first 

place.  

The response in Z2’s adjacent turn shows that the speaker precisely interpreted the 

inference in the previous speaker’s utterance. Lines 2 to 4 show that the speaker turns the 

previous speaker’s own statement against him. In line 2, the speaker (Z2) counterargues 

that their final budget report has been submitted to Xu, HLF’s director for his signature 

on HLF’s behalf. The adverbial modifier dou (already) in front of the durational period of 

noun liang ge yue le (two months) signals that the speaker thinks that HLF’s director has 

kept it for a long time without signing it (line 4). The signaling mechanism such as the 

repetition of dou and the vocalic lengthening of this adverb carries an indirect inference 

that Xu, HLF’s personnel, is the trouble source of the delayed payment problem. Note 

there is an overlapped part (lines 4 and 5) between Z2’s closing turn and W2’s opening 

turn. The overlap indicates that W2 has predicted the imminent statement in Z2’s 

remaining turn and wants to stop him.  

Line 5 show that W2 drops the old topic (the contractor’s preparation on the budget 

report) and introduces a new topic (suggests Z2 to pursue their budget report with the 

provincial auditing office). The attempt of shifting talk to a new topic can be viewed as 

W2’s intent to deviate people’s attention from the fact that “HLF has not signed the 
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report” and accordingly, HLF is the trouble source of the delayed payment. We may have 

seen that in the first encounter (lines 1 to 4), W2 attempts to make Z2’s company 

responsible for the delinquent payment because “their final budget report is not ready 

yet.” After Z2’s rebuttal, W2 tries to shift the responsibility to the provincial auditing 

office by suggesting Z2 to pursue his budget report with the provincial auditing office.  

Z2’s response in the ensuing turn (line 7) poses a blunt contest again W2. Z2 

initiates his oppositional move through a firm negation. The use of explicit negative 

particle bu directly negates the possibility of implementing what is suggested in the 

previous speaker’s turn. Then, Z2 moves on and reinforces his disagreement through a 

repair. The repair is carried out with an emphatic negation structure renhe…dou bu (This 

literally means: all….not possible) (lines 8 to 9) which thoroughly denies all feasibilities 

of W2’s suggestion. The elimination of all the possibilities functionally aggravates Z2’s 

disagreement with W2 expressed in the first round. The information revealed in the video 

data is in accord with what is verbally displayed. The video data show that Z2 looks very 

upset and gazes directly at W2 (line 7) when he utters his oppositional statement. 

Line 9 indicates that after the completion of his disagreement move, Z2 shifts his 

gaze to a contractor sitting next to him. This gaze shift at the point of Z2’s completion of 

strong disagreement builds a cue that Z2 seeks support or confirmation from his fellow 

contractors. Note in the responsive turn, W2 makes no verbal or kinesic response. It is 

silence. From “silence” cue, one can infer that it is either W2 is too shocked at his 

opponent’s strong opposition to respond or endorses his opponent’s opposition.   
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From an emic perspective, HLF takes an upper hand in negotiation because HLF 

provides Z2 and other contractors with business. In addition, mediation is still the main 

tool that Chinese resort to resolving disputes. Due to the underdeveloped legal system 

and Chinese culture, taking legal action could be less effective and, more importantly, 

will shang heqi (This literally means: harm harmony). Taking legal action is usually the 

last resort. These sociocultural constrains give HLF more bargaining chips with their 

contractors in negotiation. 

Compared with HLF, the contractors are assumed to have few cards to play against 

HLF. The corpus data show that most time in negotiation the contractors speak politely or 

oppose indirectly in order to attend to HLF representative’s face. Blunt and effrontery 

opposition shown above is one of the few exceptions.  

From the point of face politeness theory, Z2’s open contest against W2 does not 

comply with the play rule of power and politeness. Nonetheless, in one interviewee’s 

words, Z2 does not want to be kicked back and forth like a piqiu (This literally means: 

leather ball) and he is “not stupid” (Personal interview with Xie, 23 December 2003). To 

put it simply, if Z2 accepts concession and does what his adversarial co-participant 

suggested, his business interest will be jeopardized. Seen in this light, Z2’s adoption of 

the blunt opposition strategy is intended to send W2 an unmistakable signal: he will 

pursue this issue with HLF until the end.  

When asked about why Z2 contests W2 in such a confrontational manner, one 

interviewee observes: 

Apparently, W2 tries to release his company from responsibility and shift it to the 
Auditing Office. However, Z2 is not a fool. It is not the Auditing Office’s 
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problem that the final budget report has not been approved. It is HLF’s director 
who did not sign it. If Z2 did not make it clear and push HLF, his company will 
never be able to get their money paid back. The phenomenon of kicking the ball 
back and forth (ti piqiu de xianxiang) is very common in China (Personal 
interview with Xie, 23 December 2003).16 
 
 

In addition to the adoption of bu to display overt disagreement, the results of this 

study show that the other negation particle mei(you) occurs now and then in the 

participants’ explicit disagreement with the adversarial parties.  

Extract 3. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
 

X: 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X: 
 
 
 
 

Fanzheng::         zenme  shuo  ne,  bie   rang   wo  weinan. 
no-matter-what  how    say   UP  other  make me awkward  
No matter what (happens)::, do not put me in an awkward (situation). 
 
Hao, hao, hao.  Women >zhidao, zhidao<. Li::jie       zhe  yi   kuai. 
good good good  we           know    know    understand this one MW 
OK, OK, OK. We know, know and under::stand this. 
 
Ni   kan(.), na::    tian women ba   lao  Zhang     yue   le      yidao(.2) 
you see     which day   we       BA old  surname invite ASP  together  
See(.) what::day we invite Old Zhang together(.2),  
 
women  dajia   zai      yiqi      °juyiju°,       lianluo,      lianluo 
we          all       at   together  get-together  connect     connect 
we all together, to °get together° (so as to) connect, connect  
 
ganqing(.). >Bu wei  shenme<,  ni::bu   yao   wa::ng   qita  
 feeling        N   for   what          you N  want toward   other 
feelings.  >For no reason<, you:: shouldn’t °relate° it to::         
 
fangmian °xiang°.  
aspect       think 
something else. 
 
Wo  GEN   ni    jiang(.) yi   fang    de     FAN  wo  CONGLAI 
I        to     you   speak  second party  GN    meal   I      never  
I  tell(.) you (that) the other party’s MEAL I have  
 
 

                                                 
16 The original communication is in Chinese. The translation is mine. 
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8 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
11 

 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X: 
 
 
 

MEI  chi guo, >wo conglai  mei chi  guo<, wo gen ni =[jiang 
N    eat ASP    I     never     N   eat  ASP     I   to  you   tell 
never eaten, >I have never eaten <, I =[tell you 
 
                                                           =[Dajia 
                                                            everybody 
                                                          =[Nobody 
 
yijing    bu   shi   yifang= 
already  N    be  second-party 
is the second party any more= 
 
=chouyan   keyi. 

smoking   OK  
=Smoking (is) OK. 

 

In the segment preceding this dyad, X asked Z1 to reduce his proposed price by 8 

percent and Z1 finally agreed to discuss this with the co-owners of his company. The 

disagreement move in this extract is initiated in X’s turn (line 8) and this oppositional 

task is completed by the negation particle mei. At the onset of this conversation, X tells 

Z1 that no matter what happens, Z1 should not put him in an awkward situation. The 

response in Z1’s turn indicates that Z1 interprets the previous speaker’s statement as the 

previous speaker is asking for something from him. The lexicons haohaohao (OK, OK, 

OK), zhidao zhidao (know, know), and lijie lijie (understand, understand) in the initial 

position of Z1’s responsive turn suggest that Z1 acknowledges what was asked in the 

previous turn and this leads to Z1’s inviting the hearer to juyiju (to get together) so as to 

lianluo ganqing (This literally means: connect feelings) (lines 3 to 4). It is interesting to 

note that after Z1 sent his invitation to the hearer, Z1 explains that there is no special 

reason for this gathering and advises the hearer not to associate his invitation with 

something else. The inference of this appended explanation is obvious to the Chinese. Z1 
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intends to assure the hearer that he is not bribing in an exchange for the hearer’s favor in 

bidding the project. 

Lines 7 to 8 show that X explicitly negates Z1’s interpretation of his statement with 

the negation particle mei and argues that he has never eaten the other party’s meal. Note 

that in Z1’s turn, Z1 didn’t mention inviting X to dinner except for inviting him to juyiju 

(to get together). X’s response indicates that it is clear to him that juyiju (to get together) 

in Z1’s turn refers to eating out. Jiyiyu or chi fan (This literally means: eat food or meal) 

is a social practice which has many social functions in the Chinese society, especially in 

business situations. One of the primary functions of juyiju or chi fan is lianluo ganqing 

(to connect feelings) (line 4) so as to build close social relationships. Close social 

relationships play a vital role in securing a business deal. Juyiju or chi fan also has the 

negative connotation, that is, la guanxi (to get connections) through bribes or other 

corrupting means. By emphasizing he has never eaten the other party’s meal, X denies 

Z1’s implication that he is asking for benefits from Z1 and implies that he is clean. 

        Note that X’s disagreement move is initiated in a direct and explicit way. The 

declarative sentence starts with wo gen ni jiang (I tell you) which clearly indicates that 

the speaker wants to have his opinion heard. In the objective clause (the other party’s 

meal I have never eaten), the speaker first topicalizes yi fang de fan (the other party’s 

meal) and then phonetically emphasizes the negation phrase conglai mei (never). 

Topicalizing yi fang de fan in X’s utterance can be seen as a token that the speaker 

attempts to highlight that he is fully aware of his duties and position in this bid project 

negotiation. The prosodic emphasis placed on the negation phrase conglai mei intends to 
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draw attention to the speaker’s negation of the previous speaker’s statement. One may 

note that the negation particle mei is modified by an adverb conglai (all the time). By 

using the adverb conglai to modify mei, the speaker accentuates that he has never asked 

for benefits which rebuffs the previous speaker’s statement. The response in Z1’s 

subsequent turn (line 9) indicates that Z1 is not convinced by X’s argument at all and 

keeps persuading X into accepting his invitation for juyiju. The last line of this dyad 

shows that X turns Z1’s invitation down. X’s statement Chouyan keyi (This literally 

means: Smoking is OK) (line 11) suggests that X considers it acceptable to take cigarette 

gifts from Z1.17 However, it is inappropriate to accept Z1’s invitation to juyiju.  

 

4.2.2  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Cultural                   
Comparison  
 

In this section, I have described the disagreement management strategy: opposing 

bluntly with negative particles bu and mei(you). The form of this strategy can be 

described as: initiating a disagreement move by terminating the previous speaker’s turn 

through interruption, bluntly negating the statement made in a prior turn with negative 

particles, and then reinforcing the negation with phonetic or syntactic stress. For instance, 

in the foregoing examples, two initial turns of the opposition moves are realized through 

interruption (line 5 in extract 1 and line 7 in extract 2) and the blunt negation in the 

subsequent turn is made before previous speakers finish their utterances, which indicates 

disagreement in this situation is preferred. In extract 1, what accompanies the production 

of blunt negative particle is volume amplification (phonetic stress) when negation is 

                                                 
17 In China, giving cigarettes as a gift is popular.  
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produced. In extract 2, at the closing of the disagreement move of disagreement, an 

emphasis structure (renhe…dou bu…. not any…will….) is deployed to aggravate the 

first negation. In extract 3, the syntactic emphasis (the use of topic-comment structure) 

and phonetic stress are adopted to create an emphatic effect on the negation. These forms 

indicate that in the situations above, speakers intentionally make their oppositional stance 

distinct and prominent.  

The strategy of opposing bluntly with negative particles has its pragmatic functions. 

It conveys speaker’s distinct and unequivocal oppositional stance. The emphasis placed 

on negation reinforces speaker’s oppositional intent. Firmness displayed in blunt negation 

leaves little room for hearers to make a bargain. It is worthwhile to note that such blunt 

and direct negation strategy is also popular with harmonious cultures such as Japanese 

culture. In Japanese culture, open confrontation is discouraged and harmony is highly 

revered.18 In Jones’ study of Japanese conflict management strategies (1990), she finds 

that most of time men in debate address their conflict explicitly. The major difference 

between Japanese and Chinese speakers in using blunt negation strategy lies in the fact 

that Japanese men’s explicit negation moves are frequently made with discourse markers 

such as ma (well), tada (and yet) and sikasi (however) (Jones, 158). She finds that “over 

half of the opposition moves made in major conflicts begin with one or more discourse 

markers of opposition” (155). But in extract 1 and 2, we have seen that no discourse 

markers are used. This suggests that in explicit oppositions Chinese participants seem 

                                                 
18 The majority of my participants are male. There are only four females out of 32 participants. Four females participated in and 

contributed to negotiation, but D, the sales manager of HLF’s company is only the female who expressed her disagreement. She is 

verbal and blunt in negational expressions. 
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more direct and blunt. However, such difference may be caused by different power 

relationships between participants and settings. In Jone’s study, male subjects are guest 

discussants of a debate show and they are more symmetric in power. 

The examination of the evocation process of the strategy above reveals that 

participants who take an upper hand in negotiations are more likely to adopt negative 

particles to explicitly express their disagreement and to confront their adversarial co-

participants. Nevertheless, while those who have few power cards to play are more likely 

to express disagreement indirectly or in a mitigated form to protect powerful adversarial 

co-participant’s face, they are likely to express disagreement or opposition explicitly 

when their business interest is in jeopardy. This phenomenon suggests that business 

interest outweighs face concern. 

 

4.2.3  Opposing by Questioning the Factuality in the Previous Statement 

In this strategy, participants initiate their disagreement move by questioning the 

factual information provided in a prior turn. Extract 3 below is drawn from the HLF 

Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting. It provides a typical example of this 

strategy. In the exchanges preceding this extract, J, HLF’s CEO, and L, a small 

pharmaceutical company manager exchanged information about their business and 

companies. L learns that HLF has just passed the national standardized medicine 

productions tests and has been granted with zhiliang renzheng shu. This certificate has its 

marketing value. The certificate is a symbol of quality and reliability warranty, which 
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makes HLF’s medical products more competitive and marketable. In the prior exchanges, 

J asked information about L’s boss. The example below is an extension of their talk.  

Extract 4. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
 
7 
 
 

J: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
J: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
J: 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 

Ta   zai::  Bozhou      de   guding   zichan   touzi     °you   duoshao° ? 
3sg  PP   place-name GN fix        asset investment exist   how-much 
How much is his fixed assets investment in:: °bozhou°? 
 
Ta    Bozhou        de   guding   zichan   dagai:: xianzai(.),  wo  zongde 
3sg place-name  GN   fix          asset    about    now            I   generally
His fix assets in Bozhou (is) about::now (.), I’ve briefly 
 
suan         le      yixia(.) you:::wu      qian       duo   wan. 
calculate  ASP  briefly exist  five  thousand many ten-thousand 
calculated (he) has:::more than fifty million (yuan). 
 
You mei you    a::↑? ((gazing at L)) 
have N   have  UP 
Does he have (it) or not::↑? 
 
Ta::      pinggu     you   wu   qian         duo     wan. 
3sg  estimation    have five thousand  many   ten-thousand     
He:: is estimated to have more than  fifty million (yuan). 
                                                             
>Na    pinggu<, wo   zhe’r   you   YI    GE          YI                       ne↓!  
  then  estimate   I      here   have  one  CL   one-hundred-million  UP 
>Well, the estimation<, I have ONE HUNDRED MILLION↓! 
 
((casting a scornful look at L)) 
 
Na     zhe  ge:::, zhe  ge   xianzai     de     juti     qingkuang bu qingchu.
then  this  CL    this  CL   now        GN  detailed  situation   N   clear 
Well, the:::, the current detailed situation I’m not sure about. 
 

 

At the onset of the conversation, J asks L how much his boss has invested in Bozhou 

Chinese medicine raw material market.19  L in his responsive turn provides the 

information. L says his boss has invested 50 million yuan in that market. J’s reaction  

                                                 
19 Bozhou is a city located in the eastern part of China and has a well-known Chinese medicine raw material market.  
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(line 4) to the information provided in the previous speaker’s turn exhibits that J is very 

skeptical about the information. Note that J responds to the previous speaker’s 

information with you mei you a (Does he have it or not?). Here J’s question is formed by 

a regular A-not-A question20 (i.e., you mei you) and an utterance particle (a) attached at 

the end of the sentence. The utterance particle is produced with a rising pitch contour. 

According to Li and Thompson, one generic feature of A-not-A question is to provide 

hearers a choice between affirmation and negation (1989, 535-536). But in this particular 

case, the attachment of the utterance particle a with rising intonation at the end of the 

question you mei you functionally imparts the speaker’s skepticism about the factuality in 

the prior turn. According to Chao (1968, 805), the utterance particle a has the function of 

indicating the speaker’s impatience. Here the utterance particle a is also produced with a 

rising pitch. From the contextual cues of the attachment of the utterance particle a and the 

marked pitch, one can infer that the A-not-A question in this situation is not intended to 

invite the hearer to confirm or negate the question, rather, it imports with the speaker’s 

doubt and disagreement, which is testified in the subsequent turn. The emphasized high 

pitch makes the A-not-A question rhetoric. Another function of a used here is to mitigate 

the intensity of opposition considering this is the initial step of disagreement move. The 

utterance particle a’s function of reducing the forcefulness of the message is also 

recognized by other scholars in investigating utterance particles. Chao glosses a as 

                                                 
20 A-not-A question is a term used by Li and Thompson refering to “a type of disjunctive question” (Li and Thompson 1989, 535). A-

not-A question is formed by two elements: an affirmative sentence and its negative counterpart. The same subject in the second 

sentence is usually deleted and the two elements are connected with or without haishi (or). 
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“Reduced Forcefulness” and states that when a is attached at the end of A-not-A question 

(Chao 1968, 804).  Li and Thompson share the same view (Li and Thompson 1989, 313). 

J’s disagreement with L in his boss’s investment assets may be caused prominent 

indeterminacy and uncertainty in L’s previous utterances. Lines 2 to 3 show that the 

lexicons that L has chosen dagai (approximately), zongde (broadly), and yixia (briefly) 

are all semantically indefinite and vague. These lexicons are indexical that the speaker is 

not capable of providing specific and detailed information. The lengthening of dagai and 

you (lines 2-3) can be seen as a token of the speaker’s equivocally in presenting this 

information. Furthermore, in line 2, L begins with an attempt to give information about 

his boss’ investment on fixed assets, but he suddenly stops to make a series of repairs. L 

first repairs his statement with the adverb xianzai (now) and then with an interjectional 

phrase wo zong de suan le yixia (I’ve briefly calculated). The deployment of the 

consecutive repairs contextualizes that the speaker is indeterminate and hesitant in 

presenting his information. Xianzai implies that the amount of investment on fixed assets 

L claimed is recently acquired which means his boss did not have such a large amount of 

asset before. Yixia (briefly), the diminutive adverb marker in wo zong de suan le yixia 

(I’ve briefly calculated) makes the verb suan (calculate) sounds casual and informal. The 

casualness indicated here is intended to imply that calculation can be wrong because of 

casual calculation. In other words, the diminutive modifier yixia functionally leaves room 

to the speaker for future adjustment or modification. 

It is observable that L is manipulating lexicons in these lines. In Gumperz’s words, 

“Any verbal sign which when processed in co-occurrence with symbolic grammatical and 
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lexical signs serves to construct the contextual ground for situated interpretations, and 

thereby affects how constituent messages are understood” (1999, 461). The manipulation 

itself and the manipulated lexicons give the hearer (J in this case) sufficient contextual 

cues to question and doubt the factuality in the claimed statement. 

Line 5 shows that contested by J, L attempts to maintain his ground by citing the 

information from the second source, the asset estimation report, but his effort is 

immediately impeded by J’s second contest. J argues that according to the assets 

estimation report, his assets are worth 100 million yuan, which is twice as much as L’s 

boss has. J’s argument is produced in a sarcastic tone. The video tape shows that J casts a 

scornful look at L as he utters this argument. These salient contextual cues suggest that J 

questions the reliability of the second source. Note that in J’s argument, a stress is applied 

to the numerical figure yi ge yi (100 million). From the emphasized high accent, one can 

infer that J wants to highlight the numerical contrast between his assets 100 million and 

L’s boss’ assets 50 million. J’s sarcastic tone tells that he does not have that much money 

and the report exaggerates his assets. J’s deriding the credibility of the asset report can be 

seen as a cue that the speaker does not believe L’s boss has the assets as L has claimed. 

The response in L’s subsequent turn (line 11) shows that L no longer wants to dwell on 

the present topic (i.e., his boss’ investment on fixed assets) and attempts to drop the topic. 

The discourse marker na (well) at the onset of L’s turn signals L’s intent of shifting the 

topic. The forthcoming statement “… his current detailed situation I’m not sure about 

(it)” literally turns down further discussion about his boss’ assets information.   
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4.2.4  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
           Comparison 
 

The form of the strategy discussed above can be described as: initiating 

disagreement move by questioning the information provided in a prior turn and then 

aggravating disagreement at the closing turn of disagreement move. Note that the initial 

disagreement move is issued in a mitigated disagreement format because of the attached 

utterance particle a and its prosodic feature of lengthening. The mitigated-disagreement 

fashion in the initial turn forms a sharp contrast to the manner of intensified at the closing 

turn of disagreement. The intensified disagreement is accomplished through a series of 

linguistic and paralinguistic devices (line 6): quick tempo applied to the opening phrase 

(i.e., well, estimation), stress on the key information (i.e., one hundred million), adoption 

of utterance particle ne produced in falling pitch. The falling intonation placed on the 

utterance particle ne attached at the end of the sentence conveys a strong meaning of 

confrontation (line 6). These paralinguistic devices are fully played to fulfill grammatical 

and pragmatic functions. This finding is in accord with Wennerstrom’s results. In her 

several studies of intonation and syntax, she concludes that native speakers of English in 

interaction utilize paralinguistic devices such as pitch and intonation to convey 

grammatical meaning (1994, 1998).  

The strategy of questioning the information provided in a prior turn entails multiple 

pragmatic functions. The strategy conveys the speaker’s doubt about the information 

provided in a prior turn, which functionally declares his or her oppositional stance. The 

syntactic structure (question) provides an opportunity, on the one hand, for hearers to 

clarify information; on the other hand, for the speaker to probe what the hearer’s response 
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or attitude toward the initiated disagreement. In other words, it provides both sides with 

the opportunity to make adjustment. Moreover, the mitigated form of disagreement can 

be viewed as a redressive action to soften the tone of disagreement and attend to the 

hearer’s face. Notice that in the example above, the intensified disagreement move J’s 

closing turn is generated after the hearer (L in this case) tries to defend his position by 

citing the second source. From such a sequence, we can infer that because the hearer tries 

to defend his information, the speaker attempts to aggravate his oppositional form to win 

this argumentation.                                                  

The strategy of opposing by questioning the information provided in a prior turn is 

apparently a blunt mode opposition. The sequence of the disagreement move: first, 

mitigated opposition, and then, aggravating opposition, suggests that initially the speaker 

intended to protect the hearer’s face. When the speaker’s mitigated opposition is 

challenged by the hearer, face becomes no more a concern to the speaker.  

The results of this study show that all participants involved in the HLF Zuoyang 

Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting are straightforward in expressing different and 

oppositional opinions. The participants are founded now and then entrenched deeply in 

argument with a minimum of concern of face politeness. This might be due to the fact 

that all parties involved in his meeting are symmetric in power. The parties involved in 

this meeting are interdependent in business interest. HLF has the technology and 

equipment that L’s company needs to improve the quality, and the quantity of their 

product zuoyang. This business will bring HLF profits. The success of the negotiation 

will benefit L’s company, HLF, and the other parties such as L’s consultant.    
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4.2.5  Opposing by Gradually Increasing the Oppositional Intensity  

In this strategy, participants initiate their move first with an inexplicit 

antagonistic opinion, then advance the disagreement move with an explicit negation of 

the previous speaker’s statement, and lastly aggravate the negation at the end of the 

disagreement move. The opposition is implemented in a continuum of increasing 

explicitness to escalating hostility. This strategy has emerged in both bi-party and multi-

party negotiation meetings. The following example is extracted from the HLF Payment 

Negotiation Meeting.  

In this multi-party negotiation meeting, F and Z2 are HLF’s contractors and they 

have just finished building HLF’s complex building. W2 is HLF’s deputy CEO and he is 

highest-rank official from HLF’s side in this negotiation. It is worth noting that HLF’s 

CEO attended HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting, but is absent in this 

meeting. In Chinese society, it is usually the highest-rank official who makes final 

decisions. In this vein, the absence of HLF’s CEO means that no decisions that come 

from HLF’s side will be final. Therefore, it is not uncommon for Chinese to send their 

deputy directors to meetings if they want to avoid making final decisions. This meeting 

agenda is to finalize a schedule to pay back the money the contractors have advanced on 

HLF’s new complex building. The meeting is held at the call of the contractors and 

hosted by W2 on HLF’s behalf.  The following example will give us a glimpse of how 

participants complete an oppositional move by gradually increasing its confrontational 

intensity.  
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Extract 5. (HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
10 
 
 
 
11 
 
 
 
 
 

F: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z2: 
 
 
 
W2: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z2: 
 
 
 
W2: 

.Hh     dianshi   shangmian   zuotian   jiang   de (.)      
 laugh TV           PP             yesterday say  NOM      
 Hehheh, yesterday it said on TV(.)  
 
nongmin de QIAN        yi:::ding      yao   huan. 
peasant  GN money      must           want  pay-back                      
peasant workers’ MONEY mu:::st  be paid back.                             
 
Hhhh >dui, dui, dui<. 
 laugh   right right right  
Huh, huh, huh, huh, >right, right, right<. 
 
(?) Nongmin   zai   waimian    xinxinkuku     de      yi    nian, 
    peasants     PP     outside          hard         GN    one  year 
(?) Peasants have worked hard all year long away from their family 
 
jieguo       gao   bu    dao    qian    hui    jia (.7),  
as-a-result get    N    RVC  money return home   
(but) in the end (they) do not get any money to return home with (.7), 
 
hen   qican (.4). Shouxian  women  dajia    DOU   yao     nuli          a:::↓, 
very miserable    first          we     everybody all    should work-hard UP 
(it is) very miserable.   First of all, we ALL should work hard↓, 
                                                        
dui      ba?        Xiangyin   dang   de     haozhao! 
right   UP         answer     Party   GN    call 
shouldn’t we? To answer the Party’s call! 
 
(?) Dui, >GONGTONG< nuli. 
    right    jointly           work-hard 
(?) Right, (We should) work hard TOGETHER.  
 
>Shi  a<,     GONGTONG   nuli!         Wo   mei   jiang  (.2),   jia::o     
be  UP           together    work-hard         I      N      say              as::k      
Of course, work hard TOGETHER! (I) didn’t ask:: 
 
 ni     yi   ge   ren:::     ni   hai   meiyou   name   duo   de  qian     ne↓. 
 you one CL person  you still    N           that     much GN money UP 
 you to work hard by yourself:::. You don’t have that much money↓.  
 
Hao,   qieru   zheng    ti (.3).  Jintian   ba   dajia           jiao  guola     ne, 
Well,  enter   correct   topic     today   BA  everybody call    RVC      UP 
Well, get down to business.   Today (I) call everybody to come over 
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12 jiu:: shi  weile >juesuan< yu  dajia           goutong         yixia…… 
that-is    for       budget    and everybody communicate  briefly 
is:: to communicate briefly about the final budget report…. 

            

 In extract 5, the first disagreement move emerges in line 9. W2 disagrees with Z2’s 

implied accusation that HLF does not make any effort in solving his delinquent payment 

problem with the contractors. At the initial turn of this conversation, F and Z2 exchange 

information they heard on TV last night. F tells his fellow contractor Z2 that according to 

TV, the government has issued a mandate which demands all companies/enterprises who 

deferred peasant workers wages to pay up by the Spring  

Festival, the Chinese New Year. 21 At first glance, the act of exchanging information  

seems as casual as it happens between friends or colleagues. But as the conversation 

moves forward, the inference of exchanging this specific information begins to surface. 

The scenario is Z2’s company has deferred the payment to their contracted peasant 

workers. Z2 thinks that HLF should partially be responsible for this. They would have 

had money to pay their workers if HLF had paid them. From this, we can infer that the 

information exchange about the government’s new mandate is targeted at W2, HLF’s 

deputy CEO on the scene. The seemingly casual information exchange is intended to 

trigger HLF’s deputy CEO into the direction addressing the delinquent payment topic. 

                                                 

21 The Spring Festival, the Chinese lunar New Year is considered to be a major holiday for Chinese. On the Eve of the Chinese New 

Year, family members, no matter where they work or where they are, will return home to reunite with other family members and to 

celebrate the holiday together.  
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 However, W2’s reaction (lines 4 to 7) to F and Z suggests that he didn’t fathom the 

embedded intent of F and Z’s talk. W2 even align with F and Z2 to show his sympathy 

for the despondent situation of peasant workers caused by delinquent payment. He 

laments that peasants have worked hard all year long away from their family and it is 

miserable to see them not being able to have money return home with. Furthermore, W2 

calls for everybody to work hard to improve the peasant worker’s situation. The modal 

particle a attached at the end of his utterance (line 6) shows that W2 is emotional in 

making this call. To make his call politically legitimate, W2 explains that to help peasant 

workers is xiangying dang de haozhao (to answer the Party’s call) (line 7). It can be 

inferred from W2’s alignment with his contractors F and Z2 in sympathizing peasant 

workers that W2 fails to interpret the hedged intent in F and Z2’s conversation. F and 

Z2’s responses to W2’s alignment indicate that they have also realized this. 

In the subsequent turn (line 8), Z2 begins his response with an inaudible speech and 

then utters clearly Dui, gongtong nuli (This literally means: Right, work hard together). 

Note the audible part of Z2’s utterance is a partial repetition of the key information (nuli 

work hard) in W2’s prior turn, but the key information is repaired. To illustrate, W2 in 

the prior turn calls for working hard to answer the Party’s call to improve the peasant 

worker’s situation. In the responsive turn, Z2’s answer ties up partially with the previous 

utterance dajia dou yao nuli a and repairs the adverb dou (all) in W2’s statement with an 

accent gongtong (together). Z2 also places an emphatic effect on gongtong through 

phonetic stress. The repair and the phonetic stress are contextual cues that the speaker 

intends to foreground the repaired part gongtong in his utterance. This repair reflects a 
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popular view among the Chinese: Ren ren fuze jiushi renren dou bu fuze (This literally 

means: That everybody’s responsibility means no one’s responsibility).  

In today’s Chinese society, the traditions and the present social system promote 

pursuit for collective identity in leadership. Individuality in leadership and other social 

aspects are discouraged. Collective leadership is considered as a merit of an organization 

and an essential element to social stability. But collective leadership has its own 

loopholes. Quite often in collective leadership no individual leader is willing to or will 

take full responsibility, especially when something bad happens. Collective leadership is 

often utilized as an excuse to avoid taking the consequences resulted from malfunctions 

and power abuses. In the name of collective leadership, no individual leader can be 

convicted for negligence or misconduct. Moreover, because collective leadership will 

take the credit after a task is accomplished, individual leaders are not motivated. For this 

reason, a claim for everybody’s responsibility, to many Chinese, is equivalent to a claim 

for nobody’s responsibility. In this light, we can infer that Z2’s repair and stress are 

intended to foreground HLF’s their responsibilities.  

The lexicon gongtong also semantically accentuates the importance of bilateral 

effort in solving defrayed payment problem. By emphasizing it takes joint effort, Z2 

implies that HLF lacks contribution in solving the problem. W2’s response (line 9) to 

Z2’s utterance shows it is not until this point that W2 has finally grasped the hedged 

intent or illocutionary point of the seemingly casual information exchange between the 

contractors. 
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W2’s rebuttal is launched in line 9. It starts with a confirmation of the previous 

speaker’s statement. This confirmation is comprised of two parts: Shi a (Of course) and 

gongtong nuli (work together). The first part of the confirmation consists of an 

affirmative marker shi suffixed with utterance particle a. And the second part is a partial 

repetition of the previous speaker’s key lexicon gongtong. The two parts dually confirm 

the statement in the prior turn. W2’s dual confirmation of the previous speaker’s 

information serves two purposes. First, by showing his company is in congruence with 

contractors in the view that it takes joint effort to solve the delinquent problem, W2 

suggests that his company is full aware of their responsibility. Second, W2 implies that 

his company is making contribution to solve the problem, which indirectly denies his 

contractor’s embedded accusation. 

Lines 9 to 12 show W2’s disagreement move is generated in a full-fledged 

confrontational fashion. The disagreement move is initiated by W2’s dual confirmation of 

the previous speaker’s statement. The first part of confirmation shi a is accomplished in a 

fast tempo, which displays the emergence of W2’s disagreement. The second 

confirmation with a stress on gongtong nuli registers W2’s opposition. Here the visual 

cues match the visual data. The video tape shows that W2 stares angrily at his contractors 

when he argues for his stance.   

One may notice W2’s antagonistic statement does not stop here. He makes another 

stretch of talk: an explicit and intensified expression of disagreement (lines 9 to 11). He 

launches his explicit disagreement with the contractors by arguing, “I didn’t ask you to 

work hard by yourself.” Then he moves on by deriding his contractors not having the 
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financial ability to accomplish this task by themselves (line 10). The utterance particle ne 

at the completion of his statement “You don’t have that much money” makes the 

statement satiated with resentment (The visual cue shows W2 looks annoyed and angry). 

W2’s mocking at his contractor’s financial ability has functionally intensified his 

disagreement with his contractors.  It is worth noting that as soon as W2 completes his 

oppositional statement, he technically eliminates his contractors to defend themselves. 

Line 11 indicates that W2 enforces a new discussion topic. His statement hao, qieru 

zheng ti (Well, let’s get down to business) forces the talk to a new direction in talk and 

makes the old topic obsolete.  

W2’s adoption of blunt oppositional strategy is akin to his company’s position in 

negotiation. As explained earlier, HLF plays a key role in solving the delinquent payment. 

Whether the contractors can pay their contracted peasant workers largely depends on 

when HLF is going to pay back the contractors. Taking legal action is an option, but it is 

by no means the most effective. The power relation between HLF and its contractors and 

the plight of taking legal action is vividly illustrated in one interviewee’s comment. The 

interviewee observes: 

 
 
You may take legal action, but even if you win the case, you may still not be able    
to get the money back. They will find other excuses or simply tell you they will 
pay you when they have money. What can you do about it? You can’t put them 
in prison. This situation is very common. You can not put all of them in prison. 
Besides, you have to pay legal fees and owe renqing 22 (literally means: human 
feeling). Nowadays, whoever has the money has the power. If you have money, 

                                                 
22 It is hard to find an equivalent word in English for the word renqing in Chinese. Chinese usually say qian renqing which means 

owing someone a favor for what he/she did it favorably for you. For instance, if you help me win my case, I’m supposed or obligated 

to return your help by doing you a favor. Renqing is reciprocal just like the English idiom “You scratch my back, and I’ll scratch yours. 
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you are master. If you don’t have money, you are grandson (You qian shi lao zi, 
mei qian shi sunzi). (Personal interview with Wang, 23 December, 2003).  

 
 

The metaphoric senior-junior relation reveals that HLF takes an upper hand in power 

relation with the contractors. This accounts for the striking contrast between W2 and his 

contractors in their oppositional models. 

Compared with W2’s bluntness in disagreement, the way that F and Z2 display their 

disagreement is evasive and equivocal. Lines 1 to 3 and line 8 indicate that the two 

contractors take a detour towards their central topic (i.e., the delinquent account). The 

prudence in the contractor’s move suggests the contractors are very concerned about the 

way they converse with W2, the HLF’s representative. They are highly conscious about 

attending to W2’s face wants.  Now let’s have a look at how the contractors get to their 

focal topic, the delinquent payment and to their accusation of HLF for lacking 

contributing to solving the problem.  

At the beginning of this talk, F departs from a topic that leads to the delinquent 

payment. He tells another contractor Z2 about something that he heard from the TV last 

night. This statement begins with an in-breathed laugh which emanates a sense of 

awkwardness. Then the speaker reports in a third person’s voice (This literally means: 

TV says) that “…peasant worker’s wages must pay.”  The deployment of the third’s 

personal voice, a reported speech, can be seen as a token that the speaker is in an attempt 

to distance him from the mandate described in his utterance (…peasant work’s wages 

must pay). Though in his statement, F did not mention who mandates 
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companies/enterprises pay up their worker’s wages, his fellow contractor’s response as 

well as HLF’s representative’s response show that the reference is clear to them.  

Lines 2 and 3 show it is a successful joint act between F and Z2.  F’s information is 

immediately acknowledged by another contractor Z2. Z2 sustains F through a repetition 

of the identical affirmative particle dui, dui, dui (right, right, right). Z2’s alignment with 

F is displayed in a low profile. You may notice although Z2 manifests his alignment with 

F, he adds no new information to F’s statement. And he displays his alignment in a 

minimal response. The awkward laughter occurred before Z2’s verbal confirmation of F’s 

information is an indicator of the speaker’s uneasiness about his open compliance with F. 

Line 8 shows even when F and Z2 have realized the recipient (W2) didn’t fathom their 

hedged message,  Z2 still adopts the evasive strategy to get his idea across.  

The evasive mode here suggests that the speakers are very concerned about the 

recipient’s face wants and attempt to attend to them. Their concern can be understood 

from a broader scope of social and cultural constraints. As was mentioned earlier, 

triangular-debts (i.e. inter-firm debts) are a severe problem across China. In spite of the 

government effort in solving this problem (i.e., issuing mandates and stipulating policies),  

the situation is getting worse due to ineffective enforcement and the traditions of relying 

on mediation to resolve disputes. Given this situation, whether they can get HLF pay 

back and when HLF is going to do it largely depend on how the contractors negotiate 

with HLF representatives. The contractors hence have no reason to offend W2 or make 

W2 lose his face. HLF representatives are inherently endowed with more freedom in 

what they want to say and how they say these things. When it comes to expression of 
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disagreement, the results show that HLF representatives, as powerful figures, are more 

likely to take blunt and confrontational strategy to contest their interlocutors. 

Extract 6 provides another example in which participants generate an opposition by 

steadily and gradually increasing the oppositional degree. 

Extract 6. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
→ 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
 

L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
S: 
 
 
 
 

Pingjun   liang     bai         jan.  Women= 
average   two      hundred   MW   we              
The average (is) two hundred jian.  We=                            
 
=Liang   bai    jian   KENDING   shi  maojian  de (.). 
two  hundred  MW   absolutely     be     top     NOM 
Two hundred jian MUST be the best (situation) (.).  
 
>Pingjun   meiyou   liang   bai   jian↓<. 
  average      N       two  hundred MW 
>The average is not two hundred jian↓<. 
 
Pingjun   zai   yi  bai:::,    zai:::yi   bai   wushi     jian (.)  
average   PP  one hundr PP one hundr fifty   CL 
The average around one hundred:::, one:::hundred fifty jian(.)  
 
bijiao       keguan     yidian. 
relatively  objective  a-little  
(is) relatively objective.  
 
$Dui, dui, dui$.((nodding his head)) 
right, right, right  
$Yeah, yeah, yeah$.  
 
Hao    de shihou (.) cha::chabuduo  liang  bai     jian, yinwei (?) 
good  GN time        al::      almost    two  hundred MW because  
Good time (.), ne::near two hundred jian because (?)…. 
 
shichang  wo:::zhidao  ma, hhh [hh 
market      I      know   UP   laugh  
Market I:::know, huh huh huh  [huh, huh 
 
                                                  [Hh 

laugh 
[Huh, huh 
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10 
 

O: 
 
 
 

                                                 [Hh 
laugh  
[Huh, huh 

  
 

Extract 6 comes from the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting data. D 

is HLF’s sales department manager and L is the manager of a small county 

pharmaceutical company. They discuss the possibility of using HLF’s technology and 

equipment to increase the quantity and improve the quality of L’s medical product 

zuoyang. The disagreement move in this extract is imitated in line 3 at D’s turn. At the 

outset of this conversation, D asks L about his company’s daily capacity in producing 

zuoyang. L answers that the average capacity is 200 jian23. But the overlap between lines 

2 and 3 shows before L completes his turn, D cuts in and takes the floor. D’s oppositional 

move begins with the statement liang bai jian kending shi maojian de (literally means: 

Two hundred jian must be the best situation) (line 3). From this statement, we can infer 

that the speaker does not believe that her co-participant’s company is as productive as it 

was claimed in the previous turn. The statement contains the message that L’s company 

does not have the capability of producing zuoyang 200 jian per day, which cues that the 

imminent utterance in D’s remaining turn will be antagonistic.  

You may notice in this statement the speaker has employed two devices. First, a 

stress is placed on the assertive auxiliary verb kending (must) in D’s utterance (200 

hundred jian must be your best situation). The stress on the auxiliary verb “must” exhibit 

the speaker’s strong assertion about her view on L factory’s productivity on zuoyang. 

                                                 
23 Jian is a measure word in Mandarin Chinese. A measure word is used with a number in front of it to quantify a noun, for instance, 

two hundred jian clothes (liang bai jian yifu).  
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Second, in this statement, D has used shi…de construction which has the function of 

emphasizing the materials insert between shi and de. Here the material between shi and 

de is maojian (This literally means: sticking out). With the help of this emphasis structure, 

D foregrounds the word maojian, which figuratively means the best. By emphasizing “to 

produce 200 jian zuoyang” is the best situation for L’s factory, D infers that she disagrees 

with L’s claim. She does not think that L’s factory can produce as much zuoyang as L has 

claimed.  

Line 5 shows D has no intent to stop after she made the inexplicit disagreement. 

Rather, she extends her disagreement in a very explicit and blunt expression. She first 

bluntly negates L’s information with negation particle meiyou. Then she directly tells L 

what she thinks the factory’s productivity can be. The response from L in the subsequent 

turn indicates that this strategy seems very effective. For instance, at the opening of L’s 

responsive turn are a string of affirmative particles dui (right) and a repetition of 

acknowledging kinesic gestures: nodding. They are obvious markers that L has given up 

his stance and yields to D. Nevertheless, D’s remark in the ensuing turn shows that she 

shows no mercy for her surrender. She moves on and points out that the productivity 

claimed by L is an exception. The moment she finishes this statement, D bursts into a 

loud laughter which is immediately responded and joined by her colleagues. Here D’s 

explicit opposition against L’s information and her overt laugh at L has, hitherto, 

intensified her opposition.  

Extract 6 above has provided another example of disagreement management strategy: 

opposing by gradually increasing the intensity of the opposition. In this strategy, 
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participants initiate their disagreement first with an inexplicit expression of dissent, then 

move on with an explicit expression of dissent, and finally aggravate the intensity of 

disagreement through both linguistic and non-linguistic devices.  

 

4.2.6  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
          Comparison 
 

In the two examples above the researcher has analyzed the disagreement 

management strategy: opposing by steadily and gradually increasing the degree of 

disagreement. In this particular strategy, participants initiate their disagreement move 

indirectly and then move to a higher level of disagreement. The form of this disagreement 

management strategy can be described as: (1) in the initial turn of a disagreement move, 

confirming the previous information with a positive declarative sentence with or without 

phonetic emphasis devices (e.g., increase tempo and volume in line 9 of extract 4), then 

moving on denying/negating the information or implication in the previous turn, and 

finally, at the closing turn of the disagreement move, reinforcing opposition by 

aggravating the opposition (e.g., deriding adversarial party’s capability with negation 

particles or by laughing at adversarial co-participant’s information in extract 5).  

Take extract 5 for example. The disagreement move is initiated by a positive 

declarative sentence. It confirms what the adversarial co-participant said in the previous 

turn (i.e., Of course, work hard together). Note the lexicon gongtong is a repetition of the 

key lexicon in the previous speaker’s turn and this key word is phonetically stressed, 

which suggests that the speaker in the subsequent turn has interpreted the contextual cues 

of the lexicon gongtong (together) and its phonetic stress as accusation for lack of 
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contribution. What comes after the affirmative sentence is a consecutive of negative 

sentences (lines 9 and 10). The first negative sentence that denies the hedged charge 

declares the speaker’s oppositional stance. The opposition is intensified by the second   

The strategy of opposing in an increased degree has multifunctions. First, it sets a 

confrontational tone. Note the disagreement move in both examples is initiated by 

confirming the information provided in the previous turn. Nevertheless, the confirmation 

is produced in confrontational way. For instance, in extract 4, the acknowledgement word 

(Shi a Of course) at the initial position of disagreement move is suffixed with a modal 

particle a. The entire phrase is generated in a fast tempo. These contextual cues reveal 

that the speaker is very emotional. Then the remaining utterance in this initial 

disagreement move is a verbal copy of the key phrase gongtong nuli (work hard together) 

in the previous speaker’s utterance. As analyzed earlier, the stress placed on gongtong 

functions as an implied accusation. It accuses the recipient of this utterance for lacking 

contribution to resolving the issue in negotiation. Note here the stress placed on gongtong 

(line 9) is a direct copy of the previous speaker’s phonetic stress on the same lexicon (line 

8). In the subsequent turn, a repetition of the key information and phonetic stress from the 

previous turn functionally set a confrontational tone. By emphasizing his company is 

doing what the previous speaker asks, the speaker in the subsequent turn denies the 

accusation in the prior turn and initiates his oppositional tone.  

Second, the strategy of opposing through steadily increasing the degree of 

opposition provides an opportunity for speakers to argue step by step. In the foregoing 

examples above, after the initial disagreement move, the speakers in the subsequent turns 
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start to provide reasons and elaborate why they disagree with the previous speakers. In 

extract 5, the speaker argues that he never asked the previous speaker’s company to work 

hard by themselves. In extract 5, the subsequent speaker points out that to produce 200 

jian zuoyang is the best scenario. This step lays foundation for the imminent explicit and 

direct counterback mocking and negating. Third, this strategy functions as a final blow 

that impedes further argument. For example, in extract 4, after belittling the previous 

speaker’s capability, the speaker terminates his adversarial co-participant’s debating 

chances by shifting the talk to a new direction. 

In the example, D makes her disagreement move in a very distinct manner: no 

hesitation and delay. D issues her first disagreement move by terminating L’s turn 

through interruption, a token of the speaker’s readiness for the disagreement move. After 

D’s initial disagreement, you may notice she shows no sign of acting redressively. Her 

disagreement is not delayed in any form. What follows her first inexplicit disagreement 

are an explicit-expressed disagreement accomplished with negative particle meiyou and 

an aggravated disagreement move in which she laughs at the credit of the previous 

speaker’s information right in front of the speaker. Based on my observation and the data, 

representatives from both sides interact in a blunt and direct discourse mode. They 

interrupt and laugh at each other frequently. They speak in a very fast tempo especially 

the participants D and L. Face politeness seems not a big concern to participants. In terms 

of power relation, HLF and L’s company are symmetric. HLF has the technology and 

equipment to help L’s company to improve the quality and increase the quantity of their 

product zuoyang. L’s company has the business to provide. The gravity of imposition is 
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relatively low. In negotiation, representatives from both sides are very straightforward 

and the talk centers on what is the fair interest to both sides. Another observable reason 

for the direct mode in this meeting can be personality. The talk between D and L, in 

particular, is very lively and confrontational sometimes, but both of them seem not 

offended and affected by each other’s direct and blunt discourse.  

 

4.2.7  Opposing  with Utterance Particles 

Sections 4.2.7 to 4.2.12 describe and discuss how participants issue their 

disagreement move by employing pacifying markers to abate the intensity of an overtly-

displayed disagreement. Here pacifying markers refer to utterance particles, diminutives, 

hesitation tokens, laugh, and prosodic devices (i.e. vocalic or consonant lengthening and 

intonation). Pacifying markers are utilized individually or in a combination to soften the 

tone or the overtness of an opposition. Pacifying markers emerge at the inception or at the 

end of or along with a phrase or a sentence.  

The corpus data show that one of the devices commonly employed by Chinese 

participants in their disagreement management is the adoption of utterance particles such 

as ei and a to underplay the effrontery of the statement. In this study, utterance particles 

refer to particles that are attached at the end of a sentence or after a phrase or appear 

independently (c.f. sentence final particles called by Li and Thompson 1989, 238).24 As 

                                                 
24 There is no unified term for this group of particles. Li and Thompson (1989, 238) define these particles as sentence-final particles 

because they are often attached at the end of a sentence. Luke (1990, 7) refers them as utterance particles because these particles can 

occur after “phrases” or “clauses.” In traditional Chinese grammar, these particles are called yüqici (mood words) since they have the 

function to indicate the speaker’s mood (Lü and Zhu 1953) and xüci (empty words) (Wang 1959). Theses particles are informal so 
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minimal morphemes, utterance particles have the function to display speakers’ attitudes 

and emotions towards a statement. At the discourse level, utterance particles work with 

“prosodic features (e.g., intonation)” and “paralinguistic features (e.g., gestures)” to 

“perform quite a range of tasks” and they “would contribute to the construction of 

particular meanings-in-context” (Luke 1990, 270-274). The results show that utterance 

particles are prevalent and utterance particles are utilized a variety of situation. They 

serve independently and facilitate other parts of a sentence or a sentence in realizing a 

syntactic function or contributing a semantic construction or accomplishing other 

pragmatic functions. The following examples are taken from different meetings. From 

these examples, you will see not only how utterance particles are utilized to underplay the 

overtness and intensity of an explicit disagreement or opposition, but also how 

participant’s homogenous linguistic and sociocultural knowledge facilitates in 

interpreting the functions and meanings of utterance particles. In these examples, 

utterance particles such as ai, a, and nai are utilized to mitigate the intensity of an overt 

disagreement.  

Extract 7. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
 
 

Z1: 
 
 
 
X: 
 
 
 
 
 

Xu           zong,     ni  dui  xiugai   fangan    you  shen::me  yijian ? 
surname CEO     you PP  revise   proposal exist  what     opinion 
President Xu, wh::at’s your:: opinion about our revised proposal? 
 
Fangan::  wo   kan   le        yixia (.5), zhe   yi   ci    ne::: (.)  
proposal  I      look  ASP    briefly      this one CL  UP  
I read your proposal:: briefly (.5). This time::: (.) (it) 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                 
their distribution is more common in spoken Mandarin than in formal written Chinese. In this paper, the researcher has adopted Luke’s 

term and refer them as utterance particles.   
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→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 

3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 

 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X: 
 
 
 
Z1:  

bi         diyi    ge    nai   hao   deduo (.).    Danshi        nai::: (.)  wo 
COM   first   CL   UP   good RVC           however       UP            I 
is much better (.) than the first time. However,::: (.), I  
 
gen    ni   jiang,  haishi  jiage:::[wenti  ((no eye-contact with Z)). 
and you  speak   still     price::: problem 
tell you, (it is) still the price:::  [problem ((no eye-contact with Z)). 
 
                                                  [Women de    jiage  bu  
                                                   we      GN    price   N       
                                                   [Our price is not 
 
 gao   a::i↓.  ((gazing at X and smiling)) 
 high UP 
 high at a::ll↓. 
 
Bieren   neng jiang,   weishenme   ni   bu    neng   jiang    ne. 
other      can  reduce   why           you  N     can     reduce  UP 
Others can reduce (their price), why you can’t? 
 
>Zhe  ge,  zhe   ge<, mei     jia    de   qingkuang   bu   yiyang °a°. 
this  CL    this  CL   every CL   GN  situation        N    same   UP 
>This, this>, every (company’s) situation is  °different°. 
 

 

In this extract, the first disagreement move occurs in line 5 in which Z1 argues his 

bid price is not the problem as X said. In this meeting, Z1, the owner of a private interior 

design company, and X, the bid director of a large state-owned oil refinery company, are 

negotiating about the bid price proposed by Z1’s company. At the inaugural turn of this 

dyadic conversation, Z1 inquires X’s opinion on the revised bid he proposed to X. In 

response to Z1’s inquiry, X said the bid price is still the problem (lines 2-4). Z1’s 

response in the subsequent turn shows what “the problem” in the previous speaker’s 

utterance refers to is quite clear to him. He understands that the problem refers to the 

proposed bid price. In other words, the speaker thinks the proposed bid price is too high. 

Based on this uptake, Z1 hence immediately launches his counterargument.  
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Note that Z1’s argument is launched in a determined and distinct manner. The 

overlapped part (i.e., the closing point of X’s prior turn and the initial part of Z1’s 

subsequent turn (lines 4 to 5) shows that Z1 has initiated his disagreement move before 

the previous speaker completes his turn. Z1’s interruption suggests that he has predicted 

the forthcoming content in the previous speaker’s remaining turn. You may notice wenti 

(problem) in the previous speaker’s turn is produced at the same time as women (we) at 

the initial part of the recipient’s argument. This indicates from the speaker’s initial part of 

utterance “I read your proposal briefly. This time is better than the first time. But I tell 

you, the price is still….” Z1 has inferred that antagonistic comment is coming on its way. 

Z1’s interruption of the previous speaker’s marks Z1’s readiness to thwart the previous 

speaker’s negative statement.  

Z1’s argument is comprised of two parts: a normative negation sentence with an 

explicit negative particle bu (not) and an utterance particle ai suffixed to the sentence (see 

arrow in line 5). The utterance particle ai is produced in a lengthening mode. It is worth 

noting that the negation sentence in this situation is intact and complete in syntax and in 

semantics without the attachment of the utterance particle ai. The likely explanation for 

the free-standing utterance particle ai in this particular situation is: it is adopted to reduce 

the forcefulness of negation expressed in the antecedent part. To put it another way, Z1 

conveys his disagreement in a blunt fashion, but to mitigate the harm to face caused by 

the overtly expressed disagreement, he uses the utterance particle ai as a softener. The 

vocalic lengthening of the particle ai adds more softness to the negative tone.  
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Line 7 shows after Z1 generates his disagreement, X attempts to preserve his floor. 

X tries to persuade Z1 into lowering his bid price by convincing Z1 that other bidders 

have already lowered their bid prices. Nevertheless, X’s defense and persuasion do not 

work well in making Z1 to give in his stance. Line 8 shows Z1 simply brushes aside X’s 

defense and persuasion by arguing “Every company’s situation is different.” You may 

notice in his second argumentative statement that Z1 suffixes another deleteable utterance 

particle a produced in a low pitch to serve as a downtoner to reduce the forcefulness of 

his negation. Li and Thompson (1989, 316), when a is attached at the end of a sentence, it 

conveys the speaker’s impatience about the previous speaker’s statement. But its negative 

meaning is “more conciliatory, less belligerent” and it can be used “in a dispute between 

friends and relatives.”  

The use of utterance particles to alleviate the intensity of a straightforward 

disagreement suggests that Z1 attempts to make his oppositional stance known and 

distinct to the hearer; however, he has reserves. He is concerned that his blunt expression 

of disagreement will threaten the recipient’s face. The position of business provides 

prelude unequal power between X and his bidders. The position posits that X is more 

likely to take a direct mode of speech. Thus, it is interesting to note that at the outset X 

makes his comment on Z1’s bid proposal in a very cautious way. When he is asked about 

his opinion on Z1’s revised bid, lines 2 to 4 shows he does not provide an immediate and 

direct answer. Instead, he offers an indirect answer: he read it briefly. Note the verb kan 

(read) in X’s turn is modified by a diminutive adverb yixia (briefly) (line 2). Diminutives 

are used to indicate the smallness or casualness of something, whereupon we can infer 
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from the use of the diminutive yixia X sends a signal that he didn’t read the revised bid 

thoroughly. This leaves room for us to imagine that he could have made mistakes and his 

judgment could be wrong. To put it simply, the statement “I read it briefly” contains a 

message that the speaker is not quite certain about the accuracy of his forthcoming 

comment. The purpose of displaying less assertion in his comment is intentional.  

As a good friend of Z1, X is concerned that his blunt negation or rejection will 

threaten his friend’s face and attempts to minimize the damage to his friend’s positive 

face. This also explains before he points out that Z1’s price is problematic, he 

compliments that Z1’s revised draft is much better than the first. This finding is in accord 

with Jones’ in her study of conflict management in Japanese conversation. She has found 

that one of explicit conflict management strategies Japanese adopt is “Acknowledgement 

and Opposition.”  In this strategy, speakers “first show oneself to be in accord with 

another speaker, or at least acknowledge what s/he has said in some way…and then to 

point out the problem.” And the Japanese see this technique as “disagree politely” (1990, 

55-56). “Disagree politely,” this canonical expression is also applicable in the example 

above. 

In extract 7, we have seen that both parties adopt strategies to underplay the 

intensity of the overtly-expressed dissenting remarks. In negotiation between Z1 and X, 

X is assumed to be endorsed with more power or having more cards to play because he is 

in charge of a bid that many people compete for. As one of the many bidders, Z1 is 

assumed to be less powerful and to have fewer cards to play. This illustrates why X 

makes his disagreement move in such a heedful and “polite” way in a contrast to the way 
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of other powerful participants. From the post interview with X, I learned Z1 and X are 

good friends. Two families also know each other. He thinks his friend’s bid price is too 

high, yet ai yu mian zi (This literally means: impeded by face) he does not want to say so 

directly to his friend. He feels it is more appropriate xian biao yang, hou piping (This 

literally means: praise first, and criticize next). In this way, he will not shang le pengyou 

jian de heqi (This literally means: hurt harmony between friends) especially at the very 

beginning of the negotiation (Personal interview with Xu, 28 December 2003). In other 

words, the solidarity between X and Z1 impedes X from turning down Z1’s proposal 

directly.  

Nevertheless, solidarity seems serving as a double-edged sword. In one situation, 

solidarity impedes a friend from turning down his friend directly, but in another situation 

it gives friend’s opportunity to say “no” directly. When being asked why he openly 

disagrees with his friend in the bid price, Z1 explains, Mei guanxi, women shi lao 

pengyou le (This literally means: It doesn’t matter. We are old friends.) (Personal 

interview with Zhao, 28 December 2003). Here one may have noticed X and Z1 perceive 

the role of solidarity in their way of communication differently. To X. because of 

solidarity between him and Z1, X is not willing to negate his friend’s bid outright. 

However, it is due to solidarity that he decides to take a blunt mode to let his friend know 

his oppositional stance. 

From my point of the view, the contrasting views on solidarity in disagreement 

management are akin to the gravity degree of the imposition. To illustrate, X’s negative 

comment can make his friend lose the bid to other competitors and directly affect his 
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friend’s business interest. The disagreement move Z1 made in this example is to defend 

his business interest and his move is thereby more defensive than offensive. Considering 

these situations, X’s negative comment weighs heavier than Z1’s disagreement move in 

imposition. In addition, X’s negative comment precedes Z1’s disagreement move, which 

means X is the first who infringes face politeness principles and hence he is indebted to 

his friend Z1 renqing. Under this circumstance, the harm to face caused by Z1’s open 

disagreement to some degree is offset by the harm X did to his friend’s face. Moreover, 

to minimize the possible damage of his open disagreement Z1 has also deployed 

utterance particles 

In extract 7, the disagreement management strategy of opposing with utterances 

particles has been analyzed and discussed. In this strategy, participants employ pacifying 

markers such as utterance particle ai function as a downtoner to reduce the forcefulness 

of an open disagreement. This example also suggests when solidarity or close social 

distance is involved, those who take an upper hand in power may take an indirect mode 

in expressing their negative opinions to their friends or at least they will do so in their 

first negation move. From this extract, we may also infer that the direct or indirect mode 

of negative or disagreement move is pertinent to the imposition weight. The heavier an 

imposition of negation or disagreement, the more face politeness is involved, the more 

likely a speaker will adopt an indirect mode in expressing his/her negation or 

disagreement.  

The instances of adopting this strategy are abundant in the present corpus data and 

this strategy has emerged in all 7 recorded meetings. Extract 8 below is taken from the 
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HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting. In this dyadic conversation, the 

utterance particle a is attached at the end of the utterance to mitigate the overtness of 

opposition provides.  

Extract 8. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 
 
 
 
10 

L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 

Laoban  zhe    ge    shi     ta   JIANJUE  fandui=  
boss     this    CL  matter 3sg  firmly      oppose  
(My) boss, this is what he firmly opposes = 
 
=Ni    zhe    yang= 
you   this    manner   
=You do this=                                              
                                                                                    
=Ta     fandui    de       shi   sheme   qingkuang(.),  
 3sg    oppose  NOM   be    what     situation          
=What he opposes is to (.) 
 
> ba     pingzhong  na     chuqu,   ZIJI (.)    meiyou   duiwu<,    
   BA    product     take   RVC      self           N          team  
  >give away products,  we don’t have our own (sales) team<.           
 
xianzai  tade     silu        jiu         shi   peiyang    ziji     de     duiwu.
now       his      thought   simply   be   develop   own   GN    team  
Now his thought is simply building our own (sales) team. 
  
Ni    ziji     de    duiwu    zuo   xin    yao 
you  self   GN  team     do    new  medicine 
It is not reasonable for your team to 
 
he     pu        yao            guo zai  yiqi,    bu   heshi            a↓. 
and  general  medicine mix    PP together  N  appropriate  UP 
promote new medicine and general medicine at the same time↓. 
 
Danshi women:::= 
but       we 
But we:::= 
 
=Nimen   SHISI    ge    ren   you    yao  zuo   pu        yao, 
you       fourteen  CL person again want do  general medicine 
=That you, fourteen people sell general medicine  
 
you:::  yao  zuo  xin   yao,       xianran   zuo  bu  guolai. 
and     want  do  new medicine obviously    do  N    RVC  
and new medicine, obviously (you) can’t   handle it. 
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The disagreement move appears at D’s turn during her second encounter with L (lines 6-

7). In this extract, D attempts to persuade L to let her company HLF be the distributor of 

L’s medical product zuoyang. In the exchanges preceding this extract, D tells L if his 

company endorses HLF to produce and sell zuoyang as well, HLF will only charge L 

production fee and let L take all the sales profit. In the first line of this extract, L explains 

his boss firmly opposes this idea, but he is interrupted before he completes his turn. D’s 

remark in the subsequent turn sounds very didactic. The remark “You do this” cues that 

she attempts to teach the hearer what to do. Nevertheless, L interrupts her and terminates 

her turn just as what she did to him. Line 3 shows that L ignores D’s interruption and 

resumes his topic from where he was interrupted by L in his first line. He expounds that 

his boss is firmly against this idea because his boss believes it is a good way to build their 

sales team by selling zuoyang themselves. D in her responsive turn challenges L’s 

argument. 

The opposition in D’s run is displayed in an explicit format with mitigated 

forcefulness due to the suffixication of the utterance particle a. And the particle a is 

produced with falling tone. Here without the utterance particle a, D’s statement Ni ziji de 

duiwu zuo xin yao he pu yao guo zai yiqi bu heshi (This literally means: It is not 

reasonable for your team to promote new medicine and general medicine at the same 

time25) is still grammatically intact. Nevertheless, it sounds more like a serious criticism 

                                                 
25 L told D that his company’s sales team has only fourteen people. D thinks promotes new medicine takes a lot of effort and there is 

no way for fourteen people to promote new medicine while they also have to take care of promoting general medicine. The reason that 

I translated the word zuo (literally means: do. The meaning of zuo depends on the context) “promote” is that unlike in the United 

States where people go to drugstore to get their priscrbed medicine, in China patients get their medicine in hospitals or clinics. Many 

pharmaceutical companies have their salesmen to go to hospitals to promote their medical products so hospitals might purchase them.  
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than a simple expression of disagreement. In this instance, the falling intonation applied 

to the utterance particle contributes to softening the intensity of an open opposition too. 

As Chafe points out that the falling intonation deaccents the discourse (1994). The 

application of the falling tone to the utterance particle a can be viewed as an attempt to 

mitigate confrontation. The utterance particle a’s function of softening the forcefulness of 

a statement is also argued by Wu Ruey-Jiuan. In her study of Mandarin utterance 

particles a in conversations, she argues that “the use of final a” can “yield as a by-product 

the softening of its force” and the use of a indicates that something or a situation “did not 

happen the way it should have, or normally does, from the speaker’s perspective” (2004, 

173). In this situation of the above example, the use of a in D’s turn indicates that she 

does not think that selling zuoyang by L’s sales team themselves will not help L’s 

company to build their sales team.  

The oppositional discourse marker danshi (however) in L’s responsive turn (line 8) 

L disagrees with D and attempts to pursue his line of reasoning. But his turn is terminated 

after it barely starts. This time, after she seizes the floor, D makes a blunt negation 

without taking any redressive action. In her statement, D simply tells the hearer that his 

14-people sales team can not handle the business of promoting general medicine and the 

new medical product simultaneously. We may notice in this extract two disagreement 

moves generated in D’s turn vary slightly. One is accomplished by a blunt negation with 

pacifying markers while the other is done by a simple and direct negation. A likely 

explanation is that in her first disagreement move, D attempts to attend to the hearer’s 

face by mitigating the magnitude of disagreement. In the second move, the amount of 
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face work is substantially decreased for two reasons: firstly, D’s oppositional stance is 

already made known to the hearer and therefore, her second disagreement move, 

technically speaking, does not pose as much threat to face as the first one did. Secondly, 

the hearer’s counterargument has offset the amount of face work. 

In extracts 7 and 8 above, I have described the disagreement management strategy in 

which participants adopt utterance particles to minimize the intensity of an overtly-

displayed opposition. The present corpus data show that utterance particles can, 

independently or in a combination with other pacifying markers such as laughing, vocalic 

variation, and gestures, serve to fulfill this pragmatic function. In extract 9, you will see 

the utterance particle is used together with other pacifying markers to soften the intensity 

of disagreement.  

Extract 9. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
 
 

K: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
 
 

Na    ge:::, na   ge:::jiage,  ni,  ni  xian  shuoshuo.      Ni   zenme::: 
that CL    that CL   price   you  you first say-speak  you  how 
That:::, that:::price, you say it first. How::: 
                                       
zenme (?)= ((flipping through the newspaper in his hand)) 
how                                                
how do you(?)=((flip through newspaper in his hand)) 
 
=$ Ni   kan  nai$?((smiling awkwardly)) 
      you look  UP 
=>$ what do you think$? ((smiling awkwardly)) 

 
Zhe   shi  SHIZHIXING   de  wenti(.)     shi  ba↓? Ni xian shuo-shuo. 
this   be   fundamental  GN   question    be UP   you first  say-say 
This is a fundamental question (.), isn’t it↓? You say first.  
 
{Ni   kan na::i,  lingdao, ai::, lingdao::lingdao::yinggai  xian shuo}.
you look UP     leader    UP   leader      leader   should  first say            
{What do you think::, leader::, leader::leader::should say first}. 
 
((leaning his upper body forward)) 
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 6 
 
 
 
7 
 

K: 
 
 
 
W1: 

>Zhe    shi     shizhi              de     wenti<. 
    this    be    fundamental     GN   question 

>This is a fundamental question<. 
 
Ni   GEI wo   yi   ge  sheme  yang     de  >jiage<? Hhh. 
you give  me one CL what   manner GN  price    laugh 
What >price< do you GIVE me? Huhhuhhuh. 
((moving his upper part of body back and forth)) 

 

This extract comes from the WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting. In this bi-

party negotiation, K, WWB advertisement department director, and W1, a local travel 

agency manager, are negotiating the details about W1’s annual advertisement contract 

with WWB. This dyadic conversation takes place at the very beginning of the meeting. 

At the outset of the conversation, K asks W1 to give a price for his advertisement first. 

From the way K makes this remark, one can infer that the price is to be a very important, 

and sensitive topic to him. Line 1 shows that in W2’s remark jiage (the price) is 

topicalized and appears before the subject ni (you). Topicalization is one of the unique 

features of Mandarin Chinese language. Li and Thompson (1989) refer the Mandarin 

Chinese “topic-prominent language” and it is the unique feature of the language (15). 

They illustrated, “A topic always occurs in sentence-initial position” (85) and “The topic 

of a sentence is what the sentence is about” (85).  In this sense, topicalizing the price in 

K’s turn is an apparent cue that the speaker is very concerned about the price. K’s remark 

also indicates that he is hesitant in making this remark. There are noticeable lengthening 

(i.e., na ge::: that) and repetition (i.e., na ge:::, na ge:::that) before K’s production of 

jiage (price) which are the contextual cues of hesitation and uneasiness. It is supposed to 

be K’s responsibility to tell his client what the price is, and not the other way around. 
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Here it is evident that K wants to know his client bottom line of price. According to 

participants, it is a strategy that you don’t want your opponents to know your bottom line.  

The initial disagreement move occurs in line 3 where it shows that K’s turn is 

terminated by W1 in the subsequent turn. The termination is caused by W1’s interruption, 

a preference sign for disagreement. After W1 gains the turn, W1 directly turns down the 

previous speaker’s request for giving the price first. W1’s opposition is implemented by a 

question, which asks the previous speaker to reveal the price first. The opposition is blunt, 

but its intensity is greatly reduced by pacifying markers following the blunt opposition, 

especially the attachment of the utterance particle nai.26 The attached utterance particle 

nai here functionally turns a declarative sentence ni kan (This literally means: You think) 

into a question which politely invites the previous speaker to give his opinion first. In 

addition to the utterance particle nai, the paralinguistic cue, smiling, also makes this 

confrontational question less hostile.    

The disagreement move ends in line 5 where W1 insists that K speaks first about the 

price. In this move, more pacifying markers are applied to mitigate the intensity of 

opposition. Two utterance particles nai and ai are employed in addition to paralinguistic 

softeners (i.e., lengthening and voice quality shift). Now let’s have a closer look at how 

the disagreement moves when W1 has a turn.  

In line 4, K asks W1 to speak first about the price, but it was apparent that W1 didn’t 

want to take the first step. The disagreement move at W1’s turn is initiated with Ni kan 

nai (What do you think?). The attachment of utterance particle nai and its vocalic 
                                                 
26 Here I guess nai is an equivalent to the utterance particle ne. Though the participants all speak Mandarin Chinese, their Mandarin 

Chinese are observably influenced by local dialects belonging to Wuyu.  
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lengthening make the statement sound more like a plea than a counterargument. What 

ensues this mitigated disagreement move is an explicit disagreement in which the speaker 

argues that the leader should speak price first. Note lingdao (leader), an honorific 

political term, is repeatedly used to address the hearer. By addressing the hearer lingdao, 

the speaker elevates the hearer to a superior’s position. The elevation serves as a display 

of the speaker’s respect for the hearer’s face and accordingly, reduces the threat of an 

overt disagreement to face. In addition, the utterance particle ai suffixed the honorific 

term lingdao makes the opposition sound more like a plea for an inferior for help. One 

can see that the entire oppositional statement is generated in a voice of laughing quality. 

The laughing quality voice functionally reduces the seriousness of the opposition.      

  

4.2.8  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Cultural 
         Comparison 
 

They foregoing paragraphs have analyzed and discussed the disagreement 

management strategy of opposing in mitigated form with utterance particles. The 

instances of this study show that the participants employ utterance particles 

independently or in a combination with other pacifying markers to reduce the intensity 

or overtness of an opposition. The form of this strategy can be described as: initiating or 

closing an overt disagreement move with utterance particles such as a, ai, nai either 

independently or in combination with pacifying markers. Take extract 6 for example, 

the initial disagreement move is issued through explicitly negating the statement in the 

prior turn (lines 5 to 6). Nevertheless, the intensity of disagreement is greatly reduced 

due to the suffixation of utterance particle ai and the vocalic lengthening, a falling 
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intonation placed on ai and smiling. The primary functions of this strategy include 

mitigating the intensity or overtness of an opposition, attending to hearer’s face; and 

reducing the threat to face.  

The strategic use of utterance particles in interaction is not exclusive to Mandarin 

Chinese speakers (Alleton 1981; Kuo 1992; Wu 2004). This strategy was found in 

interaction of Cantonese speakers (Luke 1990), Korean speakers (Sohn 1996), and 

Japanese speakers (Hibiya 1986). For instance, In studying the properties of Cantonese 

utterance particles la, lo, wo in conversation, Luke (1990) found that la and lo were used 

“to propose continuation” or “propose completion” upon establishing agreement, while 

wo was utilized “to disconfirm or disagree” (267). In her investigation of Korean 

University students, Sohn found that in modern Korean language, final particles were 

grammartized “to express the speaker’s attitude toward interlocutors or the propositional 

content of the message” (1996, 219).  

To conclude, utterance particles are often utilized in conversation to realize different 

pragmatic functions. In the examples above (extracts 6-8), the participants have 

strategically adopted utterance particles ai, a, and nai to mitigate the overtness or 

intensity of an overt disagreement. In Chinese, Korean, and Japanese cultures, utterance 

particles can be used to engage speakers and listeners in conversations and these particles 

have very interactive properties.  

 

4.2.9  Opposing  with Diminutives 
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In this strategy, the participants adopt diminutive markers such as yixia (briefly), 

yidian (a little bit), bu hen (not very), zhi (only), juede (feel) to attenuate the intensity of 

opposition. Extract 9 below is a case in point. In this extract, X and Z1 discuss the 

proposal that Z1 has submitted to X. The scenario is that X thinks that Z1’s bid price is 

too high and should be reduced by 8%. In addition, X requires Z1 to advance 5.000.000 

yuan if Z1’s company wins the bid. Z1 insists that his company’s bid price is reasonable 

because the materials they are going to use, though not imported from Western countries, 

are all name brands. Z1 further implies that it is against government policy to advance 

money.  

Extract 10. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
 
 

X: 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X: 
 
 
 
 
 

Jiu     shi    jiage    pian   gao<.  
 just   be    price  incline  high   
>Just the price is slightly high<. 
 
Nide   yijian   shi::(.)  xia     fu     baifenzhi ba.   Xia    fu::baifenzhi  
your  opinion be   down  float  percent eight down float percent    
Your opinion is:: (.) to reduce (our price) by 8%. The possibility::: 
 
ba       de    kenengxing:::bu   neng   jiang   meiyou 
eight NOM possibility      N    can    say        N 
of reducing (the price) by 8%, (I) can’t say, 
        
°bu   neng   jiang   meiyou°, danshi   wo jiushi  juede(.)  

N     can    say         N          but        I     just     feel  
°can’t say (it is) impossible°, but I just feel (.)  
                                                

bu   shi  HEN   DA. 
N     be   very   big 
(the possibility) is not VERY BIG. 
 
Wo gen   ni    jia:::ng (.), women  shi   zhengfu         jigou,    
I    to   you  tell               we       be   government organization  
I tell:::you, we are government organization, (and) 
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7 
 
 
 
8 

 
 
 
 
Z1: 

nimen, nimen,  yingai  kan   de    yuan  yidian, °>yuan yidian<°. 
you      you      should  look RVC far    a-little-bit  far  a-little-bit  
you     you       should look a little bit far ahead, °>far ahead<°. 
 
((gazing at X silently)) 

 
 The initial disagreement move occurs in Z1’s responsive turn (line 2). At the onset 

of this dyad, X points out that Z1’s bid price is high (line 1). Z1 disagrees with the 

previous speaker. Lines 3 to 6 show that the disagreement move in Z1’s turn is generated 

in a vigilant manner. Instead of opposing the previous speaker directly, Z1 initiates his 

disagreement move by interpreting the previous speaker’s statement (Jiu shi jiage pian 

gao Only the price is slightly high). Z1’s interpretation suggests that the inference of the 

previous speaker’s statement is very clear to him, that is, to reduce the bid price by 8%. 

The discernable pause after nide yijian shi (your opinion is) can be heard to be Z1’s 

invitation to the previous speaker for his explanation. Having received no response from 

the previous speaker, Z1 moves on by providing his own uptake of the statement in the 

previous turn. Z1 seems very certain about his interpretation. Lines 2 to 4 show that after 

Z1 interprets the previous statement, he didn’t wait for the previous speaker to be 

confirmed or disconfirmed, instead, he launches a counterargument.  

The disagreement is conveyed in a reduced-force format. Z1 begins his 

counterargument by acknowledging there is a possibility to do what the previous speaker 

implied: reduce the price by 8%. As noted earlier, showing oneself in accord with 

adversarial co-participants can be an indicator of an imminent opposition. This is because 

speakers want to “disagree politely” (see more detailed discussion in 4.2.4).  After 

showing the initial agreement with the previous speaker, Z1 observes, Xiafu beifenzhi ba 
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de kenengxing bu neng jiang meiyou (This literally means: The possibility of reducing the 

price by 8% can’t say none). Note that this statement is composed by a dual negation 

structure bu neng jiang meiyou (can not say none). The dual negation structure 

syntactically generates an affirmative meaning, however, one can infer that the 

affirmativeness in this context is very low. The entire oppositional statement is produced 

in a very slow tempo. The negation bu neng jiang meiyou is repeated and barely audible. 

These contextual cues indicate that the speaker doesn’t want to make this seeming 

positive statement prominent. The appearance of the disjunctive conjunction danshi (but) 

right after Z1’s affirmative statement is a signal that what comes after would contrast 

correspondingly with what came before. One may notice that in Z1’s final and explicit 

dissenting remark, Z1 adopts a string of diminutive markers such as jiushi (just), jue 

(feel), and bushi…hen da (not…too big). By minimizing his negation, Z1 reduces the 

threat to the hearer’s face. And it accordingly dilutes the intensity of the opposition.  

In Mandarin Chinese, diminutive markers indicate the casualness, smallness and 

insignificance of a remark. The diminutive markers such as jiushi (only), juede (feel), and 

bu…hen da (not…very big) also convey a sense of uncertainty and indeterminacy. 

Chinese interactional styles are listener and addressee oriented. Uncertainty and 

indeterminacy provide room for listeners or addressees to adjust themselves to speakers 

(Lu 1998; Chang 1999; Cheng and Warren 2004). Uncertainty and indeterminacy give 

interlocutor’s face that a blunt expression of negation or disagreement does not. As to 

diminutive markers, Brown and Levinson (1987) observe that from face politeness 

perspective, diminutive markers have the pragmatic function of minimizing imposition 
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and they, therefore, attend to people’s face. Considering X in this instance above is the 

business provider and there is competition for his business, one can infer that Z1 had no 

reason to make X lose face by counterarguing with X openly or aggressively. In the 

meantime, if Z1 agrees with X to reduce his bid price by 8% of a 50 million yuan 

contract, it will inevitably inflict heavy losses to his company. In this light, the strategy of 

using diminutive markers in the disagreement move achieves two purposes: conveying 

disagreement and, in the meantime, minimizing the face threat.  

X’s response in the subsequent turn (in lines 6 to 7) shows that he is offended at all 

by the oppositional statement in the previous turn. Instead, X attempts to “allure” Z1 to 

agree with him and accepts his deal. X in his responsive turn tells Z1 that his company is 

affiliated with the government and is a government organization. From an emic 

perspective, showing his company’s affiliation with the government is a hedged promise 

which implies that his company is able to provide Z1 with more businesses if he yields  

this time.27  

 
4.2.10  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
           Comparison 
 

The example above gives one a glimpse of the strategy of opposing in a 
 
mitigated form with diminutives. The form of this strategy can be described as: in the  
 
initial turn of the disagreement move, a speaker first confirms the previous speaker’s  
 
statement and then at the end of the disagreement move declares his oppositional stance  

                                                 
27 Compared with private business organizations or companies, the government businesses have higher credibility in China. People trust government 

organizations more in terms of payment. A private enterprise may go bankrupt at any time or deferred the payment. In addition, the majority of 

enterprises are still owned by the government. Because the government monopolies many businesses such as petroleum, telecommunications, 

transportations, the government or government affiliated organizations are  main business providers.  
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in a mitigated form by using diminutives.  
             

The primary function of this strategy is evident: to convey disagreement, but at the 

same time, to minimize face threat to hearers. For instance, in the initial turn of the 

disagreement move (in lines 2 to 3), Z1’s remark Xia fu de keneng xing bu neng jiang mei 

you, bu neng jiang mei you (This literally means: The possibility of reducing the price by 

8 % can not say none, I can’t say none) is grammatically an affirmative sentence. On the 

surface, it confirms the previous speaker’s statement so it satisfies the hearer’s face want 

and protects the hearer’s face. Nevertheless, from a sociocultural perspective, it denotes a 

negation meaning. In addition, hesitation markers produced along with this statement 

enhance the negative semantic content of the statement.  

In the example above, it is not surprising to see that Z1 adopts a mitigated strategy 

to issue his disagreement move. Since there are many bidders competing for X’s project, 

this inherently puts Z1 in a disadvantageous position in negotiation with X. In other 

words, X has more cards to play and takes an upper hand in negotiation. With regard to 

an asymmetric-power negotiation, previous literature reveals that subordinators in this 

situation are often reluctant to confront superiors directly (Ting-Toomey1988, Ma 1996, 

Lu 1998). They often speak in an indeterminate way that provides space for listeners to 

adjust themselves. In her study of Taiwanese conversation between family members, 

Chang (1999) observes that “linguistic space mediates the seemingly rigid cultural 

relation” and through it, “the relational partner’s face” is protected (553). The politeness 

strategy of speaking indeterminately and opposing in reduced-force format is also found 

among Spanish speakers. In studying Spanish speaker’s use of personal references, 
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Stewart (2001) concludes that “the indeterminacy or ambivalence” in interaction is “a 

strategic resource” (155).  

The use of diminutive is not exclusive to Chinese culture. For strategic purposes, 

speaking politely is crucial to negotiate and maintain interpersonal relationships. The use 

of diminutives as a strategy is also found in Brown and Levison’s study (1987). They 

claim that in Western culture diminutives are also adopted to minimize imposition caused 

by request because diminutives contain the meanings of casualness, insignificance, and 

solidarity (108). 

In the foregoing discussion, we have seen that diminutives are used as a politeness 

strategy to reduce the forcefulness of a statement. Nevertheless, the pragmatic functions 

of diminutives vary in different cultures. Sifanou examined the functions of diminutive 

liyo (a little) used among Greek family members and friends. She argues that in Greek 

culture, “diminutives mainly serve to establish or reaffirm the framework for interaction” 

rather than minimize impositions (1992, 155). Greek utilizes other devices to tone down 

request’s impositions. This difference suggests that there are cultural and domain 

variations in using diminutives. 

 

4.2.11  Opposing with Hesitation Markers  

Hesitation markers refer to paralinguistic tokens that display hesitation and 

equivocalness. Paralinguistic tokens include discourse filler such as en, an equivalent of 

mm in English, vocal lengthening, and volume variations. The present corpus data 

indicate that the participants frequently adopt hesitation markers to mitigate the intensity 
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of an overt opposition or disagreement. Hesitation markers can locate in any position of 

an utterance: in front, in the midst, or at the end of or along with an overt opposition. 

Hesitation markers are deployed either individually or in combination with other 

pacifying devices. The following example provides a typical example of this.   

Extract 11. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 

In this extract, the initial disagreement move occurs in line 5 at L’s turn. The 

conversation takes place at the very beginning of the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing 

Negotiation Meeting. The participants from all sides introduce themselves and exchange 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 

D: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D: 

Mingpian     zuo  de    bucuo. ((flipping the business card and looking))
Business-card do RVC  not-too-bad 
The business card is not too bad. 
 
Mingpian         zuo  de        BUCU::O  [ai↓. 
business-card   do  gain    not-too-bad UP 
The business card is NOT TOO BAD:[ ai↓. 
 
                                                            $[Guanjian  a↓$. 

      crucial  
  $[Crucial↓$. 

 
Zhe  ge::  zhi       zhi    >bucuo<.     Mo   de    hen   shufu.  
this CL   paper  quality  not-too-bad feel  gain very comfortable 
This::quality is > not too bad<. (It) feels very comfortable. 
 
$En:::en,  bu guo  °bu shi  zhi   zhi° shi   si  zhi$.                                      
  mm  mm  however N  be  paper quality  be   silk quality 
$ Mm::well, however, (it is) °not made of paper°, it’s silk$. 
  
Na   chuqu renjia    hen    nan     xiang    ba    ta   suaidiao. 
give out    people   very  hard   think     BA  it    throw-away 
If (given) to people, they do not want to throw it way. 
 
Ao,   bu cuo,      bucuo. 
UP not-too-bad not-too-bad 
Well, not too bad, not too bad. 
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business cards. In the first line of this conversation, D, the sales department manager of 

HLF, compliments the business card of L, the manager of a small local pharmaceutical 

company (line 2). Then she justifies her compliment by saying the paper quality of the 

business card is good and the paper feels comfortable (line 4). However, the business 

card is not made of paper. 

Line 5 shows that L in the subsequent turn attempts to rectify D’s statement (lines 5-

6). The disagreement remark is initiated by a discourse filler en (mm) produced in a 

lengthening manner. The discourse marker can be seen as a token that the speaker is 

hesitant about what to say and is searching for words. What follows the discourse filler en 

is the disjunctive marker buguo (however) which indicates the forthcoming information 

will be antagonistic the foregoing information. The explicit disagreement bu zhi zhi (not 

made of paper) is generated right after the disjunctive marker. One may notice that the 

generation of the dissenting remark is accompanied by a constellation of pacifying 

markers such as lengthening, low volume and smiling. These paralinguistic cues indicate 

that L doesn’t want to foreground his disagreement and is hesitant in conveying his 

disagreement. The acts of keeping disagreement in low profile and of showing hesitation 

in issuing the dissent provided the hearer (participant D in this case) with room to adjust 

herself. Therefore, the utilization of hesitation markers in the speaker’s dissent remark 

functionally reduces the gravity of the disagreement and protects the hearer’s face.  

As was mentioned in the previous section, the negotiation between HFL and L’s 

company is assumed symmetric in terms of power relations. HLF has the technology and 

equipment that L’s company needs to improve the quality and quantity of their medical 
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product zuoyang. L has the business that HLF was interested in. The present corpus data 

show that the participants in this meeting are very straightforward in negotiation. They 

frequently interrupt and laugh at each other. Face politeness does not seem to be a big 

concern to the participants. However, in the example above, we have seen that L is 

prudent in conveying his disagreement. One possible explanation is that the conversation 

above takes place at the beginning of the meeting. L is constrained by social rituals and 

formalities in order to avoid conflict with D whom he meets for the first time.  

 

4.2.12  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
            Comparison 
 

This section has described the disagreement management strategy of issuing 

disagreement with hesitation markers. The example above (extract 11) shows that 

hesitation markers are strategically used to mitigate the overtness of the disagreement. 

The form of this strategy can be simply outlines as: initiating the disagreement move with 

hesitation markers and other paralinguistic devices. For instance, in extract 11, the 

disagreement move at L’s turn is introduced by four paralinguistic elements: a discourse 

filler, vocal lengthening, decreasing volume and smiling (line 5). The discourse filler mm 

produced with lengthening at the onset of the disagreement move can be viewed as the 

speaker’s hesitation in providing the forthcoming negative information. The visual data 

also show that along with the generation of the disagreement move, the speaker is smiling. 

The primary function of applying hesitation marker and paralinguistic devices along with 

the production of disagreement is to soften the overtness of disagreement and pay 
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deference to the hearers, especially at the situation when interactants meet for the first 

time. 

With regard to the properties of hesitation markers, Schiffrin (1987) and Montes 

(1999) point out that hesitation markers are indexicals and deictics. They are semantically 

meaningful and grammatically functional in contextual conversations. For instance, 

Montes (1999), in her study of a child (age 1:8) in using Spanish interjections (ah, oh, uh, 

eh), finds that eh is used as a hesitation marker to “get the interlocutor’s attention to an 

external referent such as an object mentioned in discourse. Schiffrin (1987) has 

investigated the use of discourse markers such as oh, well, I mean, now, and then. She 

concludes that the semantic and pragmatic roles and functions of discourse markers are 

situated in conversational contexts. These discourse markers, including hesitation 

markers, are contextually meaningful. From this, we can see that the knowledge of the 

pragmatic meanings and functions of discourse markers is a key to the success of human 

interaction.  

 

4.2.13  Opposing in the Reported Speech of a Third Person’s Voice 

What is noteworthy in the present corpus data is that the participants generate their 

disagreement, now and then, in the reported speech of a third person’s voice. In this 

strategy, the participants express their dissent in the reported speech of a third person 

who is not present on the site. This third person may be a single person or a collective 

identity, for instance, an organization. The results show that this strategy gives users two 

obvious advantages: avoiding face-to-face confrontation and leaving no room for 
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adversarial co-participants to argue back. The instances show that the use of this strategy 

is a “win-win” situation.  

Extract 12. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 

The initial disagreement move appears at L’s turn in line 4. In the negotiation above, 

D and L discuss the possibility of using HLF’s equipment to increase the quantity of L’s 

medical product zuoyang. At the onset of this conversation, D repeats her previous 

suggestion and asks L to let HLF be the distributor of his company’s medicine zuoyang. 

She tells L that her company will let L’s company take the profit; however, line 2 shows 
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3 
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5 
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7 

D: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
D: 

Ni   zhe   yangzi(.):  ni   ba::ta    bao     gei   women zuo,     
you this  manner   you  BA  it  contract give    us       do 
You do this(.): you give it to us to do (it and)    
                                       
nimen   mei    nian   jiao      dian   guanli          fei    gei  women(.). 
you     every   year  submit  little management fee    give   us                
every year you pay a little bit management fee to us(.).    
 
Nimen  NA  QU   [LIRUN= 
you    take  RVC  profit        
You’ll take the      [profit. 
 
                           [(?)Women   laoban   de   sixiang  shi, 
                                   we         boss      GN  thought be 
                           [(?) Our boss’ thought is, 
 
ta  FANDUI    ba   dongxi    gei     bie     ren       zuo(.2).     
3sg  oppose     BA  thing      give   other  people do  
he opposes (the idea of) giving our products to others to sell (.2). 
  
Ta    de   sixiang    jiu       shi    yao  zhujian= 
3sg GN thought   simply  be    want  build  
His thought is to build= 
 
=ba  duiwu   jian  qilai. 
  BA  team     build RVC 
= to build the (sales) team. 
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that D’s utterance is suspended by the hearer’s interruption. L cuts in and said that this 

idea is strongly opposed by his boss.  

L begins his disagreement move with inaudible mumbling. The mumbling is 

followed by the remark women laoban de sixiang shi (This literally means: our boss’ 

thought is) produced in a clear voice. Then L repairs his dissent remark with a new 

subject, ta (he), a third-person singular pronoun. The repair can be viewed as a token that 

L is attempting to disengage himself from the dissent remark and foreground the 

affiliation of the dissent with the third person, his boss. In the original dissent remark, the 

subject is the first person possessive plural pronoun womende (our). The possessive 

plural pronoun “our” indexes that the speaker was affiliated wit the opponent, his boss. In 

the repaired sentence, the speaker shifts his footing by using the third-person singular 

pronoun as the subject of his dissent remark. Moreover, the third-person pronoun 

semantically disengages the speaker from his boss. With regard to the shift of footing in 

interaction, Goffman points out that the foot shifting is indexical and intentional. Footing 

stands for a speaker's shifting alignments in relation to the events at hand (1981, 325-326). 

According to Goffman, a speaker can shift between three different positions in a single 

stretch of discourse. He can speak or report on behalf of someone else (animator) or 

speak in the tone of the author (author) or speak as the person who expresses the words 

(principal)28. In the example above, one can see that L attempts to shift his role from an 

author to animator. By shifting from the author who generates opposition to the animator 

                                                 
28 Animator, author, and principal are Ervin Goffman’s terms to describe different positions a speaker shifts in interaction. 
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who merely expresses opposition for someone else, L avoids face-to-face confrontation 

with his adversarial party, D.  

D’s response in the subsequent turn (line 7) suggests that the strategy of opposing in 

the reported speech of a third-person’s voice is very effective. One can see that D stops 

arguing with the previous speaker. She even assists the previous speaker to make his 

point. D’s utterance in the responsive turn (ba duiwu jian qilai to build the team) (line 7) 

semantically and syntactically completes the previous speaker’s utterance (Ta de sixiang 

shi….His thought is….).  

From the example above, one can see how the strategy of opposing in the reported 

speech of a third-person’s voice has been used to avoid face-to-face confrontation. In this 

strategy, because the disagreement is made in the reported speech of a third person who is 

not on the site, it made it impossible for hearers to counterback. Therefore, this strategy is  

very effective in turning down a previous speaker’s suggestions or requests. The results 

show that this strategy is frequently utilized by the participants to express an opposition. 

The following example provides another typical example of this strategy. It demonstrates 

how the strategy of opposing in the reported speech of a third person’s voice is utilized to 

declare a participant’s oppositional stance. What differs from the previous example is that 

in the following example, the third person was not a single person; rather, a group of 

people.  

Extract 13. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 

Z1: 
 
 
 

Women  fangan     gai     le.    Zhe::ci     dagai     hai   bucuo.     
we        proposal  revise CRS  this CL  probably still  not-too-bad  
Our proposal has been revised. This:: time probably it is not too bad.  
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5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 

X: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z1: 

Nimende   ziliao   nai (.) wo:: kan  le  yixia (.), ken   le     yixia. 
your        material UP     I       see CRS briefly  see CRS briefly                
Your materials (.), I::read briefly (.), read briefly.    
 
Wo  WAIHANG (.) ti::    bu chu    yi   ge     juti   fanan,       shi   fa? 
I      layman      provide  N  RVC one CL concrete proposal be UP 
I’m layman (.) and not able to give:: detail suggestions, right? 
 
Xiang  zhe   yi   kuai  ao, bu  tai  fuhe (.)   wome de    
like    this  one  MW UP  N  too fit            our  
For instance, this part does not quite fit (.) our   
 
zhuanghuang   fengge (?). Yao       yansu   yidian       bu  yao   
decoration       style          should  serious  a-little-bit N should  
decoration style (?). (It) should be a little bit serious, shouldn’t be 
 
tai  huashao. Zhe shi  women   dixia        de   ren  shuo de       ao. 
too showy      this be   our         below  GN people say NOM   UP 
too showy. This is what our subordinators said. 
 
Fangan   TING HAODE  a::i↓. 
proposal  pretty good      UP 
(Our) proposal is fairly bad::↓. 

 

The scenario is that X and Z1 meets to discuss the bid that Z1 proposed to X’s 

company. In this extract, the initial disagreement move occurs in X’s turn (lines 2-6). At 

the onset of this dyad, Z1 tells that he has revised his bid and the revised bid is not bad. 

The self-compliment at the very beginning of the conversation can be viewed as a token 

that the speaker attempts to set a positive tone for his bid proposal. However, the 

speaker’s positive view runs into the hearer’s disagreement.  

Lines 2 to 6 show that the disagreement move in X’s response is lengthy and 

circular. X begins his disagreement by telling that he read the proposal. In this statement, 

the diminutive marker yixia (briefly) is repeatedly applied after the main verb kan (read). 

The diminutive marker yixia indicates that his reading is casual. The diminutive marker 

yixia placed after the verb kan (read) alludes that the speaker read the proposal casually, 
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not thoroughly, which implies that the speaker’s imminent judgment may be incorrect or 

wrong. Then X adds that he is layman so he is not able to provide detailed suggestions as 

how to improve the bid proposal. The purposes of stressing his casualness in reading the 

proposal and his amateurness in this situation serve two purposes: first, it attends to the 

hearer’s face. The stress on casualness leaves room for both speaker and hearer to adjust 

themselves. Second, it saves the speaker from providing detailed evidence. What follows 

the tone-down statement is an explicit expression of disagreement. The speaker points out 

that the style of the previous speaker’s proposal is too showy. The forcefulness of the 

explicit expression of disagreement is reduced because of the presence of the diminutive 

adverbial tai (too) in front of the negative particle bu (not).  

Then the speaker adds, Zhe shi women dixia de ren jiang de ao (This literally means: 

This is what our subordinators said). This statement tells the hearer clearly that the 

speaker is not the opposition initiator. It the speaker’s subordinates who disagree with the 

hearer’s proposal.  

It is interesting to see that the speaker (X in this case) shifts his footing and 

announces the disagreement in his subordinate’s voice. The Chinese society is 

hierarchical and social structures are stratified. It is a general rule that superiors make 

decisions and subordinates act upon them, not the other way around (Bond, 1991). In this 

sense, one can infer that X’s opposition made in the name of his subordinates is simply 

an excuse. The footing shift can be viewed a contextual cue that the speaker attempts to 

disaffiliate himself from the opposition. In this particular case, opposing in his 

subordinator’s voice serves several purposes: first, this strategy attends to the hearer’s 
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positive face. The hearer’s face is saved because the opponents are on the scene when the 

opposition is generated; second, due to the absences of the opponents, this strategy makes 

it impossible for adversarial co-participants to launch an immediate counterback. Because 

disagreement initiators are not on the scene, hearers have nobody to argue with even if 

they disagree with the previous speakers. In addition, this strategy gives the speaker 

flexibilities. For instance, in the above example, if the speaker changes his or her mind 

later and decides to accept the hearer’s bid proposal, he still can do so without losing face 

because he has “never” disagreed with the hearer. 

In this dyad, X is the bid manager. Z1 and other bidders are competing for X’s bid 

project. Given this fact, one can assume that X takes an upper hand in negotiation and he 

has more freedom in what and how he wants to say things. Nevertheless, the results show 

that X’s utterances are heedful and his initial disagreement was circular. He seems more 

concerned with threatening the hearer’s face and therefore attempts to reduce the damage 

to the hearer’s face. This phenomenon may be due to the close social distance between X 

and Z1. With regards to the role of solidarity in negotiation, Gao (1998) observes that 

turning down a friend’s request is bu gei mian zi (This literally means: not give face) 

which is discouraged in Chinese culture.  

 

4.2.14  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Culture 
            Comparison         
  

The section above has discussed the disagreement management strategy of opposing 

in the reported speech of a third person’s voice. In this strategy, the participants issue an 

opposition in the name of a third person/a third party/ who is not at the scene. The form 
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of this strategy can be summarized as: in the initial turn of the disagreement move, the 

speaker makes disagreement move by either issuing the dissent with a singular third-

person pronoun or a third-party nominal phrase. For instance, in extract 11, the speaker 

issues the opposition in the reported speech of a third person’s voice women de laoban 

(our boss). To make the third-person identity prominent, the speaker replaces the subject 

with a distinct singular third-person pronoun ta (he) (lines 4 to 5).  

       The strategy of opposing in the reported speech of a third person’s voice has multi-

functions. First, this strategy allows speakers to disaffiliate themselves from negative or 

“bad” news. By shifting themselves to the position who merely reports the opposition on 

behalf of someone else, speakers avoid face-to-face confrontation with adversarial co-

participants. Second, this strategy inherently terminates adversarial co-participant’s 

opportunity to bargain or argue back because of the absence of the third person or party. 

According to one interviewee, this third person may exist or may not. To the Chinese, it 

is just a strategy that everyone xinzhao bu xuan (has tacit understanding) 

(Personal interview with Xie, 23 December 2003). Third, the strategy gives speakers 

flexibilities in case they want to change their stance in the future.  

  In Chinese culture, the use of pronouns as a strategy has deep roots in its history. 

Overall, the use of pronouns is associated with social propriety and personal civility. A 

typical example is that there are two forms of the second singular pronouns in Mandarin 

Chinese: ni (similar to tu in French) and nin (similar to vous). Ni is used by a speaker to 

address a person who has equal or similar social status while nin is an honorific term to 

address someone to show the speaker’s respect. Since they were kids, the Chinese have 
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been taught “to avoid using pronouns as much as possible” or use kinship terms or other 

honorific terms to address each other to show politeness and respect. And “pronouns are 

used by speakers indirectly to demonstrate the social status of the addressee. In 

comparing Chinese and Westerner’s greetings, Hong finds that the use of pronouns is 

more situational and less formulaic. According to Hong, Chinese use of the pronouns 

depends more on the settings which are different from English speakers (Hong 1985, 

204-205). 

In the examples above, one can see that the third person pronouns were strategically 

used to associate a third person/party with a source of negative or “bad” information. 

This use of pronouns as strategy is also found in Stewart’s study. In her study of 

pronouns used among Spanish speakers, she concludes that because personal pronouns 

are indexical to referents of power, solidarity and distance, they “can be manipulated for 

strategic purposes.” In addition, due to the fact that pronouns have “the potential to 

enable speakers to appeal to notions of power” so they can save “face in face-to-face 

interaction” (2001, 155-156). After observing African American teenager’s daily 

interaction in a neighborhood of Philadelphia, M. Goodwin (1990) concludes that when 

teenagers’ spread gossip, they will do so in a third person’s voice to disaffiliate 

themselves from the source of the gossip. Therefore, one reaches a conclusion that the 

use of pronouns as strategy is not Chinese culture particular. The strategy of associating a 

third person pronoun with something negative or bad in verbal interaction also exists in 

other cultures. 
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4.2.15  Opposing by Tying Up the Previous Speaker’s Statement  

In this strategy, the participants initiate and manage their disagreement by partially 

or entirely tying up the statement a speaker made in a prior turn. By taking up the prior 

speaker’s lexical or syntactic framework, hearers in the subsequent turn make their 

disagreement focused and pungent. 

Extract 14. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 

This extract is drawn from the NCR Bid Project Meeting. In this extract, the initial 

disagreement move occurs in Z1’s turn (line 3) in which he opposes the previous 

speaker’s idea of advancing money. Note that the disagreement move is initiated by 

taking up the key lexicon dianzi (to advance money) in the previous speaker’s utterance 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 

X: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
X: 
 
 
 

Qi::shi    nan        du      ye   bu   da.    Pirushuo,    bie      ren   
in-fact  difficult degree  also  N  big  for-instance  other  people 
In:: fact, difficulty degree is not big. For example, other people 
                                      
neng  dian,      WEISHENME  nimen  bu  neng  dian       nie::? 
can   advance    why                 you     N   can   advance   UP       
can advance (money), WHY can’t you (do it)::? 
 
Dian             zi,   xia::nzai  jianzhu       ye(?)      dian       zi       de  
advance money  now     construction business advance money  GN 
Advance money now::, (in) construction business(?), advancing   
 
qingkuang  zhengfu       shi   °bu   yunxude, bu   yunxude°.    
situation   government   be     N       allow    N      allow   
money situation, the government does° not allow, does not allow°. 
 
Zhengfu, women   shi   ZHENGFU   jigou,            dui bu dui a:: ?  
we              be    government organization  right N right UP 
(?) We are government organization, aren’t we? 
 
>Dui  nimen  lai   jiang  kan  de      yuan  yidian< 

to     you   come speak look RVC  far    a-little-bit 
>To you, you (should) look a little bit further.< 
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(line 3). In the exchanges preceding this extract, X asks Z1’s company to advance 5 

million yuan in order to get his project. In the first line of this conversation, X observes 

that it should not be that hard for Z1’s company to advance money because other bidders 

have agreed to do so. In the subsequent turn, Z1 launches his opposition by tying up the 

key lexicon dianzi (to advance money) in the previous speaker’s statement. One can see 

that this oppositional move is issued in a full-fledged opposition manner. 

        First of all, the speaker begins his opposition by tying up the key word dianzi in the 

previous speaker’s utterance. He also topicalizes this key information in his turn. The 

tying-up and topicalization highlights the key information that the speaker disagrees with 

(line 3). Second, in addition to topicalizing the key information, the speaker uses a 

nominalization structure shi…de to foreground his disagreement. Third, in his 

disagreement move, the blunt negation bu yunxu de, bu yunxu de (not allowed, not 

allowed), though generated in a low volume, but is repeated twice. All these devices 

exerts an emphatic effect on the overtness of the speaker’s oppositional stance. These 

emphatic devices also indicate that the display of the disagreement is preferred in this 

situation. 

What is interesting to see is that in the responsive turn, X adopts the same tying-up 

strategy to defend his stance. In the previous speaker’s turn, Z1 emphasizes that the 

government nowadays does not allow enterprises to advance money. The inference of 

this message is evident: asking bidders to advance money violates the government’s 

policy. X’s response in the subsequent turn indicates that he has a full grasp of this 

inference. In his defense, X first ties up the key lexicon zhengfu (government) and the 
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syntactic structure (i.e., the topic-comment structure) of the previous speaker’s sentence. 

The lexical and syntactic tying up functionally makes the two adjacent turns highly 

related and coherent. Note that X also places an emphasis on the word zhengfu and 

confronts the hearer with a tag question Women shi zhengfu jigou, dui bu dui a (This 

literally means: Our company is a government organization, isn’t it?).  The stress placed 

on the lexicon zhengfu is a contextual cue that the speaker wants to foreground his 

affiliation with the government. From the speaker’s act of foregrounding his company’s 

affiliation with the government, one can infer that the speaker intends to justify what he 

has asked the hearer to do is legitimate. At the end of his turn, X asks the hearer kan yuan 

yi dian (This literally means: look a little bit further). Kan yuan yi dian can be viewed as 

a hedged promise from the speaker to the hearer. It implies that if the hearer cooperates 

with the speaker this time, he may provide the hearer with more business in the future. 

         In China, the majority of enterprises is stated-owned and any businesses are 

monopolized by the government. The government is the biggest business provider. 

Compared with private enterprises, state-owned enterprises are stable as business sources 

and have higher credibility in payment. In other words, to do business with private 

enterprises is far more risky in terms of being paid in time and in the full amount. For this 

reason, the government affiliated businesses are always appealing to Chinese 

businessmen.  
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4.2.16  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Culture 
Comparison 
 

This section has analyzed the strategy of how the participants tied up partially and 

entirely to the previous speaker’s utterance to initiate and maintain an opposition. The 

format of this strategy can be described as: a speaker initiates a disagreement move by 

tying up the key lexicon or syntactic structure of the previous speaker’s utterance to make 

the argument focused and pungent. In addition to the strategy of tying-up, the participants 

also apply other devices such as phonetic stress and repetition to highlight the 

oppositional stance. Tying up as a strategy in verbal interaction is also found in Finnish 

multiparty negotiations at the institutional setting (Kangasharju 1996). Through the tying-

up strategy, the participants who have the common interest aligned with each other to 

form a collective argument. The use of tying-up strategy is very effective in getting their 

opinions articulated.  

 

4.2.17  Opposing in Altruistic Discourse   

It has been observed time and again that the participants in the present study tended 

to manage their disagreement in altruism discourse. In this strategy, participants initiate 

or maintain their stance in the name of unselfish concern for the general welfare of the 

people or the country. This phenomenon is vividly illustrated in the following examples: 

Extract 15. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 

K:  
 
 
 

Zhe   shi::  zheng   ban  guanggao. 
this   be    whole  page advertisement 
This is one full-page advertisement. 
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→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 

2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 

W1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 

Wo  ZUIDUO    limian   fang  ge  yi::liang   pian    ruanwen.29  
I       most          inside    put   CL  one two    CL      soft-article 
At MOST I’ll include one::(or) two ruanwen.  
 
zhilei   de.     Qita    kendi::ng  dou   shi   yixie   GONGYI  XING 
type  NOM   other  definitely   all     be    some  public         P 
All others will definitely::be some articles for the PUBLIC INTEREST,  
 
de  wenzhang  baokuo   yixie   jieshao    xianlu    de   ziliao      a::(.).    
GN article       include  some  introduce  route     GN  material UP 
including some materials introducing (tour) routes(.) 
 
((Two sentences omitted here)). 
 
Zhe shangmiande(.),  wo   zhe   shangmiande, ZHUYAO   
this   above                I      this    above               mainly     
This top half (.), the top half (of the page) I mainly  
 
xiang  zuocheng   GONGYI,                    GONGYI       de   wenzhang.  
think  make-into   public-interest GN article        
want to put articles for PUBLIC INTERESTS, PUBLIC INTERESTS. 
 
Ni     jue           bu   neng  yao    wo  guanggao       de   qian    ba? 
you definitely   N   can     want  me advertisement GN money UP 
You can’t possibly charge it as advertisement, right? 
 
En:: en.  (.5) 
mm mm 
Mm::mm (.5) 

 

In this dyadic conversation, K and W1 are negotiating the advertisement that W1 

wants to place in WWB’s daily evening newspaper. At the onset of this conversation, K 

tells W1 that his advertisement is a full-page advertisement30. W1 disagrees and argues 

that his advertisement should not be considered a full-page advertisement by virtue of the 

fact that the advertisement has public interest.  

         The opposition appears at W1’ turn (line 2) and is displayed in an indirect manner. 

                                                 
29 The literal translation of ruanwen is soft article. Here ruanwen refers entertaining news articles. 

30 The size of WWB evening newspaper is 380 mm by 300 mm. 
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In the subsequent turn, W1 doesn’t directly respond the previous speaker’s statement (It 

is a full-page advertisement). Rather, he starts to make a promise that he will include only 

one or two ruanwen in his advertisement, and the rest will be public interest articles.  

Note that in W1’s utterance, a stress has been placed on the lexicon gongyi (public 

interest). The prosodic emphasis and the repetition of gongyi in this situation are 

contextual cues that the speaker is attempting to engage the listener’s attention to the key 

information goingyi (public interests). Lines 3 to 6 show that the word gongyi is not only 

accented, but also repeated four times in one single turn. These paralinguistic devices 

indicate that the speaker desires to highlight the altruistic nature of his advertisement. 

Line 7 shows what followed the lexicon gongyixing is a distinct disagreement move 

issued through a rhetoric question. In this rhetoric question, the speaker argues that Ni jue 

bu neng yao wo guanggao de qian ba (This literally means: You are definitely not going 

to charge me these as advertisements, aren’t you?). From such a sequence (i.e., first 

stressing the altruistic nature of his advertisement and then expressing disagreement 

explicitly), one can infer that W1 employs altruism as a strategic anchor to bargain for his 

interest. 

The present corpus data show that using altruism as a strategy in disagreement 

management is not random. Extract 16 provides another typical instance.  

 Extract 16. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 
 

Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 

Shi a, women yuanlai   jiu kaolu  (?), womende pingpai, [jiage 
 be  UP we   originally just consider    our          brand     price                    
 Right, we originally thought about our brand,                [price 
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→ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 
 

X: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                          [Ni  bu yao 
                                                                                           you N want 
                                                                                          [You shouldn’t  
 
kaolu      dao,  zhe   ge   shengyi    ni    yao  zheng   
consider  RVC   this  CL   business  you  want make 
consider how much money you’ll make from  
 
 duoshao     qian , >zheng duoshao  qian<.  Dajia       ruguo  dou  shi 
 how-much money make how-much money everyone   if       all     be 
 doing this business. If everybody   
 
weile  zhe  ge    yewu      zheng  qian,    womende   yewu  
for     this  CL  business  make  money    our         business 
(want) to make money, then we  
 
jiu   zuo   bu  xiaqu  la.    Shi bu shi  a↓? 
then  do   N   RVC   UP   be  N  be UP 
have no way to do our business. Isn’t that right? 
  
Zhe ge, Xu        zong   a,  women  chulai     zuo,   dajia   chulai     zuo 
this CL surname CEO UP  we   come-out do  everybody come-out do 
Well, Mr. Xu, our purpose to come out is to do business, everybody  
 
a (.3), shouxian  yi    ge  mudi,     shi   zhuan  qian.  
UP         first    one   CL purpose  be   make money  
comes out to do business, is to make money.  
 
Bu zhuan  qian   women   zuo   sheme   shengyi  nai! 
N  make   money we        do     what     business UP 
(If) not for making money, why would we come out to do business! 

 
  

The initial disagreement move occurs in line 2 at X’s turn. In the segment preceding 

this extract, X attempted to persuade Z1 into lowering his bid price. According to X, it is 

a good publicity opportunity for Z1’s company if they win the bid. At the outset of this 

dyadic conversation, Z1 tries to explain why his bid price is higher than that of his 

competitors. One may see that the end of the previous speaker’s turn and the opening of 

the subsequent speaker’s turn juxtaposed. The previous speaker’s turn (Z1’s turn) is 

suspended by the hearer’s interruption. The interruption is a cue that the hearer is 
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impatient with the previous speaker’s utterance and eager to articulate his opinion. Lines 

2 to 6 show the disagreement move in X’s turn is issued in a very straightforward way.  

After X obtained his turn, he tells Z1 that he shouldn’t consider business interests in 

doing business. Then he adds, Dajia ruguo dou shi weile zhe ge yewu zheng qian, 

womende yewu jiu zuo bu xiaqu la (This literally means: If everybody thinks about 

making money out of this business, we have no way to do our business). Note that a 

modal auxiliary yinggai (should) is adopted in X’s dissenting remark. This modal 

auxiliary makes the speaker’s dissenting remark sound didactic and imperative. In other 

words, X is educating Z1 not to focus on his individual interest. This statement infers that 

Z1 should work for altruistic purpose. X’s disagreement move is closed by an A-not-A 

question (i.e., Shi bu shi a? Isn’t that right?). The falling intonation at the end of the A-

Not-A question functionally has made the question rhetoric. To state it another way, the 

rhetoric statement indicates that the speaker is not inviting confirmation or disagreement 

from the hearer. He is assured about what he says.  

  Z1’s response in the subsequent turn shows that he has interpreted the inference 

implied in the previous speaker’s remark. Line 8 shows that Z1 confronts the previous 

speaker with an immediate and direct counterback. He counterargues that Bu zhuan qian 

women zuo sheme shengyi nai (This literally means: If not for making money, why do we 

do business?). The utterance particle nai at the end of Z1’s utterance conveys the 

speaker’s upsets.  

In the example above, X and Z1 have exhibited a similar amount of ammunition in 

their oppositional moves. In their respective disagreement move, no hesitation markers 
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are spotted and the speakers have taken no redressive actions. Both speakers have 

adopted a direct and blunt mode in expressing their dissenting opinions. These tokens 

suggest that face politeness may not be a big concern to both speakers in this situation 

and the display of disagreement is preferred. As explained earlier, the NCR Bid Project 

Negotiation Meetings are asymmetric in power because X has the business that Z1 and 

many other bidders competed for. The asymmetric power relation could have constrained 

Z1’s interactional styles. However, the example above shows that Z1 is straightforward in 

conveying disagreement. 

This phenomenon can be explained by the solidarity and the rapport between the 

two speakers. According to Z1, good friends should be frank with each other. The blunt 

discourse mode is a reflection of intimacy and close social distance. This finding is in 

accord with what was found in Greek (Sifanou 1997; Kakava 2002) and German 

(Spencer-Oatey 2000) cultures. In investigating daily interaction among Greek family 

members and friends, Sifanou (1997) and Kakava (2002) conclude that the Greek 

consider the blunt opposition mode signs of intimacy and integrity among family 

members and friends. In comparing German and Chinese college student’s interactional 

styles, Spencer-Oatey (2000) observe that her German subjects think the direct mode of 

interactional styles mirroring the rapport and integrity among friends.  

 

4.2.18  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Cultural  
            Comparison 
 

In the foregoing paragraphs have been presented how the participants use altruism as 

their ground to issue and manage their opposition. In this strategy, the participants 
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declare their oppositional stance for unselfish concerns. The framework of this strategy is: 

at the initial turn of the disagreement move where the speaker first highlights the 

altruistic nature of what he is negotiating through both linguistic (e.g., the use of modal 

auxiliary verb “should” and rhetoric question in extract 15) and paralinguistic devices 

(e.g., phonetic stress and repetition in extract 14). Then the speaker directly confronts his 

adversarial co-participant for acknowledging his altruistic behavior (extract 14, lines 3-6). 

The functions of arguing in altruism discourse are entrenched in ethics and cultures. In 

comparing Asian and American applicants’ letters of intent, Muriel Saville-Troike (2003) 

states that Asians applicants to American universities often present themselves “as the 

committed altruist dedicated to the country rather than to self” (175). They do so partially 

because of the expectation and attitudes they hold and develop in the process of 

constructing a “face” (183). The adoption of altruistic discourse is permeated in 

contemporary Chinese culture. In China, children in the education system, as early as in 

kindergartens, the Chinese children are taught to sacrifice their individual interests, 

desires for benefiting the others, the society and the country. Being altruistic is viewed as 

a valuable attribute of moral virtue in Chinese collective society (Bond 1991, 62). In this 

sense, it is not surprising to see the participants have turned to altruism as means to argue 

and maintain their own stance. 

The strategic use of altruism is a cross-cultural phenomenon. For instance, Prisbell 

(1994) finds that altruism is the most affinity-seeking strategy in Spanish classroom 

communication. Petrucciani (1997) has discovered that German and Italian philosophers 

resort to this strategy in debates. After studying Bill Gates’ discourse in his book “The 
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Road Ahead,” Snyder finds that this strategy is “insidiously persuasive” and Gates used 

this strategy to “clothes his claims” for school’s technological improvement to profit his 

own corporation (1999).  

In brief, the strategy of opposing in altruistic discourse is used by speakers as a 

measurement of hearer’s moral status and therefore, puts moral burden on hearers. If 

hearers do not accept the speaker’s argument based on “unselfish” reasons, it makes 

hearers look or feel his moral value is low. 

 

4.2.19  Opposing through Alignment   

In the multi-party negotiation meetings of the present study, it is found that the 

participants who have the same business interests are likely to issue and manage their 

disagreement move collectively through alignment. They embark on collective effort 

until the disagreement move is fully developed. In this strategy, one participant initiates 

the first part of a dissenting remark. Then he leaves it available for co-participants to join 

in until the dissent remark is complete. The entire disagreement move is realized through 

the participant’s collaboration. This phenomenon is illustrated in the following examples. 

The first example is taken from the WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation 

Meeting.             

Extract 17. (WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
 
 

W3: 
 
 
 
 
 

Ai   ni   shi   zenme zuo   de?   Ni   guang   zheme liang   ju        hua   a. 
UP you be    how    do   NOM  you  only       so       two   CL      talk UP  
How did you do (it)? How come you just say a couple of sentences= 
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→ 
 
 

2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 

C: 
 
 
 
Z3: 
 
 
 
F: 
 
 
 
G: 
 
 
 
T: 
 
 
 
W3: 

Wo ganjue a(.) Tao       gong     ta  zhe  ge:::=((gazing at his colleagues))
I    feel   UP  surname  engineer 3sg this CL         
I feel (.) Engineer Tao, he:::=     
                      
=keneng bijiao   neixiang (.)= 
might  relatively introvert  
=might (be) relatively introverted= 
 
=yanci::kou      shuo  qianque, suiran   zuo   le   henduo    gongzuo= 
 words mouth speak      short  although do  CRS much     work 
   short of words, though he has done a lot of work,  
 
={mei neng yong   yanyu}     hh    {biaoshi  chulai}= 
  N    can   use     language laugh   express   come out  
 ={(is) not able to use language} huh, huh, {express himself}=   
 
=keneng  Wang      zong           jiang      ta,  ta    yixia       ka  zhule.       
 maybe   surname president  criticize 3sg suddenly stuck RVC 
Maybe (after) President Wang criticized him, he was suddenly stunned.    
 
  ((looking at speakers sitting across him and silent))                       

 

This negotiation meeting involves multiparties. W3 is the regional chief of one of 

the largest private automobile corporation in China. C, Z3, F and T represent different 

companies which are contracted to W3’s corporation. The meeting is held in a temporary 

office on the construction site. At this meeting, contractors report the project progress to 

W3 and negotiate the payment. The initial disagreement move begins in the second line 

at C’s turn. 

In the segment preceding this extract, Tao, the quality-control engineer, reported the 

quality control of this project. The regional chief W3 is very dissatisfied at the engineer’s 

report. The first line of this extract shows that W3 criticizes the way the engineer reported 

his work and complains about lacking detailed information. Lines 2 to 6 indicate that 

W1’s criticism runs into a joint opposition from his contractors. The contractors align 

with each other and start a collective opposition against W3.  
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The disagreement move is initiated in C’s turn. C utters Wo ganjue Tao gong, ta zhe 

ge (This literally means: I feel that Engineer Tao, he is….) (line 2). This utterance occurs 

in the subsequent turn after W3 articulated his negative opinion on the engineer. It sends 

a signal that the speaker is about to present his opinion on the engineer Tao. Line 2 shows 

that the speaker didn’t finish his utterance. The speaker stops in the middle of his 

utterance and makes the turn available for co-participants to take. Note the last word zhe 

ge (this) in C’s utterance was produced with lengthening. In producing lengthening, the 

speaker turns his head and looks at other contractors sitting on his right side. The 

prosodic and kinesics cues indicate that the speaker is seeking alignment from his fellow 

contractors. Line 3 shows that the speaker’s invitation is responded to by Z3, one of 

HLF’s contractors. Z3’s initial remark keneng bijiao neixiang (This literally means: 

might be introverted) is a perfect compliance with the statement in the previous turn. First, 

from a pragmatic view, Z3 answers the previous speaker’s call for a joint act. Second, 

Z3’s utterance semantically and syntactically has filled in what is left unsaid and 

unfinished in the previous speaker’s turn. To illustrate, the structural phrase keneng bijiao 

neixiang grammatically completed the sentence in the previous turn Wo juede Tao gong, 

ta zhe ge (This literally means: I feel Engineer Tao, he is….). In the prior turn, the subject 

“he” in the clause sentence is provided, but the predicate of the sentence is absent. 

Keneng bijiao neixiang (might be introverted) in Z3’s turn makes up the predicate of the 

sentence. The oppositional stance starts to surface after Z3 points out that the engineer is 

introverted. By saying the engineer is an introverted person, Z3 implies that the way the 

engineer made his report (i.e., reported the project quality control in a few words) has 
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nothing to do with his capability, but his personality. Z3’s remark implies that his 

introverted personality accounted for the engineer’s short report.  

One may notice that at the closing of Z3’s turn, there is a discernable pause. This 

pause is a contextual cue that the speaker is waiting for support or alignment. Line 4 

shows that F, another contractor, takes the relay. F specified that the engineer was a man 

of yanci quanque (taciturn). This statement is semantically in accord with the previous 

speaker’s view that the engineer is “introverted.” Then F extends his comment by 

illustrating why he thinks the engineer is taciturn (line 5). Before F can finish his turn, G, 

another contractor, aligns himself in and finishing and explaining that the engineer is not 

able to express himself. 

So far, a full-fledged collective oppositional move has been developed. Nevertheless, 

the extract indicates that the participants didn’t stop. They extend the opposition in 

another stretch of talk. Line 6 indicates that before G finishes his statement, T aligns in 

by providing a bonus account for why the engineer lacks words in his report. T utters 

keneng Wang zong jiang ta, ta yixia ka zhule (This literally means: Maybe President 

Wang has criticized him so he is suddenly stunned). From this statement, one can infer 

that T thinks that W3 is the trouble source because W3 has intimidated the engineer. 

This section has shown a typical example of how a disagreement move has been  

achieved unilaterally through collective effort. In the example above, the contractors have 

collaborated with each other in co-constructing contexts and achieved a unified account 

against their common adversarial co-participant, W3. The seamless transition in 

generating the opposition move is a manifestation of the contractor’s epistemically shared 
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grammatical and cultural acuity.  

 In the example above, all contractors are contracted to W3’s company. The engineer 

is hired by W3’s company to monitor and ensure the quality of the construction project. 

Technically speaking, the engineer and W3 are on the same side. However, it is 

interesting to notice that when W3 criticizes his employee, the engineer, all contractors 

construct a unilateral line to defend him. From an emic perspective, the contractors have 

many reasons to defend the engineer. First, the engineer has given the contractors a 

positive evaluation on their project quality. Second, the engineer, a liaison between W3’s 

company and the contractors, is the on-site quality control supervisor. It is important for 

the contractors to develop a good relationship with the engineer. Defending the engineer 

in front of his boss is a display of solidarity and loyalty to friends. It also protects the 

engineer’s face. Since face wants are mutual and reciprocal, it is plausible to assume that 

the engineer will do the contractors a favor in return. Third, agreeing with W3’s negative 

view on the engineer may incur more work on the contractor’s side.  

 

4.2.20  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Cultural 
            Comparison  
 

The form of opposing through alignment strategy can be described as: at the initial 

turn of disagreement move, a speaker introduces a topic that sets the tone for an 

oppositional stance and makes the opportunity available to co-participants to align. Then 

in the subsequent turn each potential alliance contributes proportionally until the 

disagreement move is completed.   
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For instance, in extract 16, the opposition is initiated by a distinct pronoun that 

projected the speaker’s identity and subjectivity (i.e., Wo I ….). The indexical pronoun 

“I” sends a clear message that the speaker is to present his stance. The invitation for 

alignment or support is accomplished through both linguistic and paralinguistic devices 

such as lengthening the word at the conjunctional point (line 2), making a discernable 

pause (line 3), laughing (line 5), and eye-contacting potential alliances (line 2). 

Successful alignment requires potential alliances to have a mutually shared linguistic and 

sociocultural acuity to construct and interpret contextual cues and conversational cues. 

From the example above, one can see that due to the participant’s shared linguistic and 

cultural background, each exit and entry are sequentially relevant. And the timing in each 

transition is played to its fullest.  

For example, there are two junctures (lines 2 to 3; lines 4 to 5) worth particular 

attention. Z3’s alignment move in line 3 has proved two things: first, he has interpreted 

the contextual cues of vocalic lengthening (i.e., ge) and the eye contact as the previous 

speaker’s search for support; second, he has inferred that the previous speaker’s 

incomplete utterance as an intent to declare an oppositional stance. The second juncture is 

between F’s turn and G’s turn (lines 4 to 5). This juncture is the highlight of the entire 

collective oppositional move. Note that compared with the previous alliance’s short 

remark, F’s turn (line 4) is lengthy. He tries to explain why the engineer is not taciturn, a 

stance against the adversarial party. His discourse is very circular, which can be seen as a 

token of the speaker’s hesitation in making this explicit disagreement. G’s response in the 

subsequent turn shows that he has sensed the previous speaker’s hesitation and makes the 
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explicit disagreement expression for the previous speaker.  

        The strategy of collective opposition has multiple functions. First, it lessens an 

individual’s pressure to oppose an adversarial party, especially when the adversarial party 

is powerful. Second, the collective opposition is much more effective since the unilateral 

determination can exert pressure on an adversarial party seriously to take into account the 

opposition. Third, the collective opposition makes it difficult for an adversarial party to 

counter back due to the fact that the opposition is not from an individual person, but from 

multiparties.   

It seems that the strategy of opposing collectively is not restricted to Chinese in 

business negotiation settings. The adoption of this strategy as a social action (e.g., to 

criticizes, to blame) again a third party was found in both Asian (Kim 2003) and Western 

cultures (Kangasharju 1996, 2002; Schegloff 1996). In studying Korean multiparty 

conversations, Kim found that through shared linguistic and sociocultural knowledge, the 

co-participants negotiated and formed alignment “anticipatorily” against a third party. 

Kangasharju (1996, 2002) found that this strategy was also adopted by their participants 

in institutional settings. For example, Kangasharju investigated a Finnish multiparty 

negotiation meeting for a year. She found that in the middle of multiparty negotiations, 

the participants formed into “teams in the course of a disagreement” (2002, 1447) 

through both verbal and non-verbal devices. What differs in the finding is that the 

participants in the Kangasharju’s study often produced in a strong form with few or no 

mitigation devices. She illustrates that the initial dissent turns were “produced very 

rapidly, often in overlap with each other” (1447). Compared with her findings, the results 
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of this study show that collective disagreement moves among Chinese participants seem 

less confrontational. Though there are overlaps in the collective opposition, alignments 

are often produced in a slower pace. To invite alignment or seek support from co-

participants, previous speakers will pause or lengthen the last word or use kinesic devices 

at the end of their turns to make opportunities available to potential alliances (lines 2 and 

3). When the opposition becomes explicit, speakers employ pacifying markers such as 

laughter and laughing quality voice to mitigate the intensity of the opposition (line 5). 

The difference between Finnish and Chinese speakers in employing the collective 

opposition strategy suggests that Finnish and Chinese speakers vary in the degree of 

explicit expression of disagreement.  

 

4.2.21  Opposing with Laughter 

The results show that participants in both bi-party and multi-party negotiation 

meetings tended to utilize paralinguistic devices such as audible in- or out-breathing 

laughter to display mitigated disagreement. Laughter was either deployed individually or 

in combination with other paralinguistic devices. Paralinguistic devices here referred to 

skills whose functions are realized through facial expressions, shift of voice qualities, and 

body gestures. In the following examples, one can see that laugher, real or pseudo, were 

deployed in a variety of situations to launch and manage an opposition. Now let’s look at 

the first example:  
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Extract 18. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→3 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
7 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
9 
 

K: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 

Jiu    shi   a,    suoyi   kaolu       dao     zhe   ge   yinsu   (?) 
just   be  UP      so     consider RVC    this   CL element  
That’s right, considering this factor,  
 
jiu   bu   dong  la,     si     qian        kuai   qian (.) 
then N   move UP  four thousand  M  money  
(we) will keep this rate: four thousand (yuan)(.) 
 
Zhe  ge  qingkuai::ng   huiqu::= 
this CL  situation         go-back    
This situation:: (you) go back:: = 
                                                                                    
=Hhhhhh=((pointing at K with his index finger))  
  laugh 
=Huh, huh, huh, huh, huh, huh ((pointing at K with his index finger)) 
  
Zhende↓. °Gen   nimen    ling[dao°  
 real           and     you        leader  
 (I’m) serious↓. °Talk to your leader°  
 
                                               [.Hhh                {a::::i lingdao  ai}↓ 
                                               laugh                 UP       leader  UP 
                                               [Heh, heh, heh, {a::::i leader ai}↓ 
 
BU SHI a↓,  wo ge  ni    jiang, si     qian         kuai   qian=(.) 
N   be UP    I   and you speak four  thousand  MW   money 
No, let me tell you, four thousand yuan=.(.) 
 
=Hhh  ai:::,              {zhe  ge   ni   bang   women  xiang   banfa  ai::::}.
 laugh UP                   this  CL  you  help      us     think   method UP 
=Huh, huh, huh, ai:::,{this you (should) help us find out a solution:::} 
 
Buxing! 
N possible 
No way! 
    

 

       This dyadic conversation is about an advertisement that W1’s travel agent wants to 

place on WWB’s newspaper. In this talk, the distribution of laughter can be detected all 

over W1’s turns. In the first line, K, the director of WWB’s advertisement department, 

tells W1 that the price was 4000 yuan per advertisement. Lines 3 and 4 show that right 
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after K announced the price, W1 burst into laughter. The string of laughter (line 4) 

suspended the previous speaker’s turn. The visual data showed that W1 also pointed his 

finger at K. His body was shivering because of laughs.  

        It is apparent that laughing in this situation is not associated with commonly shared 

laughter provoking stimuli such as humor, joy, stupidity and the like. One can thereby 

infer that what made W1 laugh is the price that was announced in the previous speaker’s 

turn. In other words, W1 thinks that the price is laughable, which is an indicator of 

disagreement. And W1’s hand gesture makes the disagreement even more prominent. 

The visual data show that W1 points his index finger at K when he is laughing. In 

Chinese culture, finger pointing has negative connotations. K’s response in the 

subsequent turn (line 5) indicates that K has interpreted W1’s laugh as his disagreement 

with the price. K’s response zhende (I’m serious) signals that K tries to maintain his 

position in the price. 

 The second laughter occurs in line 6. This laughter overlaps with the end of the 

previous sentence and intercepts the previous speaker’s turn. What follows this laughter 

is an honorific address lingdao (leader) which is also produced in a voice of laughing 

quality. In this short stream of speech, other mitigation strategies are also deployed. Note 

that the identical utterance particle ai is applied before and after the word lingdao (leader). 

The first ai is produced with lengthening. And the entire utterance is generated in a voice 

of laughing quality. All these paralinguistic devices have functionally reduced the 

forcefulness of opposition. As discussed earlier, the utterance particle ai has the function 

of mitigating the forcefulness of a sentence. Here the use of ai and the shift of voice 
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quality make the speaker’s remark sound like a plea rather than dissent. Moreover, line 6 

shows that W1 addressed K in an honorific term lingdao, a political term used by the 

Chinese to refer to someone who is superior to them. The results of this study indicate 

that the participants tend to adopt this term to show their deference to addressees as a 

means to mitigate the intensity of an opposition (see more discussion of honorific terms 

in section 4.2.23). 

Extract 19 is another typical example which shows how the participants strategically 

adopt laughter to mitigate the overtness and intensity of disagreement. The slight 

difference is that the disagreement move in this example is initiated in a voice of 

laughing quality instead of pure laughter.  

Extract 19. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 

K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 

Si       qian        wu    bai         kuai,  ba    ta::  ding  si        le. 
four   thousand five hundred  MW   PP   3sg   fix   RVC  CRS 
Forty five hundred (yaun), it’s fixed. 
 
(.8) Ao:::,  jiushi  shuo,   zhengge  bu   neng suibian:::          DONG, 
      UP       that-is  say      all          N    can  do-as-one-please move 
(.08) Well, that is to say, we can’t make any changes,  
 
shi ba.    Zhe  yangzi    a,  si      qian          wu      a ↓.      
be UP   this  manner UP four thousand   five   UP   
can we?    I see. Forty five hundred ↓! 
 
{Si,   si,   si,      qian     ba:::.}((moving his body back and forth))           
four four four thousand UP 
{Four, four, four thousand:::.}((moving his body back and forth)) 
 
Zhe:::   ge,   zhe ge   yijing   XIANGDANG   pianyi  le. 
this     CL   this CL  already  very  cheap UP 
This:::this (rate) is already VERY low. 
                             
{Si,     si,    si,    si} .hhh     {si     qian}  ma:::. 
four four four four (laugh)   four  CL     UP 
{Four, four, four, four}, huhuhhuh, {four thousand}:::please. 
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7 K: 
 
 
 

(?) Zhe ge   yijing    hen    di    le,   si        qian     > BU xing<. 
      this CL  already very  low SFP four thousand not possible 
(?)This is already very low. Four thousand (yuan) >NO way<. 

 

Extract 19 is also taken from WWB’s negotiation. This extract contains two 

instances produced in a voice of laughing quality. Both of them have occurred in W1’s 

turn. The first instance is in line 4 where W1 is bargaining for a lower price. At the onset 

of this conversation, K, the director of WWB’s advertisement department has W1’s 

advertisement at 4500 yuan per issue. K also suggests having this price fixed and making 

a flat rate. Lines 2-4 show that W1 disagrees with this price. However, one can see that 

the explicit expression of opposition in W1 does not come out immediately. As a matter 

of fact, the opposition is conveyed in a very circular fashion. Now let’s have a closer look 

at W1’s disagreement move. 

The disagreement move (lines 2-4) begins with a discernable pause followed by the 

utterance particle ao. The utterance particle ao produced with lengthening at the initial 

position of W1’s turn is a contextual cue that the speaker has suddenly realized or 

grasped something in the previous speaker’s statement. The explanatory phrase jiu shi 

shuo (that is to say) appeared right after the utterance particle ao indicates that W1 is 

attempting to decipher the meaning of the previous speaker’s remark. Note that a tag 

question is added after W1’s interpretation. Line 3 shows that the tag question in this 

situation is more rhetoric than inviting the hearer’s confirming or disconfirming the 

speaker’s interpretation because the speaker didn’t wait for an answer from the hearer. 

Instead, the speaker’s utterance Zhe yang zi a, si qian wu a (This literally means: Oh, I 
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see, forty five hundred!) shows that the speaker has confirmed his own interpretation. 

The presence of the utterance particle a at the end of the numeral phrase si qian wu (4500 

yuan) reveals that W1 is surprised at the price, which is a contextual cue of dissent. The 

bargain (i.e., 4000 yuan per advertisement) W1 made at the closing of his turn explicitly 

conveys that he disagrees with K’s price.  

This overt disagreement is introduced by a string of repeated identical numerical 

words si (four) in a voice of laughing quality (line 4). The repetition can be hearable as a 

token that the speaker is uneasy in generating this overt disagreement. Line 4 shows what 

follows the uneasy and hesitating introduction of the opposition are an inbreathing 

pseudo laugh and a statement also produced in a voice of laughing quality. The pseudo 

laugh can be viewed as a token of the speaker’s nervousness and awkwardness in 

managing his oppositional move. The voice of laughing quality applied to the expression 

of an overt opposition makes the opposition less serious and insignificant. Line 6 shows 

that the opposition move is closed by an utterance particle ma generated with lengthening. 

The utterance particle ma produced with lengthening functionally softens the forcefulness 

of a statement. In this particular situation, the attachment of the utterance particle ma 

produced with lengthening makes the speaker’s overt opposition sound more like a plea 

and a begging for the hearer’s sympathy. 

The two examples discussed above are both taken from the WWB Advertisement 

Negotiation Meeting. The instances of using laughter or other pacifying markers all occur 

in W1’s turn, which indicated that W1 was more eager to attend to the hearer K’s face. 

This is because K takes an upper hand in this negotiation meeting. K is in charge of 
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WWB’s advertisement. There is a high demand for advertising in WWB’s newspaper. 

Even if his negotiation with W1 fails, he still has many other potential clients.  

 
 
4.2.22  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Cultural      

Comparisons 
 

This section has illustrated the disagreement management strategy of opposing with 

laughter and shift of voice quality. In this strategy, the participants deploy laughter 

together with a constellation of other pacifying markers to mitigate the overtness of an 

opposition. The form of this strategy can be summarized as: in the initial turn of a 

disagreement move, the speaker generates an overt disagreement move by using laughter 

or laughing quality voice. Laughter is employed to introduce an overt disagreement or 

embedded in the midst of a disagreement move (see extract 17). Note that in both 

situations, pacifying markers (e.g., utterance particles ai and a) and paralinguistic devices 

(e.g., body gesture, lengthening, repetition) are simultaneously adopted to enhance the 

mitigation effect on an overt disagreement.  

 The strategy of opposing with laughter or in a voice of laughing quality has several 

pragmatic functions. The principal function of this strategy is that it trivializes the 

seriousness of an opposition and makes an overt opposition insignificant. This 

accordingly reduces the threat to hearer’s face. This strategy also reduces the possibility 

of confrontation. As a Chinese proverb says: bu da xiao lian ren (This literally means: 

(You) don’t hit the person who is smiling (at you)). This proverb suggests that smile or 

laughter can be used as a strategy to avoid confrontation. Finally, laughter reduces the 

intensity of an overt disagreement. In this sense, it attends to the hearer’s positive face.  
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Opposing with laughter is not accidental or random. A substantial amount of 

literature shows that this strategy is universally shared (Ellis 1997; Glenn 1991, 2003; 

Bonaiuto, Elio, and Antonio 2003) and popular with both adults (O’Connell and Kowal 

2004; Jefferson 2004) and youth (Broner and Tarone 2002; Igarashi 2004; Cekaite and 

Aronsson 2005). As an interactional strategy, laughter is often utilized to signal one’s 

stance. Glenn did a study of the sequential activities of two-party conversations among 

English and American speakers. He found that laughter in interaction can accomplish a 

variety of interactional tasks such as self-depreciation to attend to interlocutor’s face 

(1991). He argues that when to laugh, whom to “laugh with” or “laugh at” displays the 

stance and social relation of participants (2003, 164). Ellis (1997), in her study of French 

verbal interactions, noticed that laughter is utilized to demonstrate stance and affiliation 

between her participants. In studying multi-party discursive practices in youth detention 

homes in Sweden, Osvaldsson (2004) found that “in sequence of disagreement, parties 

would often laugh. Laughter was used to establish participants’ orientation toward a 

situation as sensitive or tense. Laughter is also found having an effect in second language 

acquisition. Morris and Tarone (2003) reported that laughter utilized in a fifth grader 

Spanish immersion classroom in correcting each other’s errors through recasts are viewed 

mockery and criticism, while laughter in the Sweden language immersion room is 

considered a collaborative source of classroom politics (Cekaite and Aronsson 2005). 

From the literature above, one can see that laughter is a social activity. It is systematic 

and organized in human interaction. As is argued by Schegloff, Jefferson, and Sacks 
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(1977) and Jefferson (1979), the use of laughter reflects the interplay of social structure 

and identity  

 

4.2.23  Opposing by Elevating Adversarial Co-Participants with Honorific Terms 

In this strategy, participants initiate their disagreement move by elevating the 

adversarial party to a superior position. They use honorific terms, especially political 

superior terms such as lingdao (leader), to address the adversarial party in the time that 

they generate their disagreement move. By addressing hearers as lingdao, speakers 

construct a symbolic superior-subordinator relationship between hearers and themselves. 

In Chinese culture, superiors and subordinates are bonded with mutual responsibilities. 

Subordinators are expected to respect their superiors and to do what they say, while 

superiors are expected to take care of subordinator’s needs and to ensure subordinator’s 

interests. They are bound by corresponding responsibilities and obligations. The present 

corpus data show that people who have few cards to play in negotiation are more likely to 

employ this strategy. Here is the first example. 

Extract 20. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
 

K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 
 

Gen   nimende   lingdao= 
to     your         leader  
(Go tell) your leader= 
 
{Ai:::,  lingdao  a::i}, .hhh. 
UP      leader   UP      laugh  
{Ai:::, leader a::i} heh, heh, heh. 
                           
Bu  shi  a↓,   wo  gen   ni   jiang ,   si     qian     kuai   qian    yi   ge         
N    be UP   I     to     you  speak four thousand MW  money one CL 
No↓, I tell you four thousand yuan for one  
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→2 
 
 

4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 

W1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

banmian   chuqu  zhe   SHI    kendingde(.2)  chuqu    de.  
page         go-out  this   be      certain           go-out  GN 
page IS as low as we can go for sure (.2), can go.    
 
.Hhh, shi:::e. .hhh  ai:::   lingdao  NI   bang   women    xiang      
laugh UP       laugh UP    leader    you   help      us         think  
Heh, heh, heh, is:::e, heh heh heh ai::: YOU help us find  
 
banfa   ai >bang::women  xiang  banfa<. 
solution UP help   us         think  solution 
solutions >help::us find solutions<. 

 

In the exchanges preceding this segment, K told W1 the advertisement price is 4500 

yuan per advertisement. In the first line of this extract, K asks W1 to go back to talk this 

price over with his boss. However, line 2 shows that K’s turn is terminated by W1’s 

interruption. The interruption could be seen as a token of predisagreement. Note the 

disagreement was initiated with the utterance particle ai produced with lengthening. What 

followed the utterance ai was an honorific addressing term lingdao (leader) and a string 

of laughter (line 2). As was discussed earlier, utterance particles in Mandarin Chinese 

language serve many different functions. Though utterance particles do not contain actual 

semantic content, they do carry semantic meanings in conversational contexts. The 

semantic meanings of utterance particles are produced in interactional activities. For 

instance, the honorific term lingdao in the initial turn of the disagreement move (line 2) is 

surrounded by the identical utterance particle ai produced with lengthening. The identical 

utterance particle ais is generated before and after in the initial turn of the disagreement 

move. 

Note that addressing K as lingdao in W1’s turn symbolically elevates K to a superior 

position and, accordingly, lowered the speaker to a subordinate’s status. In Chinese 
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culture, to humble oneself and show respect to others is politeness. In this vein, through 

addressing K as lingdao, W1 has paid reverence to K so K’s face is saved. The threat to 

K’s face is further minimized by pacifying markers (e.g., smile, inbreath laughing) 

generated along with the utterance.  

K’s response in the subsequent turn (line 3) indicates that K has grasped the dissent 

message the previous speaker sent. In his turn, K attempts to defend his stance on the 

price. Bu shi a (No) at the onset K’s turn clearly indicates that K disagrees with the 

previous speaker. After the initial negation, K reinforces that he will for sure charge the 

hearer 4500 yuan per advertisement for sure. The attitudal adverb kendingde (for sure) 

conveys the speaker’s unyielding stance. 

         Faced with K’s unyielding position, W1 launched another round of the opposition 

(line 4). The second oppositional move is initiated by the pseudo laugh followed by an 

honorific addressing lingdao. What follows the honorific term is the utterance Ni bang 

women xiang ban fa (This literally means: You help us find solutions). The stress placed 

on the pronoun ni (you) is a contextual cue that the speaker is attempting to accentuate 

K’s role in solving the price problem. Here the direct request for K’s help to solve the 

problem is associated with the lindao position that K is elevated to. As explained earlier, 

superiors and subordinators in Chinese culture have mutual responsibilities and 

obligations. The former is supposed to take care of subordinate’s needs and interests, 

while the latter pays reverence to superiors and do what the superior asks him to do. 

Since K has been elevated to the position of W1’s superior, he has the obligation to take 

W1’s needs and interests, for instance, solving the price problem. 
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The results of this study show that lingdao is not the only honorific term that the 

participants have adopted to highlight the power of an adversarial party. Sometime, the 

participants employ a mafia’s or street gang’s term such as laoda (big brother) to 

exaggerate the power of an adversarial party. The following example is a case in point. 

Extract 21. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
→ 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 

K: 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
K: 
 
 
 

Name ding si.  
Then  fix  dead 
Then let’s have (the rate) fixed. 
 
A::i laoda               ai,  jiu     CHA    zhe::wu  bai        kuai  qian  a↓.
UP  oldest-brother UP only short  this five hundred MW money UP 
A::i, big brother, you are just short of:: five hundred (yuan)! 
                           
$Neng  rang   wo   huo$, hhh, $ yixia,  shi    ba$!           
can      let      me   live  laugh  a-while  be    UP 
$Can you let me live for a while, can’t you$! 
 
En, en ((gazing at W1)) 
en  en 
En, en. ((gazing at W1))  

 

At the onset of this segment, K proffers to have W1’s annual advertisement rate 

fixed. This meant that W1 is not allowed to cancel or make any changes to the 

advertisement. Apparently, the acceptance of this suggestion will put W1’s company in a 

passive position because of inflexibilities. The initial move of disagreement occurs at 

W1’s turn (line 2). The disagreement move is initiated by an honorific term laoda. In 

Mandarin Chinese, laoda refers to the oldest child in a family who is usually the most 

powerful among siblings or to a very powerful and authoritative person, especially the 

head of a street gang or the godfather in the mafia. Here laoda is apparently associated 
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with the most powerful person in the mafia. This is because the remark neng rang wo huo 

yixia (This literally means: Could (you) allow me be alive for a while) endowed the 

hearer with the power “to decide” the speaker’s fate to be dead or alive. The purpose of 

elevating the hearer to such a powerful position meets the hearer’s face want. 

       Lines 2-3 show that W1 also employs a series of other devices to attend to the 

hearer’s face. Note that the disagreement move in W1’s turn is initiated with the 

utterance particle ai produced with lengthening. An identical utterance particle ai is also 

attached at the end of the honorific addressing term lingdao. The employment of the 

utterance particle ai before and after the honorific addressing term laoda and shift of 

vocal voice make the entire statement sound more like a plea or begging for the 

superior’s empathy rather than an expression of disagreement. At the end of this initial 

oppositional statement, another utterance particle a is used to soften the tone of the 

dissent. In Mandarin Chinese, the utterance particle a conveys a “belligerent” message, 

but it is more “conciliatory” and less “belligerent” (Li and Thompson 1989, 316). One 

may notice that paralinguistic devices such as a smiling and laughing quality voice are 

also deployed at the closing turn of W1’s disagreement move (line 3). These devices 

contribute to softening the forcefulness of an opposition.  

 
4.2.24  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
            Comparison   
 

The section above has discussed the disagreement management strategy of opposing 

through using honorific addressing terms. Through honorific addressing terms, speakers 

symbolically elevate hearers to a superior’s position, which gives hearers face, and, 
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accordingly, reduces the intensity of an opposition. The form of this strategy can be 

described as: speakers initiating a disagreement move by elevating hearers to a 

symbolically powerful position through the use of honorific addressing terms while, in 

the meantime time, adopting other pacifying markers to further reduce the forcefulness of 

an opposition.  

The strategy of opposing with honorific terms serves multiple purposes. First, it 

engages hearers in taking responsibilities. The use of honorific terms builds a symbolic 

relationship between speakers and hearers. In Chinese culture, it also binds hearers with 

corresponding social responsibilities and obligations. The root of this binding can be 

trace back to the Confucian wulun (Five Cardinal Relationships) human interpersonal 

relationship. The Five Cardinal Relationships define human relations as five hierarchal 

patterns: parents and children, husband and wife, older brothers and younger siblings, 

individuals and their friends; and ruler and subjects with an extension to employer and 

employees; and teacher and students. In Confucian sense, li (the social hierarchy and 

order encompassing politeness) will be restored if everyone knows their own social roles 

and their own responsibilities. Obedience to the social hierarchy is a constituent element 

of politeness and a way to maintain the social order (Gu 1990, 238-239). In Confucian 

sense, superiors and subordinates are mutually obligated. Subordinates should pay 

reverence to superiors. Superiors are supposed to take care of subordinator’s needs and be 

aware of their concerns and interests. For instance, in Chinese culture, it is not surprising 

to see that some professors are the match-makers of their graduate students; and some 

graduate students take care of their elderly or sick professors. Being match-makers of 
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their students is a display of the professors’ care for and concern about their students. 

Taking care of elderly or sick professors as their parents is viewed as fulfilling students’ 

responsibilities to teachers. From this respective, one can infer that the use of honorific 

terms is intended to build a symbolic bonding relationship between speakers and hearers 

so as to engage hearers in complying with their obligations. Second, opposing through 

elevating adversarial co-participants mitigates the intensity of an opposition. As 

illustrated in the foregoing paragraphs, the use of honorific addressing terms along with 

other verbal and paralinguistic devices makes an opposition sound more like a plea or a 

begging for hearer’s mercy. This not only softens the tone of an opposition, but also 

makes hearers indebted to return a favor to the speakers. To illustrate, face wants are 

mutual and reciprocal. By elevating hearers to a superior’s position, speakers have 

satisfied hearers’ face want. Therefore, hearers are expected to meet speaker’s face want 

in return. In this light, one can infer that speaker’s request for hearer’s help is a request 

for face want in return.  

        Honorific terms are primarily used to signal sociocultural stratifications in human 

interaction. The previous literature shows that honorific expressions are not only 

complicated in linguistic formations, but also in social functions (Hill and Hill 1978; 

Ogino, Misono, and Fukushima 1985; Potapova 1997). The use of honorific terms is 

claimed to be a universal politeness strategy (Pizziconi 2003), the researcher personally 

believes that this phenomenon is more salient in Asian and other high-context cultures 

(see details in Angles, Nagatomi, and Nakayama’s study of Japanese 2000; Miyaoka and 

Tamaoka’s study of Chinese 2001; Wang and Yang 2001; Howard’s study of Northern 
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Thais 2004; Keane’s study of Indonesians 2003; Strauss and Eun’s study of Koreans 

(2005). 

4.2.25  Opposing with Boorish Language   

In this strategy, the participants use offensive language to show their strong 

disagreement with co-participants. Boorish language such as xiajiang (nonsense), xiache 

(gibberish), and xiaohua (bizarre) are employed to negate or refute the statement made in 

a prior turn. These boorish terms are utilized with other paralinguistic and kinesic  

devices such as stress, falling pitch, fast tempo, angry gaze to exert an emphatic effect on 

disagreement or opposition. This strategy is observed in both bi- and multi-party 

negotiation meetings. The results of this study show that the participants who take an 

upper hand in negotiation or who share a symmetric power relationship are more likely to 

adopt this strategy. The following example, taken from the HLF Payment Negotiation 

Meeting, illustrates this phenomenon.   

Extract 22. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
 

J: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Na    ge     dalou(.5),      buguo     si     qian           pingfang, 
that  CL   big-building   merely  four  thousand square-meter 
That big building(.5) is merely four thousand square meters, 
 
wu      qian         pingfang. 
five  thousand   square-meter 
five thousand square meters. 
 
>Xiajiang↓<!   Xiache    shenme!  You     ji       wan       
nonsense  gibberish what  have several ten-thousand  
>Nonsense<! Gibberish! (It) has ten-thousand 
 
  pingfang,      yo::u you liang   wan       duo       pingfang       ne↓            
 square-meter  have two  ten-thousand  more y square-meter UP  
 square meters, ha::s, has about twenty thousand square meters! 
 
((staring at J with indifferent facial expression)) 
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5 
 
 
 

J: 
 
 

Ao(.) you  liang   wan              duo    pingfang a! 
UP    have two   ten-thousand more  square    UP 
Oh(.), (it) has twenty thousand square meters! 
 

 

In the extract above, the initial disagreement move occurs in L’s turn (line 4). In the 

exchange preceding this extract, J suggested L get his boss to invest in his new projects. 

L responds that his boss has invested lots of money on a Chinese medicine raw materials 

trading center. However, J thinks this is an excuse. At the onset of this conversation, J 

comments that the trading center was only 4000 to 5000 square meters. From the attitudal 

verb buguo (merely) in J’s remark, one can infer that J does not think that the trading 

center was sizeable, and it should not have cost L’s boss that much to invest.  

L’s response in the subsequent turn conveys that he strongly disagrees with the 

previous speaker. The disagreement move at L’s turn is imitated in an aggressive manner. 

The disagreement move begins with xiajiang (nonsense), a boorish and rude expression, 

in Chinese culture (line 3). And the intensity of disagreement is aggravated by an 

immediate repetition of another censure expression xiache (rubbish talk). Both xiajiang 

and xiache are very offensive and face-threatening in Chinese culture. In addition to the 

offensive language, the visual data show that the speaker stares at the hearer with a facial 

expression of indifference. No hesitation markers are detected and no redressive action is 

taken during the entire disagreement move. This indicates that the display of the 

disagreement move in this situation is preferred.  

From the response in the subsequent turn (line 5), one can infer that the blunt and 

aggravated opposition (lines 3-4) has taken effect. The utterance particle ao occurred at 
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the opening of J’s responsive turn is an acknowledgement token, which suggests that J 

has agreed with the previous speaker’s remark or at least was not as firm as he used to be 

in his stance (lines 1 to 2). As a matter of fact, the remaining utterance you liang wan              

duo pingfang a (It has twenty thousand square meters) shows that J has retreated into a 

defensive position. 

 
 
4.2.26  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
            Comparison     
 

This described how participants use boorish language as a strategy to initiate and 

aggravate an opposition. The form of this strategy can be described as: at the initial turn 

of the disagreement move, the speaker opens his disagreement directly and explicitly 

with boorish language. The primary function of this blunt strategy is to make 

disagreement explicit and confront the previous speaker directly. In the example above, J, 

HLF’s CEO, and L, the manager of a small pharmaceutical company, are assumed to be 

in a symmetric power relationship. L needs HLF’s equipment to improve the quality and 

quantity of his medical product zuoyang, while J is interested in L’s business. The 

success of negotiation will benefit both parties. The on-site observation and the results 

indicate that the participants involved in HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation 

Meeting are verbal and straightforward. The interactions between all participants are very 

interactive. During the negotiation, the participants often interrupts, negate, and mock 

each other when they disagree. No one seems constrained by face value work.  

         In spite of the fact that the use of boorish or aggressive language is discouraged in 

Chinese culture, the results of this study shows that the participants use it as a strategy to 
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magnify an opposition. Bond (1991), in his study of Chinese social behavior, also found 

that aggressive language is often used in Chinese street and neighborhood name calling to 

insult and destroy each other. 

 

4.2.27  Opposing with Repairs 

The results of this study reveal that the participants have employed repairs to initiate 

or manage a disagreement move. In this strategy, the participants issue or maintain the 

disagreement by repairing the statement made in a previous turn. This phenomenon is 

illustrated in Extract 23. 

Extract 23. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 

L: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
J: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 

Ta   xianzai    yo::u  zhege  wenti(.).  Bozhou        de     nage    
he    now       have   this     problem  place-name  GN   that  
Now, he ha::s this problem(.).  (In) that Bozhou’s     
                                       
xiangmu(.) QIAN::   er    qi    kaifa              zijin       xian   le.    Ta= 
project     previous two stage  development money  trap  ASP 3sg       
project(.), money got trapped in the first::two phases. He= 
 
=ta   meiyou     qian      le.   
  he     N          money  ASP 
He is broke.  
 
Ta   zijin    kun  zhu  le.  > Xian    le           hen    duo<.     
ta   fund    trap  ASP    trap  ASP  NOM   very  much  
His money is trapped >A lot of money has been trapped<     
 
Zhe   liang ge   donggong,  ta  DOU  bu  tou.  
this   two  CL   project       he   all      N  invest 
These two projects he is not going to invest on. 
 

 

The initial disagreement move takes place in line 3 at J’s turn. In the previous 

segment, J and L exchanged information about their respective companies. J said he had 
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some new projects and was looking for investors. He suggests L to get his boss involved 

in investment, but L replies his boss is out of money. L tries to explain what has 

happened to his boss. In the first line of the following dyadic conversation, L explains 

that his boss invested most of his money on a Chinese medicine raw material trading 

center. In the previous turn, the speaker explains that his boss’ money has been trapped in 

the investment on a Chinese medicine raw materials trading center. Note that the lexicon 

L used to describe his boss’ financial difficulty is Zijin xian le (This literally means: 

Money is trapped) (line 2). In the responsive turn, J latches and repairs L’s statement with 

Ta meiyou qian le (This literally means: He is broke). The statements in J’s turn and L’s 

turn are markedly different in semantic content. L’s statement Zijin xian le meant that the 

money is temporarily not available, but it is still there. J’s utterance Ta meiyou qian le 

indicates “the money was gone and his boss is broke.” From J’s repair, one can infer that 

J disagrees with the remark in the prior turn. 

 J’s repair is a bold face-threatening act. However, line 5 shows that L is not 

offended by the previous speaker’s explicit disagreement.  In fact, he adopts the same 

repair strategy to maintain his oppositional stance. L first rephrases the previous 

speaker’s Zijin xian le with zijin kun zhu le, xian le hen duo (This literally means: Money 

got trapped, lots of money). After the repair, L directly tells the hearer that his boss will 

not invest on the hearer’s projects.  
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4.2.28  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions and Cross-Cultural  
            Comparison 
 
       This section has presented an example of how participants use repair to initiate and 

maintain an oppositional stance. In this strategy, the participants utilize repair to rectify 

and highlight what they disagree with in a prior turn. The frame of this strategy can be 

outlined as: in the initial turn of a disagreement move, speakers initiate or maintain an 

oppositional stance by repairing the key information in a prior turn. The results of this 

study show that the primary purpose of using this strategy is to convey disagreement 

directly. The instances indicate that the participants who take an upper hand in 

negotiation and those who share a symmetric power relationship in negotiation are more 

likely to adopt this strategy.  

 

4.2.29  Opposing with Constant Disruptive Interruptions 

The present corpus data show that participants sometimes constantly interrupt each 

other in order to gain a turn to issue an oppositional stance. They interrupt each other 

until an oppositional stance is completely established. The strategy is observed in both bi-

party and multi-party negotiation meetings. The following examples are taken from the 

multi-parties negotiation meetings. In these two examples, one can see that the 

participants from different parties intercept each other until their oppositional stance is 

completely established. 

Extract 24. (WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 

1 
 
 

Z4: 
 
 

Ruguo  ni SHIZAI(.) kunnan(.)= 
if        you  really     difficult 
If it is REALLY(.) difficult to you= 
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→ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 

 
W3: 
 
 
 
Q: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
H: 
 
 
 
Q: 
 
 
 

 
=Women qian  bu    [que. 

our        money N  short 
=We are not [short of money 
 
                              [Qian bu nan,  

                                money N difficult  
                                [Money is not difficult, 
                                                                                
dan::shi, shouxu::      shouxu=  
but          procedure        procedure 
bu::t     the procedure::,  procedure=      
                                                                                          
=Women:::zhe    lijie,           zhe= 
We            here   understand  this 
=We:::      understand this, this= 
 
=Zhe ge (?) bu  shi  wenti. 
this   CL      N    be   problem 
=This (?) is not a problem. 
 

        

Extract 24 is drawn from the WSJ multi-party negotiation meeting. Z4 and H  

are W3’s contractors. W3 and Q are colleagues. W3 is the regional chief and Q is the 

chief accountant. They came to the construction site inspecting the project progress. In 

the exchanges preceding this segment, Z4 reported the construction progress to W3 and 

his colleagues. After the report, Z4 and H asked W3 to consider paying the money their 

companies have advanced. Out of politeness, Z4 said that he could wait a little longer if 

W3’s company finance is tight at the moment.              

In the first line of this extract, Z4 is repeating his polite remark. The overlapped part 

(lines 1 and 2) shows that W3’s interruption terminates his contractor Z4’s turn. After 

W3 obtains the turn, W3 claims that his company has no problem in finance. Line 3 

shows that Q, W3’s colleague, aligns himself with his colleague. He confirms W3’s claim 

that money is not a problem for their company. Nonetheless, before Q is able to finish his 
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turn, H, the contractor, intercepts Q (line 5) and latches onto his colleague Z4’s statement 

in the first line. Note that in the first line of this extract, Z4 is interrupted by the 

adversarial co-participant, and he only completes half of his statement. This time it is 

interesting to see that H tries to support his fellow contractor Z4 when it is his turn. H 

observes that they will understand if it will take W3’s company a little longer to pay the 

money. Note that the pronoun, women (we), in H’s remark carries the inference that H 

considers Z4, another W3’s contractor, on his side. Line 6 shows that H’s remark 

interrupted by his adversarial co-participant Q.  After he terminates H’s turn, Q reiterates 

that his company does not have difficulty in finance.   

The participants in the WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting are 

very interactive. It is assumed that Z4 and other contractors might have had more 

constraints in verbal interaction since they depended on their adversarial party, W3’s 

company, for business. Nevertheless, the present data and the researcher’s on-site 

observations reveal that the contractors are as interactive as their powerful adversarial co-

participants. Except for the engineer on W3’s side, all participants now and then interrupt 

each other disruptively in the entire negotiation. Some contractors even stand up and 

argue with their adversarial co-participants. It is worth pointing out that although the 

contractors are very verbal and interactive in negotiation, they utilize many pacifying 

markers such as smiling, pseudo laughing, and voice quality shifting to mitigate the 

intensity of their overt disagreement. When being asked whether he was offended by his 

contractor’s constant and disruptive interruptions, the regional chief W3 said that Women 

da jiaodao bu shi yi tian liang tian le, dou liaojie (This literally means: We have been 
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working together for quite a while, and we are familiar with each other) (Personal 

interview Wan, 24 December 2003). This comment suggests that solidarity such as 

rapport affects the participant’s interactional styles immensely.  

The use of constant and disruptive interruptions as a strategy to issue and maintain 

disagreement is also observed in the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting. 

In the preceding exchanges of this extract, D, HLF’s sales manager, asked to be L’s 

medical product zuoyang distributor. L responded that his boss didn’t like the idea.  

Extract 25. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
→2 
 

1 
 
 
 
2 
 
 
 
3 
 
 
 
4 
 
 
 
5 
 
 
 
6 
 
 
 
8 
 
 
 
 
 

D: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
D: 
 
 
 
L: 
 
 
 
 
 

Nimen  shisi        ge   ren,   YOU  yao    zuo  pu          yao 
you      fourteen CL people  you    want  do general medicine  
You fourteen people, have to do BOTH general medicine 
  
YOU  yao   zuo  xin   yao,        xianran(.) zuo  bu=↓ 
you   want  do  new medicine      obviously  do   N                                
AND new medicine, apparently, you are not able to= 
 
=Women  yuanlai   fen     liang    tiao   xian= 
we       originally   divide two      CL    line 
=We originally divided into two teams= 
 
=Ni    yi    [ge:::= 
  you  one  CL 
=You       [one= 
 

=[Jin   nian= 
this  year  

=This year= 
 

=Ni   yingai= 
you should 

=You should= 
 

=Jin  nian= 
 this year  

=this year= 
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9 
 
 
 
10 
 

D: 
 

=[Ni   yi     ge    danwei   jiu     shisi 
   you one  CL   unite       only   fourteen 
=You one unit, only fourteen 
 
ge    ren    zuo   bu   goulai. 
CL person  all   N    RVC 
people, can’t manage it. 

 

Extract 25 displays two speakers D and L constantly interrupting each other until 

their opinions are fully articulated and oppositional stance is established. The first 

interruption occurs in D’s turn in line 3. At the onset of this extract, D points out that L 

does not have enough sales members if he wants to sell and promote both the general 

medicine and new medicine at the same time. Line 2 shows that D’s turn is suspended by 

L’s interruption. After obtaining the turn, L argues Women yuanlai fen liang tiao xian 

(This literally means: We originally divided (the sales team) into two lines). The word 

yuanlai (originally) indicates that the speaker is attempting to give a historical account 

for how his company worked (i.e., sold and promoted general medicine and new 

medicine at the same time) in the past. By describing how they did in the past, L 

indirectly conveys his disagreement with the previous speaker’s opinion (i.e., they can’t 

manage to sell and promote the general and new medicine simultaneously). 

Line 4 shows that D adopts the same strategy as L to initiate the disagreement move: 

interrupting the previous speaker to gain the turn. D terminates L’s turn and resumes her 

utterance which was interrupted by L. However, L latches back onto D’s utterance and 

regained his turn. Then he recommences his account of how his sales team managed to 

sell and promote the general and new medicine simultaneously last year. Lines 6 to 7 
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indicate that D didn’t yield to L’s interruption. She interrupts L again, and this time, she 

has successfully completed her remark. 

In this extract, it is interesting to notice that D and L interrupt each other constantly 

and disruptively so as to obtain a turn to issue or maintain an oppositional stance. 

Constant and disruptive interruptions indicate that both speakers involved in this 

conversation prefer to make their oppositional opinions open. One possible reason to 

account for this phenomenon is that D and L share a symmetric power relationship in this 

negotiation. D’s company has the technology and equipment that L needs to improve his 

medical product’s quality and quantity. D’s company is interested in L’s business. Since 

they have mutual business interests in this negotiation, it is plausible to assume that both 

speakers are less constrained in what and how they should say. The second reason is that 

both speakers want to protect their respective company’s business interests. In China, it is 

much more profitable to sell medicine than to produce it. D wants to be L’s zuoyang 

medicine distributor; so her company can make more money. Nevertheless, L wants to 

keep the most profitable business interests for his own company. Thus, it is not surprising 

to see that both speakers compete fiercely in order to earn the largest share of the 

business interests. 

Another interesting phenomenon observed is that D, the female sales manager, has 

interrupted her male adversarial co-participants more often than they have. As explained 

earlier, D is the only female who occupies a position in management. All other female 

participants are either accountants or engineers. During the negotiations, they 

occasionally participate in negotiation, which forms a contrast D’s active participation at 
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the meeting. This suggests that D’s direct discourse style might be related to her 

personality and her administrative position.               

4.2.30  Summary: Linguistic Forms, Pragmatic Functions, and Cross-Cultural 
            Comparison                    
 

The two examples above have analyzed the strategy of adopting disruptive 

interruptions to imitate and maintain an oppositional stance. In this strategy, participants 

compete for obtaining a turn in the midst of the opponent’s turn. The form of this strategy 

can be described as: in the initial turn of a disagreement move, speakers issue his/her 

oppositional stance in the midst of a previous speaker’s utterance through interruption. 

Both speakers constantly cut each other off until they establish an oppositional stance. To 

mitigate the intensity incurred by such aggressive strategy, the participants deploy 

pacifying markers (e.g., smiling, pseudo laughing) along with the disagreement move. 

From the examples above, one can see that this strategy explicitly conveys the 

speaker’s disagreement; and it also minimizes the intensity of disagreement due to the 

employment of pacifying markers. The results of this study indicate that the use of this 

strategy is associated with two primary factors: social distance and business interests. 

When rapport and/or serious business interests are involved, the participants are more 

likely to adopt this strategy. Goldberg (1990) points out that interruption is power-related 

and rapport-oriented. They are the instances of the manifestation of power in a 

conversation since “each party strives to get the other to acknowledge his/her own 

particular beliefs, accomplishments or experiences as being in some sense ‘superior’ to 

those of the others” (896) if interruptions are featured with ‘hesitations, syllable 

repetitions, accounts, apologies, and the like’ (899). Hutchy (1996) shares the same view. 
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He observes that interruption is a joint activity of speakers. The overlap is not a simple 

sequential placement, but the moral manifest which displays the speaker’s attitude toward 

each other. Friedhof (1998) holds a similar view. After studying interruptions in the 

Polish and Russian interactants interactions, he concludes that in asymmetrical dialogues, 

the high-powered party does not need to adhere to the cooperative maxim; so they 

interrupt at any given time.             

        Disruptive interruption as a strategy in interaction has been identified in both 

Western and non-Western cultures. The forms and functions of this strategy differ in 

different culture setting and cultures. For instance, Li (2001) examined interruptions in 

doctor-patient conversations in Canada and found that in Canadian doctor speaker-

Chinese patient listener interactions, Canadian doctors perform significantly more 

intrusive interruptions and the occurrence of intrusive interruptions are greater than 

cooperative interruptions. 

However, Al-Rojaie (2004), in comparing Arabic- and English speakers in two 

panel interview TV programs (Al-Jazeera al-Itijah al-Muakis 'the Opposing Sides' for 

Arabic and the PBS News Hour for English), concludes that interruption is strategically 

used by speakers of both cultures, but Arabic speakers use interruption more frequently, 

and interruption has much more functions in Arabic interaction. Compared with 

American counterparts, Arabic hosts challenge interviewees more frequently and directly. 

This finding is consistent with Tannen’s results (1991). Tannen argues that  
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monolinguistic English speakers interrupt less frequently because they view interruption 

to be intrusive and impolite.  

 

 

4.3  Discussion  

The section 4.2 has identified Chinese disagreement management strategies at seven 

live business negotiation meetings and examined the ways how participants issue and 

manage disagreement in the sequential organization. This section summarizes these 

patterns of disagreement management strategies and discusses the generalizations of 

these strategies by focusing on power and social relations between the participants.  

 

4.3.1  Patterns of Disagreement Management Strategies 

 The analysis indicates the participants of this study employ a variety of strategies in 

issuing and maintaining their disagreement. Some of them are recurrent and systematic.  

TABLE 4.1 
Patterns of Disagreement Management Strategies 

 
Pattern 1. Overtly disagree with no intensification or mitigation markers/devices 
                 a.  oppose bluntly with negative particles 

b. oppose by questioning the factuality provided in a prior turn  
c. oppose in the reported speech of a third person’s voice 
d. oppose in altruistic discourse 

                  e. oppose by repair 
 
Pattern 2. Overtly disagree with intensification markers/devices 

a. oppose with negative particles and then elaborate the negation 
b. oppose with negative particles and then challenge the adversarial party 
c. oppose with boorish language 
d. oppose by disruptive interruptions  
e. oppose by alignment 
f. oppose by tying up  

 
Pattern 3. Overtly disagree with pacifying markers/devices 
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a. oppose with utterance particles such as a, nai, ai 
b. oppose with diminutives 
c. oppose with hesitation markers 

 
Pattern 4. Indirectly disagree 

a. oppose by elevating the adversarial party 
b. oppose by laughter 
 

 
As shown in TABLE 4.1, three out of the four patterned disagreement management 

strategies fall into the overt disagreement category (Patterns 1, 2, and 3). Though the 

participants take redressive action (see Pattern 3), they tend to convey their disagreement 

explicitly and directly. This finding differs from the findings in previous studies on 

Chinese interactional styles. Previous literature suggests that due to face concerns and the 

belief in social harmony, Chinese prefer indirect communication styles (Chang 1999; 

Cheng and Warren 2003; Jiang 2004). In her study of Taiwanese conversations between 

friends and family members, Chang (1999) concludes that to maintain well-defined social 

relationships, Chinese speak ambiguously so as to leave space for listeners to adjust 

themselves. Cheng and Warren (2003), after analyzing naturally-occurring conversations 

between Hong Kong Chinese and native speakers of English, claim that the ability to be 

indirect, inexplicit, and vague are crucial for competent speakers in spoken discourses 

because of Chinese indirect and indeterminate discourse styles. In a more recent study of 

Chinese ESL learners’ views about the peer review process in oral and email-based 

modalities, Jiang (2004) states that a large number of Chinese students prefer to do oral 

and e-mail comments in an indirect way; for instance, writing comments anonymously. 

They are concerned that peer review is not good to keep group harmony and will hurt 

their peers.  
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        In my opinion, the different results reveal in the present study and in the previous 

literature can be caused by several factors. First, the settings of the present study and 

prior studies differ. This study investigates interactional styles in business negotiation 

settings and business interests are involved in negotiation. In other words, how to 

negotiate and interact will directly affect the business interest of the participants. There is 

a direct consequence from the negotiation. The settings of the prior studies mentioned 

above are different. The settings investigated in the aforementioned studies are social 

settings such as daily interactions and classroom interactions. The interactants in the prior 

studies are less likely to suffer a loss even if they fail to understand each other. Thus, the 

researcher argues that the setting plays a vital role in speaker’s choosing discourse styles. 

This argument also finds much support in the previous literature (Bayraktaroglu 1992; 

Blum-Kulka 1987; Blum-Kulka, Menahem, and Gonen 2002; Kakava 2002; Honda 2002).  

        Second, social distance among interactants affects how interactants talk. Interactants 

are more likely to negotiate in a straightforward mode if rapport and/or close social 

distance are involved. For instance, Li (2001) has found that when Chinese speakers and 

Chinese listeners in doctor-patient conversations are involved, Chinese adopt more direct 

styles because of ingroupness. Yu, a scholar in communication, shares the same view. Yu 

(2003) argues that Chinese view the notion of politeness differently from Westerners. 

Direct requests are more acceptable due to the notion of ingroupness. Yu’s finding also 

shows that his Chinese participants have used more direct strategies than his American 

participants. 
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Third, power, needless to say, has vital influence in an interactant’s discourse 

performance. The results of this study show that those who take an upper hand or had 

more cards to play in negotiation are more likely to employ direct strategies. With regard 

to the power role in verbal interaction, Tannen (1997) observes that power has a great 

effect on gender-difference talk. Because males believe their opinion is more 

authoritative in conversations, they are more straightforward and interrupt more often 

than females. 

 

4.3.2 Distribution of Four Disagreement Management Strategies Patterns 

The analysis shows the four patterns of disagreement management strategies have 

emerged in all 7 film negotiation meetings, but they are unevenly distributed across these 

meetings (see TABLE 4.2).  

TABLE 4.2  
Distribution of Four Disagreement Management Strategy Patterns 

 
Meetings 

 
Strategies 

 
HLF Payment 
Negotiation 

Meeting 
 

 
HLF Zuoyang 
Manufacturing  

Negotiation 
Meeting 

 
NCR Bid Project 

Negotiation 
Meeting 

 
WSJ Progress 

Report and 
Payment 

Negotiation 
Meeting 

 
WWB 

Advertisement 
Negotiation 

Meeting 
 

 
Total Number l of 

Negations 

 
Percentage 

 
Overtly Opposing Disagreement Management Strategies  

 
Pattern 1 5 6 6 7 4 28 33% 
Pattern 2 5 4 3 4 3 19 23% 
Pattern 3 3 5 5 4 3 20 24% 

 
Indirectly Opposing Disagreement Management Strategies 

 
Pattern 4 7 3 3 2 5 17 20% 
  

TABLE 4.2 shows the participants tend to convey their disagreement explicitly (see 

Patterns 1, 2 and 3), which suggests face-value work is not what the participants are 
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concerned most in the videotaped business negotiation meetings. The most frequently 

utilized strategies are those that facilitate speakers explicitly expressing disagreement 

without intensifying or pacifying markers (see Pattern 1). This phenomenon indicates that 

in most situations the participants simply want to get their dissent across. TABLE 4.2 

shows that Pattern 3 strategies are next preferred by the participants. In these strategies, 

the participants apply pacifying markers to mitigate the intensity of an overt opposition 

so as to reduce the threat to co-participant’s face. This tendency suggests that the 

participants are aware of face politeness, but the expression of disagreement overweighs 

their concern about face value work. Pattern 2 refers to the strategies in which the 

participants deploy paralinguistic, kinesic, or other devices to aggravate an overtly 

expressed opposition. Though this pattern is ranked less popular compared with the 

strategies of opposing overtly with no intensifying or mitigation markers and opposing 

with pacifying markers, it suggests that participants in business negotiations will confront 

their co-participants for the sake of business interests. TABLE 4.2 indicates that indirect 

strategies (Pattern 4) are employed least frequently by the participants in the seven 

business negotiation meetings. This tendency implies that the participants preferred to 

express their explicitly rather than inexplicitly.  

There are several factors that account for the adoption of direct strategies over 

indirect strategies. First and foremost, except for the HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting, 

the atmosphere of the business negotiation meetings is amicable and relaxed. The 

participants either have mutual interests in business under negotiation or they know each 

other. Second, fourteen companies of the seventeen enterprises involved are private 
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enterprises. This means the results of the negotiation will directly affect their own 

businesses, which is a great motivation for private business owners to work harder to get 

the best deal out of the negotiation. In one of interviewees’ words, pengyou gui pengyou, 

shengyi gui shengyi (This literally means: Friends are friends. Business is business) 

(Personal interview Xie, 23 December 2003). This statement indicates that the 

participants do not want their business interests are overridden by friendship. Third, the 

present corpus data show that the projects negotiated in the 7 meetings are multi-million 

yuan projects. This means that slight compromise in one’s stance will cause thousands of 

yuans in loss. This gives the participants good reason to stand firm.  

 

 
4.3.3  Correlations between Power Variables and Disagreement Management Strategy      

Patterns 
 

In this section, the correlations between power variables and disagreement strategy 

patterns were analyzed and discussed. In other words, the researcher posited there exist 

connections between participant’s choice of disagreement management strategies and the 

power variables. It is hypothesized that each power variable is one card (e.g. having the 

ability to provide business) and the quantity of a speaker’s cards is utilized as a parameter 

to see the disagreement management strategies employed by the participants. Other 

variables such as personalities and the imposition of a request also affect participants’ 

negotiation styles. However, these factors are not the researcher’s primary concern in the 

foregoing analysis and discussion. Now let’s have a look at a list of power variables 
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considered as a participant’s choices in disagreement management strategies. For analysis 

convenience, each power variable is assigned one card.  

TABLE 4.3 
Power Variables 

 
Power Variables 

a. business provider 
b. regional monopoly in technology  
c. state ownership  
d. having the state’s law/policy on their side 
e. crucial role in solving problems 
f. higher social status 
g. close social relationship 
h. potentially profitable business 

 
 

It is assumed that the more cards the participants have, the more powerful they are, 

and the more likely they will adopt direct strategies to express their disagreement. The 

following paragraphs will compare each party’s power variables in relation to their 

disagreement management strategies.  

 

4.3.3.1  HLF Payment Negotition Meeting’s Power Structure and Disagreement  
 Management Stategy Patterns 
 

  
TABLE 4.4  
HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure 

 
Power Variables 

 
HLF Participants

 
Adversarial Parties 

  
a. business provider                         √  
b. regional monopoly in technology   
c. state ownership  √ 
d. having the state’s law/policy on their side    √ 
e. crucial role in solving problems √  
f. higher social status   
g. good personal relationship   
h. potentially profitable business √  
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TABLE 4.4 shows that HLF, a privately owned pharmaceutical company, has more 

cards in this negotiation (3 versus 2). HLF has offered the adversarial parties a potentially 

profitable business and takes a crucial role in solving the problem (i.e., delinquent 

payment to the adversarial parties) in the negotiations. The adversarial parties here refer 

to the parties who are contracted to building HLF’s new complex building. The 

adversarial party’s company is owned by the government31 and the government’s policy 

on their side. TABLE 4.5 is the distribution of the HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting’s 

disagreement management strategy patterns. 

 
TABLE 4.5  
Distribution of the HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting’s Disagreement Management 
Strategy Patterns 

                 
Strategies  

 
Participants 

 
Pattern 1 
 

 
Pattern 2 

 
Pattern 3 

 
Pattern 4 

 
Total Number 

of Disagreement 
Initiations   

HLF  2 3 2 2 9 
Adversarial Parties 3 2 1 5 11 
Total 5 5 3 7 20 

 

TABLE 4.5 shows that the adversarial parties (co-participants) in general have a 

higher total number of negations in this meeting (11 versus 9). However, if one takes the 

multiple parties (6 parties) of the opponents into consideration, the HLF party actually 

has a higher frequency of negation. TABLE 4.5 also indicates that the HLF 

representatives have employed more direct disagreement strategies than the co-

participants (7 versus 6). The discrepancy between these two groups seems small; 

nevertheless, considering HLF’s opponents are comprised of multiparties, this 

                                                 
31 The subcontrators hired by the construction companies are all private business owners. 
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discrepancy between HLF representatives and each adversarial party is significant. In 

other words, HLF representatives have issued significantly more disagreement than the 

adversarial co-participants. 

  As discussed earlier, the HLF representatives are assumed to take an upper hand in 

negotiation since they have more power cards to play. Their company has provided the 

adversarial parties with business and whether the adversarial parties can receive payment 

or not depends on the HLF’s decision. While the government policy favors the 

adversarial parties (i.e., The government mandates companies to pay off the deferred 

payment by the Spring Festival of 2003), this power card is not as powerful as it is 

supposed to be. The prevalence of triangular debts and the weak enforcement of the 

government policies make many Chinese enterprises still depend on negotiation to settle 

their disputes. Since taking legal actions is costly and time-consuming, it is usually the 

last tool disputers will resort to. In the HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting, although HLF 

owes the adversarial parties payment, it is clear to the HLF representatives and the 

adversarial parties that the adversarial parties are not likely at this point to take this 

dispute to the court because the HLF party does explain explicitly they want to the 

payment and only requires the adversarial parties to process all the procedures. Given this 

fact, it is not surprising that the HLF representatives are less constrained in generating 

disagreement moves and showing less concern about the adversarial parties’ face.  

 
 
4.3.3.2  HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure  

And Disagreement Management Strategy Patterns  
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TABLE 4.6 shows that the multiparties involved in this negotiation share a  
 
symmetric power relationship in negotiation. 

 
 

TABLE 4.6  
HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure 

 
Power Variables 

 
HLF  

 
Adversarial Parties 

a. business provider                          √ 
b. regional monopoly in technology √  
c. state ownership   
d. having the state’s law/policy on their side     
e. crucial role in solving problems √ √ 
f. higher social status √  
g. close personal relationship   
h. potentially profitable business  √ 

 
 

TABLE 4.6 shows that HLF, a privately own pharmaceutical company and the other 

parties on the site share a symmetric power relationship in the negotiation (3 versus 3). 

HLF has the technology and equipment that the adversarial co-participants need to mass-

produce and improve the medicine zuoyang. The adversarial co-participants have the 

business that HLF is interested in. The success of the negotiation will benefit all parties. 

TABLE 4.7 shows the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting’s disagreement 

management strategy patterns.  

TABLE 4.7 
Distribution of the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting’s Disagreement 
Management Strategy Patterns 

                  
Strategies  

 
Participants 

 
Pattern 1
 

 
Pattern 2

 
Pattern 3 

 
Pattern 4

 
Total Number of 

Disagreement 
Initiations 

HLF  3 2 3 0 8 
Adversarial Parties 3 2 2 3 10 
Total 6 4 5 3 18 
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The data in TABLE 4.7 indicates that there is a slight difference between HLF 

participants and the adversarial parties in the number of disagreement initiations (8 versus 

10). The HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meetings involves three parties. HLF 

is the only regional pharmaceutical company who has passed the standardized quality test 

of the National Drug and Food Administration. Nevertheless, the adversarial parties have 

the business that HLF is interested in. TABLE 4.7 indicates that HLF participants and the 

adversarial parties issued the same amount of disagreement moves in the first two 

patterns. HLF representatives take the lead in the third pattern (3 versus 2), while the 

adversarial parties lead in the fourth pattern (3 versus 0). The table also shows that the 

HLF participants have adopted the similar amount of direct strategies as the adversarial 

parties (8 versus 7), which suggests that all parties involved in this meeting prefer the 

explicit expression of disagreement. As analyzed earlier, this phenomenon may be caused 

by the symmetric power relationship between HLF and the adversarial parties.   

 

4.3.3.3  NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings’ Power Structure And Disagreement 
Management Strategy Patterns  

 
TABLE 4.8 shows that NCR, a privately own interior design company, has fewer 

power cards to play in the negotiation with the adversarial party (2 versus 5). The only 

two advantages that NCR has is a close social relation with the adversarial party 

participant and the government policy favored his side. In contrast to NCR, the 

adversarial party has business to provide, affiliated with the government, and is crucial in 

deciding who would get the business. All these power cards endow the adversarial party 

participant with more freedom in what is said and how it is. 
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TABLE 4.8  
NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings’ Power Structure 

 
Power Variables 

 
NCR  

 
Adversarial Party 

a. business provider                          √ 
b. regional monopoly in technology   
c. state ownership  √ 
d. having the state’s law/policy on their side   √  
e. crucial role in solving problems  √ 
f. higher social status   
g. good personal relationship √ √ 
h. potentially profitable business  √ 

 
 

TABLE 4.9 shows the distribution of the disagreement management strategy 

patterns that emerged in the three sessions of NCR meeting.  

TABLE 4.9   
Distribution of the NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings’ Disagreement Management 
Strategy Patterns 

                 
 Strategies  

 
Participants 

 
Pattern 1 
 

 
Pattern 2

 
Pattern 3 

 
Pattern 4

 
Total Number of 

Disagreement 
Initiations 

NCR 4 1 3 2 10 
Adversarial Party 2 2 2 1 7 
Total 6 3 5 3 17 

 
The NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings is assumed to be asymmetric in power. 

The adversarial party has more power cards to play. TABLE 4.9 indicates that the 

number of disagreement issued by the NCR participant is bigger that it is issued by the 

adversarial party (10 versus 7). This table shows that both parties prefer the overt 

expression of disagreement. Eight of the ten NCR disagreement initiations fall into the 

category of the overt disagreement management strategies, and six out of the seven 

adversarial party disagreement initiation fall into the same category. Compared with the 

adversarial party, the NCR participant who has fewer power cards has generated more 

disagreement moves than the adversarial party (10 versus 7). In addition, the NCR 
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participant has employed more direct strategies than the powerful adversarial party (8 

versus 6). These data suggest that compared with the powerful adversarial party, the NCR 

participant is more expressive and straightforward when disagreement was involved. This 

phenomenon is likely attributed to the close social relationship between the participants 

in this meeting. Since they are familiar with each other, Z1 has few constraints about his 

discourse styles, especially it is his friend who has initiated the first disagreement move. 

In the negotiation, X is the first violated the face politeness principles and issued the 

disagreement against his friend Z1. As a friend of X, Z1 hopes that his bid proposal can 

receive more attention from his friend. However, X thinks that Z1’s bid proposal price is 

high, and the price should be reduced by 8%. From the perspective of face value work, X 

ignores his friend’s face, so he owes his friend face debt. This gives Z1 a chance to 

redeem the debt by expressing his disagreement directly and explicitly. In addition, a 

substantial cross-culture literature reveals that speaking directly among friends is 

considered rapport, solidarity, intimacy, and integrity (Tannen 1984; Katriel 1986; 

Vuchinich 1990; Li 2001; Kyratzis and Guo 2001; Sifianou 1992, 1997; Günthner 2000; 

Kakava 2002; Blum-Kulka et al 2002). 

Moreover, business interest is an important factor in both parties’ preference for 

overt expressions of disagreement. Reducing 8% of the million-yuan valued project 

means a lot to both sides.  
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4.3.3.4  WSJ Progress Report And Payment Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure 
  And Disagreement Management Strategy Patterns  

 
TABLE 4.10  
WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure  

 
Power Variables 

 
WSJ and Other 

Contractors  

 
Adversarial Parties

a. business provider                          √ 
b. regional monopoly in technology   
c. state ownership √  
d. having the state’s law/policy on their side   √  
e. crucial role in solving problems  √ 
f. higher social status   
g. good personal relationship √ √ 
h. potentially profitable business  √ 

 
 

TABLE 4.10 illustrates the power structure of the WSJ Progress Report and 

Payment Negotiation Meeting. It shows that the power relationship between the 

adversarial parties and WSJ and other contractors is asymmetric. In spite of the fact that 

WSJ and the other contractors have fewer power cards to play in the negotiation meeting, 

the results of this study show that they are not constrained by this disadvantage. Turns are 

short and interactive. The contractors even stand up to argue when they disagree with the 

adversarial parties. TABLE 4.11 presents the distribution of disagreement initiations in 

this meeting. 

TABLE 4.11  
Distribution of WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting’s  
Disagreement Management Strategy Patterns 

                 
 Strategies  

 
Participants 

 
Pattern 1 
 

 
Pattern 2

 
Pattern 3

 
Pattern 4

 
Total Number of 

Disagreement 
Initiations 

WSJ and Other 
Contractors 

3 1 2 2 8 

Adversarial Parties 4 3 2 0 9 
Total 7 4 4 2 17 
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TABLE 4.11 shows that the instances of explicit expression disagreement are 

distributed slightly unevenly between the contractors and the adversarial parties (8 versus 

9). The adversarial parties have initiated disagreement moves more often than their 

contractors. The table also shows that all parties involved in the negotiation prefer direct 

expressions of disagreement over indirect expressions of disagreement (15 versus 2).  

Compared with the contractors, the adversarial parties have higher in the number of 

disagreement initiation (9 versus 6), which suggests that the adversarial parties are more 

outspoken when disagreement is involved. Yet, one can see that the majority of the 

contractors’ disagreement strategies fall into pattern 1, pattern 3, and pattern 4, which 

suggest that the contractors simply want to convey their disagreement and in the 

meantime to minimize the degree of the threat to the face of the adversarial parties.  

In contrast, the distribution of the adversarial party’s disagreement management 

strategies is also spread throughout in the categories of the overt disagreement strategies. 

What differs from the contractors is that the adversarial parties have adopted more 

aggravating disagreement strategies (3 versus 1). The on-site observation and the post 

interviews reveal that the business factor takes on such a crucial role in all the seven 

business negotiation meetings that it makes other power factors secondary.   
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4.3.3.5  WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure and Disagreement 
Management Strategy Patterns 

 
TABLE 4.3.12  
WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting’s Power Structure 

 
Power Variables 

 
WWB  

 
Adversarial Party 

a. business provider                          √ 
b. regional monopoly in technology √  
c. state ownership √  
d. having the state’s law/policy on their side     
e. crucial role in solving problems √  
f. higher social status √  
g. good personal relationship   
h. potentially profitable business  √ 

 
 

TABLE 4.12 shows that WWB, a state-owned local newspaper publisher, has more 

power advantages in the WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting. Due to the 

government’s strict control of mass media, WWB is the only newspaper publisher and 

runs the only two local newspapers. For this reason, the local newspaper advertisement 

businesses are literally monopolized by WWB. In personal communication with the key 

participant, the researcher has learned that WWB can hardly meet the demand for 

advertisement on their newspaper (Personal communication with Ke, 30 December 2003). 

Given this fact, WWB is selective about its clients. The reason why the adversarial 

party’s business was appealing to WWB was because it was a yearly contract which 

would provide WWB with steady business. TABLE 4.13 shows the distribution of  

disagreement management strategies of the WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting.  
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TABLE 4.13  
 Distribution of WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting’s Disagreement Management 
Strategy Patterns 

                  
Strategies  

 
Participants 

 
Pattern 1 
 

 
Pattern 2

 
Pattern 3 

 
Pattern 4

 
Total Number of 

Disagreement 
Initiations 

WWB  3 3 1 2 9 
Adversarial Party 1 0 2 3 6 
Total 4 3 3 5 15 

 

TABLE 4.13 shows that the numbers of disagreement initiation are distributed 

unevenly in the WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting. The occurrences of 

disagreement initiated by the WWB participant are more than those of disagreement 

issued by the adversarial party (9 versus 6). The WWB participant has utilized more 

direct disagreement management strategies (7 out of 9), while the adversarial party 

utilized both direct and indirect strategies (3 versus 3). The high frequency of adopting 

direct disagreement management strategies suggests that the WWB participant prefer 

explicit expressions of disagreement. It also indicates that the WWB is less concerned 

about attending to the adversarial party’s face. The data in TABLE 4.13 show that the 

adversarial party resorts to both explicit and inexplicit strategies to express his 

oppositional opinions. From this, one can infer that the adversarial party on the one hand 

wants to convey his disagreement; on the other hand, however, he attempts to protect the 

WWB participant’s face by minimizing the threat to the face.  

The different attitudes toward face work reflect the asymmetric power relationship 

between the two participants. As illustrated earlier, WWB has dominant control over the 

local newspaper advertisement businesses, and this inherently endows the WWB 

participant with power to be selective with his clients. On the contrary, since WWB is the 
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only local newspaper publisher, the adversarial party has no other options if he wants to 

advertise in the local newspapers.  

The foregoing paragraphs have identified Chinese disagreement management 

strategy patterns revealed in the seven live business negotiation meetings. The researcher 

has described the power structure of each negotiation meeting recorded and analyzed the 

correlation between the distribution of patterned disagreement strategies and the power 

and social relationship between the participants. The analysis shows that there is a 

correlation between the distribution of patterned disagreement strategies and the power 

factors. The more powerful a participant is, the more likely he is to adopt overt 

disagreement strategies.  
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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

In this study, the researcher has investigated how Chinese in business negotiation 

settings manage disagreement through examining the interactional processes of seven live 

Chinese business negotiation meetings. It is said that harmony is highly valued in 

Chinese culture and the Chinese tend to express disagreement indirectly, inexplicitly, and 

evasively in order to avoid overt conflict. This study shows that the Chinese in business 

negotiation settings manage disagreement differently. It also indicates that the Chinese 

are likely to express their disagreement explicitly and directly. They employ either 

pacifying markers or intensifying devices to mitigate or aggravate disagreement or to 

simply negate the previous remarks depending on their incentives. By scrutinizing and 

examining the sequential organization of a disagreement move, the researcher has found 

that the participants in the process of disagreement management construct contextual 

cues and interpreting conversational inferences through mutually shared linguistic and 

sociocultural acuity.   

 

5.1  Results and Implications 

The results of the present study show that there are four recurrent patterns of 

disagreement management strategies emerged in seven live Chinese business negotiation 

meetings. They are: (1) opposing bluntly with negation, (2) opposing with intensifying 

markers, (3) opposing with pacifying markers, and (4) opposing indirectly. Three of the 
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four patterns fall into the category of overt opposition which suggests that it is not 

atypical that the Chinese in business negotiation settings will adopt direct strategies to 

express disagreement explicitly. This tendency implies that the Chinese in business 

negotiation settings prefer to make it known when disagreement is involved. This finding 

differs from the results of the prior studies in which the Chinese are found preferring 

speaking indirectly, ambiguously, and evasively (Ma 1987; 1996; Bond 1991; Gao 1998; 

Chang 1999; Cheng 2004). The difference suggests that the generalization that the 

disagreement is discouraged in Chinese culture may not apply to all situations or domains. 

Since compromising in business negotiation will directly affect business interest, Chinese 

businessmen may be more likely adopt different strategies, including direct or aggressive 

strategies, to express themselves when disagreement is involved. 

The results also indicates that the way the participants manage disagreement is 

related to the power factors such as the capability of providing business, the role in 

solving financial problems and the social relationship between participants. These power 

factors directly affect who chooses topics, who gets the most talk, and how to talk in 

negotiation.  

For example, in the HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting, W2, the HLF’s deputy CEO, 

dominates the negotiation. The present data show that many of W2’s turns in negotiation 

are long and uninterrupted. In the negotiation, W2 frequently contests the adversarial 

parties brusquely with direct and aggravating strategies. In a few occasions, he even 

forces the adversarial parties exiting the topic in the midst of talk. The video data show 

that the adversarial parties have displayed a notable discomfort and uneasiness during the 
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process of the negotiation. One can see that pacifying markers are abundant in the 

adversarial parties’ dissent remarks. In addition, compared with W2’s long turns, the 

adversarial parties’ turns are short and undeveloped. It is not rare to see that on the 

adversarial parties’ side, one single turn is completed by joint effort or collaboration. 

During the most time of the negotiation, the adversarial parties is, the contractors, keep 

no eye contact with the dominating party party,W2. The contractors either look at each 

other or gaze at the conference table even when they address to W2 and his colleagues. 

The contrast between W2’s direct mode and the contractor’s indirect mode suggests that 

they weigh face value work differently.  

The atmosphere of the other six negotiation meetings is more relaxed. In these 

meetings, when controversy arises, the participants seem comfortable to debate or argue 

with each other even in the meetings that are considered asymmetric in power such as the 

WSJ Progress Report and Payment Meeting and the NCR Bid Project Negotiation 

Meetings. The participants who have fewer power cards to play seemed not constrained 

by the asymmetric power relationship. The results of this study show that in these 

meetings, the turns are short and the participants are very interactive. In multiparty 

conversations, turns are often overlapped and subtopic conversations occur 

simultaneously with the main conversation. Occasionally, there are even noisy frays. In 

these meetings, the participants interrupt each other and compete for turns. These features 

suggest that the participants are eager to express their opinions and argue to maintain a 

stance.  

        The active interaction in asymmetric power meetings can be explained by solidarity 
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between the participants. For example, the NCR Bid Project Meeting and the WSJ 

Progress Report Meeting are asymmetric in power. Nevertheless, such power imbalance 

is, to a certain degree, offset by the close social relationship between participants. The 

results show that when solidarity is involved, powerful figures are more likely to veil or 

mitigate their disagreement, or they will at least do so in initiating the first disagreement 

or oppositional move in order to attend to their friend’s face. In reverse, inferior 

participants opt to take advantage of solidarity to argue for their position in an 

unvarnished manner. Ipso facto, ingroupness is deemed in Chinese culture. Issuing an 

opposition against a friend is viewed as an act of bu gei pengyou mianzi (This literally 

means: do not give friends’ face) and it hurts friendship. The person who initiates a 

disagreement or oppositional move inherently qian pengyou renqing (This literally means: 

owes friend’s human feeling). As noted earlier, renqing is reciprocal in Chinese culture. 

Renqing debt requires debtors to pay back by doing his/her creditor’s a favor. If powerful 

figures are the imitators of an opposition against their friends, they owe their friend’s 

renqing. They are expected to render any favor that their inferior friends ask for. And 

inferior friends will take this opportunity to do something they would not do otherwise, 

for instance, to express disagreement explicitly or argue for their stance directly. This 

phenomenon is fully illustrated in the NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings and the 

WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting. In these meetings, those who 

have fewer power cards to play in negotiation conversed with the powerful co-

participants actively and directly. 

        For instance, the bid manager X has more power cards to play in the NCR Bid 
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Negotiation Meeting negotiation. The present data show that his first oppositional move 

against the co-participant is lengthy and circular. His initial dissent remarks are evasive 

and ambiguous and are produced with a string of pacifying markers. The co-participant, 

Z1, one of bidders who are competing for X’s contract, seems comfortable with his 

explicit expressions of disagreement. This is also true to the WSJ Project Report and 

Payment Negotiation Meeting. Turns in this meeting are frequently juxtaposed and 

reallocated. While W3’s company is the business provider, W3 and his colleague are 

often interrupted by their contractors. Moreover, in this meeting subconversations are 

found processed concurrently with the main conversation. 

The results of this study indicate that the social distance is a constraint on the 

participant’s linguistic performance in the negotiation meetings. In regard to how close 

social relationship works in an asymmetric power conversation, Tzanne observes that 

powerful speakers in general have no or minimal concerns for hearers’ both positive and 

negative face. They will “attack hearers openly if social distance is not involved.” In 

reverse, the close social distance will lead “powerful speakers to taking into consideration 

both the speaker’s and the hearer’s face wants” (2000, 207).  

In addition, the results of this study indicate that business interests have a significant 

impact on the participant’s disagreement management. The participants are concerned 

about co-participant’s face and will adopt mitigated or indirect strategies to minimize 

conflict; nevertheless, their face concern is often outweighed by their business interest 

concern. To illustrate, the present data show that inferior participants are more likely to 

express their disagreement in a mitigated or indirect manner. Yet, if their business 
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interests are in jeopardy and the argument is inevitable to confront co-participants for the 

sake of business interest, they will adopt blunt strategies to get ideas across. For instance, 

in the asymmetric-power HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting, the contractors’ dissenting 

remarks are evasive and mild most of the time during the negotiation. The video data 

show that they also avoid direct eye contact with the adversarial party’s when generating 

disagreement. Nonetheless, when they realize that the adversarial party tries to reallocate 

responsibility and avoid payment, the contractors confront the adversarial party directly 

and bluntly.  

This finding suggests that notwithstanding that the Chinese society has a high 

esteem of harmony, in business negotiation settings; business interest is the pivotal that 

regulates the way Chinese speak. Whether to adopt explicit or inexplicit, intensifying or 

mitigating strategies depends on whether there is an incentive to do so.  As Briggs (1996) 

observes, the study of conflict provides us with a view of “a central facet of the 

socialization process.” Paying careful attention to the ways in which conflicts are created 

and mediated gives us insights into “the centrality of conflict to the constitution of social 

relations, institutions, and ideologies” (4, 7). Conflict is a common feature of life and it is 

a crucial part of the social construction of reality. In spite of the fact that Chinese 

tradition is averse to disputes and Chinese are likely to avoid direct confrontation in daily 

interactions, Chinese at business negotiation settings prefer to make their disagreement 

known. In a total of eighty four instances of opposition, sixty six instances fall into the 

patterns of overt opposition (see TABLE 4.2). This indicates that in business negotiation 

settings, business interest is the Chinese principal concern. 
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5.2  Significance of the Results     

The primary purpose of this paper is to help its audience with an understanding of the 

situated social functions of Mandarin language; and to provide audience with pragmatic 

information of how to interact with Chinese counterparts in business negotiation contexts. 

Kasper (1990) points out that the study of institutional discourse such as business 

negotiation reflects the interrelation between communicative styles and social power 

structures (318). It is also the researcher’s belief that how people from different 

sociocultural background talk is affected by institutional settings. 

      This study contributes to Chinese interactional styles studies in several ways. First, 

the results reveal that disagreement in Chinese business negotiation settings is not 

discouraged. Since this finding differs from prior Chinese discourse style studies in other 

settings, it suggests that setting is an important variable in Chinese interactional styles 

Second, the results of this study indicate that business interest overrides face 

politeness concerns in Chinese business negotiation settings. It may be true in general 

that Chinese are likely to attend to each other’s face and avoid direct confrontation in 

daily activities, but this generalization may be affected by other variables such as the 

setting. To the participants in the seven business negotiations filmed and observed, 

business interest seems to be a primordial incentive. And this finding will provide 

Western businessmen with a new look at Chinese interactional styles in addition to some 

grasp of pervasive assumptions about Chinese disagreement management. 
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Third, this study suggests that social distance plays a crucial role in how Chinese 

interact with each other, especially in business negotiation settings. Because of 

ingroupness, powerful figures may adopt mitigated or indirect strategies in their initial 

disagreement move. Ingroupness provides inferior negotiators with opportunities to 

verbalize or express their opinions directly and explicit. This phenomenon suggests that 

to do business with the Chinese, it is vital to develop a good relationship or la guanxi 

(This literally means: pull connections) with Chinese counterparts.  

Fourth, this study provides audiences with a new avenue to understand the interplay 

of language and social power from interactional sociolinguistic perspectives. The analytic 

examination on the interactive processes of forming and interpreting strategies reveals the 

correlations between Chinese linguistic performance and sociocultural beliefs. The results 

of this study not only provide non-Mandarin Chinese speakers, Western businessmen in 

particular, with practical Chinese negotiation skills, but also lead to a deeper 

understanding of these skills in situational contexts.  

It is worthwhile to note that business negotiation is a complex social practice, which 

requires not only linguistic competence but social astuteness as well. According to 

participants, negotiation in the conference room is only part of business negotiation. To 

ensure a successful business deal, more work needs to be done outside of the conference 

room, for instance, to develop a good personal relationship between business partners. In 

one of the interviewees’ words, “I would like to do business with the brothers who can 

sing karaoke with me” (Wo yuanyi geng neng he wo chang kala oukai de gemen zuo 

shengyi) (Personal interview with Xie, 23 December 2003). 
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5.3  Limitations  

This study had some obvious limitations and pitfalls. First, the data are relatively 

small (seven business negotiation meetings). The small number of each patterned 

disagreement management strategy makes quantification analysis impossible and not 

totally meaningful. The small data collection also inherently restricts implications of the 

results.  

Second, in spite of the fact that all negotiations were naturally occurring, the 

samples used for the present study are convenience samples. Non-randomization may 

affect the validity of samples.  

        Third, the criterion utilized to identify disagreement management strategies is to 

examine the subsequent turn in an adjacency pair to see how a disagreement turn is 

initiated and implemented. Nonetheless, not all disagreement is introduced immediately 

or completed in a couple of turns. A disagreement may take quite a few turns to display 

and close. For limited space, instances such as these are not included in this study. 

Moreover, some conversations in this study are extremely asymmetric which makes 

larger stretches of discourse untranscribable and the data unanalyzeable.  

Fourth, conflict management is a complex process. How people manage their 

disagreement can be affected by other factors such as the imposition weight of a topic, 

the personality of a speaker, and other intangible factors. And these intangible factors 

may also be important determinants in forming disagreement strategies. The power 

factors discussed in this study are only those that are most prominent and salient.  
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Another pitfall of this study is subjectivity, to which descriptive analysis inherently 

subscribes. Take defining direct and indirect disagreement strategies for example. The 

researcher defines overt and indirect disagreement management strategies based on the 

intuitive sense of a native Mandarin Chinese speaker. However, this intuitive sense is 

fluid in nature. Some disagreement management strategies may be overt to some people, 

but not to others.  

        Lastly, what has been analysized is the ongoing process of interaction in seven live 

Chinese business negotiations. Since all these meetings are only a segment of the entire 

negotiation process, there are not any actual resolutions made in the meetings videotaped 

and observed. The information about how the issues discussed at these meetings are 

finally resolved will definitely provide more useful information, for example, what types 

of disagreement management strategies work more effectively than others.  

 

5.4  Suggestions for Future Studies 

In any future Chinese disagreement management studies, comparing Chinese and 

other cultural groups will be very helpful in improving cross-cultural communication and 

understanding. A comparative study of how different cultural groups treat and manage 

disagreement can better demonstrate marked differences in cross-cultural interests, ideas, 

values, and assumptions. Moreover, an interactant’s linguistic performance is affected by 

many social determinants. The researcher suggests that future studies takes into 

consideration other attributes such as topic imposition weight and speaker’s personality. 

The investigation of a class of factors will be more productive in uncovering more 
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linguistic and sociocultural details in more registers. It will also yield more judicious 

views for understanding Chinese discourse styles.  

        In summary, it is said that Chinese and Westerners differ in discourse styles. 

Chinese prefer evasive and ambiguous discourse styles so as to avoid overt conflicts that 

are believed to damage social harmony and stability. In contrast to Chinese, Westerners 

favor explicit and direct discourses styles since explicitness and directness are viewed to 

be signs of individuality and integrity. The results of this study show that the Chinese in 

business negotiation settings are more likely to resort to both direct and indirect strategies 

in managing their disagreement. Powerful figures are more likely to express their 

disagreement directly and explicitly. Inferior speakers will utilize more indirect strategies 

to attend to the face of the powerful. Nevertheless, when social distance and business 

interest are involved, they will act differently. This phenomenon implies that ingroupness 

and business interest outweigh face politeness concerns in business negotiation settings.   

        It is the researcher’s hope that this study has provided a valuable point of entry to 

understand Chinese sociocultural assumptions, values and beliefs. It is also hoped that 

this study will spark the interest and a proliferation of forms for future studies on Chinese 

disagreement management strategies in other institutional settings. 
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APPENDIX A: AN INDEX OF PSEUDO NAMES OF PARTICIPATING 
COMPANIES/INSTITUTIONS (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER) 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pseudo Names of Companies/ 
Institutions 

Background Information 
 

ASJ state-owned provincial construction company 
 

HGM Chinese Institution of Industrial Arts 
 

HLF private provincial pharmaceutical company  
 

KIC private interior design company   
 

MV U.S. College of Literal Arts 
  

NCR private interior design company 
 

NSH state-owned petroleum refinery corporation 
 

WSJ state-owned local construction company 
 

WWB local newspaper publisher 
 

WZY private county pharmaceutical company 
 

WX large private corporation in China  
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APPENDIX B: AN INDEX OF PSEUDO NAMES OF PARTICIPANTS IN  
EXTRACTS DISCUSSED (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER) 

 

 

Pseudo 
Names 

Representation and Meeting Participant 
 

C WSJ manager and participant in the WSJ Progress Report and Payment 
Negotiation Meeting  

D HLF’s sales department head and participant in the HLF Zuoyang 
Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting 

F ASJ construction company manager and participant in the HLF Payment 
Negotiation Meeting 

H ASJ construction company subcontractor and participant in the HLF Payment 
Negotiation Meeting participant 

J HLF’s CEO and participant in the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation 
Meeting 

K WWB advertisement department director and participant in the WWB 
Advertisement Negotiation Meeting 

L county pharmaceutical company manager, and participant in the HLF 
Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting 

O HLF’s representative and participant in the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing 
Negotiation Meeting 

Q WX corporation’s chief account and participant in the WSJ Progress Report 
and Payment Negotiation Meeting 

S HLF’s representative, and participant in the HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing 
Negotiation Meeting 

T quality-control engineer and participant in the WSJ Progress Report and 
Payment Negotiation Meeting  

W1 local travel agency manager and participant in the WWB Advertisement 
Negotiation Meeting  

W2 HLF company’s deputy CEO and participant in the HLF-A and HLF 
Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting 

W3 WX’s corporation and participant in the WSJ Progress Report and Payment 
Negotiation Meeting 

X NSH bid director and participant in NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings 
Z1 NCR company’s CEO and participant in the NCR Bid Project Negotiation 

Meetings 
Z2 ASJ company’s manager and participant in the HLF Payment Negotiation 

Meeting  
Z3 WSJ company’s manager and participant in the WSJ Progress Report and 

Payment Negotiation Meeting 
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APPENDIX C: AN INDEX OF ORIGINAL CHINESE WORDS OR TERMS   
CITED (IN ALPHABETICAL ORDER) 
 

Terms in Pinyin Chinese in Characters English Translation 
 

ai yu mian zi  碍于面子 being impeded by face 
 

baoqian  
 

抱歉 to apologize 

bu da xiao lian ren  
 

不打笑脸人 (You) don’t hit the person who is smiling 
(at you) 
 

bu gei pengyou mianzi 不给朋友面子 not give friends’ face  
 

Duo xie maidanglao gei wo 
san bai liu shi wu tian de 
youhui 
 

多谢麦当劳给我三百六十

五天的优惠 
Thanks to McDonald giving me 365 days’ 
discount 

laguanxi 
 

拉关系 make connections 

laoda 
 

老大 oldest brother, big brother 

Mei guanxi, women shi lao 
pengyou 
 

没关系，我们是老朋友 It doesn’t matter. We are old friends. 

nongmin gong 

 
农民工 peasant workers 

qian pengyou renqing  欠朋友人情 to owe friend’s human feeling 
 

Pengyou gui pengyou, 
shengyi gui shengyi  
 

朋友归朋友，生意归生意 Friends are friends. Business is business 

qinming huodong  
 

亲民活动 the activity of getting close to people 

renqing  人情 human feeling 
 

Sanjiao zhai  三角债  triangular debts 
 

ti piqiu 踢皮球 to kick the leather ball 
 

xiagui 
 

下跪 to kneel down 

wulun  
 

五伦 five cardinal relationships 

Wuxihua  
 

无锡话 Wuxi dialect  

zhiqian 
 

致歉 to apologize 

zhiliang renzheng shu 质量认证书 quality acknowledgement certificate 
 

zuoyang 
 

左洋 a type of Chinese cold curer 
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APPENDIX D: PARTICIPANT’S BACKGROUND INFORMATION SURVEY 
IN CHINESE 
 
 
姓名/别名: ______________ 性别:  □男 □女                    籍贯: ______________ 
 
 
 
职业：______________        职位/称: ______________    工作单位：______________ 
 
 
 
学历：□高中 □大专 □学士 □硕士 □博士 □其他 
 
 
 
年龄：□18-35 岁   □35-50 岁 □50 岁以上 
 
 
 
工作时常使用的语言：       □普通话        □方言______________（请具体说明） 
 
 
 
家庭成员间常使用的语言：□普通话      □方言______________（请具体说明） 
 
 
 
签名：______________                               签字日期：_________年_____月_____日                           
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APPENDIX E: PARTICIPANT’S BACKGROUND INFORMATIONY SURVEY 
(ENGLISH TRANSLATION) 

 
 
 
Name/Pen Name: ___________ Gender:  □male □female   Birthplace: ___________ 
 
 
Profession: ___________            Title: ___________            Working Unit: ___________ 
 
 
 Highest Degree held:□high school diploma □associate □bachelor □master □doctor□other 
 
 
Age：□18-35 years old   □35-50 years old □ above 50 years old  
 
 
Language used at work:□Mandarin Chinese     □dialect______________(specify) 
 
 
Language used at home：□Mandarin Chinese  □dialect______________(specify) 
 
 
Signature：______________                               Date：______________ (day/mm/year)                          
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APPENDIX F: CHINESE BUSINESS NEGOTIATION STYLES QUESTIONNAIRES  
IN CHINESE 
 
 
1. 有人说，人与人之间能否维系正常的语言交流完全取决于人们对语法、 

语义、语句结构的理解，和个人的文化背景、交流的具体环境无关。 
 

2. 有人认为中国人和西方人的协商方式，比方说，商务谈判的方式，大同小异，

没有区别。 
 

3. 有的西方人认为，中国人在商务谈判时说话故意转弯抹角，含糊其词，缺乏做

生意的诚意。 
 

4. 有的西方人认为在商务谈判时，如有不同意对方的看法，谈判者应该直截了当

说明，公事公办，和给不给面子无关。可是，中国人从不直接表示自己的反对

的意见，而是让人揣摩、费时又费力。这是死要面子，根本没有必要。 
 

5. 你认为中西方人在商务谈判中，就语言交流的方式而言主要障碍是什么？ 
 

6. 在商务谈判中，你会用哪些方式来表示你的不同看法或反对的意见？为什么？ 
 

7. 你觉得你的对手（或同事）为什么这么说？ 
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APPENDIX G: CHINESE BUSINESS NEGOTIATION STYLES QUESTIONNAIRES  
(ENGLISH TRANSLATION) 
 
 
1. It is said that the success of communication fully depends on people’s knowledge 

about grammar, semantics, and syntax. It has nothing to do with the interactant’s 
culture background and conversational settings. 

 
 
2. Some people think negotiation styles between Westerners and Chinese, for instance 

business negotiation styles, are similar and have no fundamental differences. 
 
 
3. Some Westerners think Chinese intentionally speak ambiguously and evasively during 

business negotiations and they lack sincerity.  
 
4. Some Westerners believe if one disagrees with other parties during business talk, one  
    is supposed to say so directly. It has nothing to do with face. Chinese never express  
    their disagreement directly or explicitly, but have other parties guessing. It is time- and    
    effort-consuming and not necessary. 
 
5. What do you think are barriers between Chinese and Westerner in business  
    negotiation? 
 
6. What kinds of strategies will you use to express your oppositional opinions? Why? 
 
 
7. In your opinion, why did this interactant make oppositional move in such a particular  

way? 
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APPENDIX H. TRANSCRIPTIONS AND GLOSSING CONVENTIONS  

The transcription symbols used in this dissertation are based on J. Maxwell Atkinson and 
John Heritage’s transcription notation (1984: IX-XVI). 
 

NOTATION 
 

MEANING 

(.)   a slight, but discernible pause of tenth of a second or less in duration 
 

(1.0) a discernible pause greater than 1.0 second in duration 
 

- a short untrimmed pause within an utterance  
 

(?)  unclear fragment or audible sound on the tape 
 

(())  author’s description 
 

[ onset of a spate of latch/overlapping talk 
 

] end of a spate of latch/overlapping talk 
 

= continuous utterances with no intervals between them 
 

=[ continuous utterances with overlapping interruption  
 

{} nonlinguistic sound, e.g. {laugh} 
 

{     } speaking in a quality of laughing voice 
 

.h speaker’s in-breath; the more “h”s, the longer the in-breath 
 

H speaker’s out-breath; the more “h”s, the longer the out-breath 
 

→ specific parts of an extract discussed in the text 
 

↑ marker of rising intonation 
 

↓ marker of falling intonation 
   

: lengthen vocalic segment; the more “:”s, the longer the vocalic 
segment 
 

>< a pace quicker than the surrounding parts 
 

Capitals  emphasize sounds or speech 
 

°° showing materials between utterance in a decreased volume 
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--- clipped speech 
$yes$ speaking with a smile 
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APPENDIX I:  EXTRACT IN CHINESE 

Extract 1. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
 
→1 
 
 
 
→2 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 

W1: 
K: 
 
W1: 
K: 
W1: 
 
 
K: 

四千，.嘿嘿  {四千，四千}。 
问题是:: 其他旅行社过来 (.)一攀比(.)   
把整个价格拉下来了。 
$我们不讲，呵呵呵, 我们:::$= 
=不可能! 我们这边的价格全  
>那个, 那个, 那个 < 透明的啊↓。  
领导帮::: 帮忙唉:::。  
那不行。 
((挥手表示不行)) 

 
 
Extract 2. (HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
→1 
→2 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
 

W2: 
Z2: 
 
 
W2: 
 
Z2: 
W2: 
 
 
 
 
Z2: 
 

你::: 那个自己的决算报告怎么样啦？ 
我现在这个(.4)量全部在    
徐主任那里，放在那里 
都::::都:::将近，大概 [有(.)两个月了。   

[那你从现在起(?) 
一直追到审计事务所，这个事情就是= 
=这不可能。((很生气的样子，眼睛瞪着 W2))   
你找到:::到任何一个审计所  
都不可能。这个东西就是要>提前<(.) 
施工单位和业主          
配合好。((目光转向坐在身边的其他承包商))  
((沉默)) 

 
Extract 3. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

X: 
Z1: 
 
 
 
 
 
X: 
 
Z1: 

反正:: 怎么说呢，别让我为难。 
好，好，好。我们>知道，知道<. 理::解这一块。   
你看(.), 哪:: 天我们把老张约了一道(.2)， 
我们大家在一起°聚一聚°, 联络联络 
感情(.)。 >不为什么<,你::不要::往其它     
方面 °想°。 
我跟你讲(.) 乙方的饭我从来 
没吃过, >我从来没吃过<, 我跟你=[讲 

                    =[大家                    
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10 
11 

 
X: 

已经不是乙方= 
=抽烟可以。 

 
Extract 4. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 

J: 
L: 
 
J: 
L: 
 
J: 
L: 

他在::亳州的固定资产投资°有多少° ? 
他亳州固定资产大概::现在(.),我总的   
算了一下(.)有:::五千多万。      
有没有啊::↑? ((眼睛盯着 L)) 
他::评估有五千多万。                                        
>那<,我这儿有一个亿。((不屑一顾地看了 L 一眼)) 
那这个:::,这个现在具体情况不清楚。  

 
Extract 5. (HLF Payment Negotiation Meeting) 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 

F: 
 
Z2: 
W2: 
 
 
 
Z2: 
W2: 

.嘿嘿, 电视上面昨天讲的 de (.)      
农民的钱一:::定要还。   
嗬嗬嗬>对、对、对<。 
(?)农民在外面辛辛苦苦的一年    
结果搞不到钱回家(.7),  
很凄惨(.4)。首先我们大家都要努力啊:::↓。                      
对吧？响应党的号召! 
(?) 对, >共同< 努力。 
>是啊<,共同努力!我没讲(.2),叫::     
你一个人:::你还没有那么多的钱呢↓。 
好，切入正题(.3)。今天把大家叫过来呢 
就::是为了>决算< 与大家沟通一下……  
 

 

Extract 6. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
→ 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

L: 
D: 
 
 
 
L: 
D: 
 
 
S: 

平均两百件。我们=         
=两百件肯定是冒尖的(.)。 
>平均没有两百件↓<。 
平均在一百:::,在:::一百五十件(.)  
比较客观一点。 
$对、对、对$.((点头并笑)) 
好的时候(.)差::差不多两百件，因为(?) 
市场我:::知道嘛, 呵呵[呵呵 
                                      [呵呵 
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10 
 

O: 
 

                                      [呵呵 
                       

 
Extract 7. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 
 

 
 
 
 
→1 
 
→2 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 

Z1: 
X: 
 
 
Z1: 
X: 
 
Z1:  

徐总, 你对修改方案有什::么意见? 
方案::我看了一下(.5), 这一次::: (.)  
比上一个乃好得多(.)。但是乃::: (.)我 
跟你讲，还是价格:::[问题.  ((目光避开 Z1)) 
                                   [我们的价格不 
高唉↓。((看着 X, 微笑)) 
别人能降，为什么你不能降呢。 
>这个，这个<, 每家的情况不一样°啊°。 

 
 
Extract 8. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting)  

 
 
 
 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 

L: 
D: 
L: 
 
 
D: 
 
L: 
D: 
 

老板这个事他坚决反对=  
=你这样=                                       
=他反对的是什么情况(,),                                                                   
>把品种拿出去, 自己(.)没有队伍<,    
现在他的思路就是培养自己的队伍。 
你自己的队伍做新药 
和普药裹在一起不合适啊↓。 
但是我们:::= 
=你们十四个人又要做普药，  
又:::要做新药，显然做不过来。 

 
 
Extract 9. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
→1 
 
→2 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 
6 
7 
 
 
 

K: 
 
W1: 
K: 
W1: 
 
 
K: 
W1: 

那个:::,那个:::价格,你,你先说说。你怎么:::                                 
怎么(?)= ((翻看手中的报纸)) 
=$ 你看乃$?((尴尬的笑))      
这是实质的问题(.), 是吧↓?你说说。 
{你看乃::领导唉::,领导::领导::应该先说}。 
((上半身倾向 K)) 
>这是实质的问题<。 
你给我一个什么样的>价格<? 嘿嘿 
((笑得上身前后摇摆)) 
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Extract 10. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
→ 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 

X: 
Z1: 
 
 
 
X: 
 
Z1: 
X: 

>就是价格偏高<。 
你的意思是::(.) 下浮百分之八。下浮::百分之 
八的可能性:::不能讲没有，  
°不能讲没有°,但是我就是觉得(.)                                               
不是很大。  
我跟你讲:::(.), 我们是政府机构   
你们，你们，应该看得远一点, °>远一点<°。 
((目视 X,沉默)) 

 
Extract 11. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 

 
→ 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 

D: 
 
L: 
 
D: 
L: 
 
D: 

名片做得不错。((把名片翻来覆去地看)) 
名片做得不错:: [唉↓。 

$[关键啊↓$。                                                                  
这个:: 纸质>不错<。摸得很舒服。 
$嗯:::嗯,不过，°不是纸质° 是丝织$,                                                      
拿出去人家很难想把它甩掉。 
奥, 不错,不错。 
 

 
Extract 12. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 

 
 
→ 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
 

D: 
 
 
L: 
 
 
D: 

你这样子(.)，你把::它包给我们做， 
你们每年交点管理费，我们，                                    
你们拿去[利润= 
                [(?)我们老板的思想是    
他反对把东西给别人做(.2)。     
他的思想就是要组建= 
=把队伍建起来。 

 

Extract 13. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
 
 

 
→ 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

Z1: 
 
 
 
X: 
 
Z1: 
 

我们方案改了。这::次大概还不错。      
你们的资料乃(.)我::看了一下(.),看了一下。 
我是外行(.)提::不出一个具体方案，是伐? 
象这一块奥，不太符合(.)我们的    
装修风格(?)。要严肃一点不要  
太花哨。这是我们底下的人提出来的奥。 
方案挺好的哎::↓。 
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Extract 14. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
 
→1 
 
→2 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 

X: 
 
Z1: 
 
X: 
 
 

其::是难度也不大。譬如说，别人 
能垫，为什么你们不能垫涅::? 
垫资现::在建筑业(?)垫资的      
情况政府是°不允许的, 不允许的°。   
政府，我们是政府机构，对不对啊::?  
>对你们来讲看得远一点<。 

Extract 15. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
→1 
 

 

 
→2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 

K:  
 
 
 
 
W1: 
 
 
K: 
 

这是::整版广告。 
我最多里面放个一::两片软文  
之类的。其它肯定::都是一些公益性 
的文章，包括介绍线路的资料啊::(.)。   
((省略了两个句子)) 
这上面的(.), 我这上面的,主要 
想做成公益, 公益的文章。 
你绝不能要我广告的钱吧? 
嗯:: 嗯(.5)。 
 

 
Extract 16. (NCR Bid Project Negotiation Meetings) 

 
→ 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
 

Z1: 
X: 
 
 
 
 
 
Z1: 
 
 

是啊,我们原来就考虑(?), 我们的品牌[价格 
                                                               [你不要                                          
考虑到，这个生意你要挣 
多少钱, >挣多少钱<。大家如果都是   
为了这个业务挣钱,我们的业务   
就做不下去了。是不是啊↓? 
这个，徐总啊, 我们出来做，大家出来做 
啊(.3), 首先一个目的, 是赚钱。 
不赚钱我们做什么什么生意乃! 

 
Extract 17. (WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting) 
 

 
→ 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 

W3: 
C: 
Z3: 
F: 
G: 
T: 

唉，你是怎么做的？你光这么两句话啊。   
我感觉啊(.)陶工他这个:::=(眼睛看着其他的承包商))                      
=可能他比较内向 (.)= 
=演词::口说欠缺, 虽然做了很多的工作= 
={没能用语言}呵呵{表示出来}= 
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6 
7 

W3: =可能王总讲他，他一下卡住了。   
((看着坐桌对面的发言者不语))                       

 

Extract 18. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
 
→1 
 
→2 
 
→3 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
 
9 
 

K: 
 
W1: 
 
 
K: 
W1: 
K: 
W1: 
 
K: 

就是啊,所以考虑到这个因素(?) 
就不动啦，四千块钱(.) 
这个情况::回去::=                                                                                
=呵呵呵呵呵=((用手指指着并 K 大笑))  
真的↓。 °跟你们领[导°  
                                 [.嘿嘿                {唉::::领导唉}↓。                     
不是啊↓, 我跟你讲,四千块钱=(.) 
=呵呵呵 唉:::,{这个你帮我们想办法唉::::}。 
不行! 
    

Extract 19. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
 
→1 
 
 
→2 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 

K: 
W1: 
 
 
 
 
 
K: 
 

四千五 百块，把它::定死了。 
(.8) 奥:::, 就是说，整个不能随便:::动, 
是吧。这样子啊，四千五啊 ↓。      
{四、四、四千:::}。((笑得前仰后合))                                
这:::个，这个已经相当 便宜了。                             
{四、四、四、四}，嘿嘿嘿{四千}嘛:::. 
(?) 这个已经很低了,四千> 不行<。 
       

Extract 20. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
→1 
 
 
→2 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 

K: 
W1: 
K: 
 
 
W1: 

跟你们的领导= 
{唉:::,领导唉::}, 嘿嘿嘿。                           
不是啊↓, 我跟你讲, 四千块钱一个 
版面出去这是肯定的。 
嘿嘿嘿, 是:::呃，嘿嘿，唉:::领导你帮我们想    
办法唉>帮::我们想办法<。 

Extract 21. (WWB Advertisement Negotiation Meeting) 

 
→ 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
 

K: 
W1: 
 
K: 
 

那么定死。  
唉::老大唉,就差这::五百块钱啊↓。                           
$能让我活$,呵呵呵, $一下吧$!           
嗯,嗯。 ((目不转睛盯着 W1)) 
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Extract 22. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
→ 
 
 
 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
 
5 
 

J: 
 
L: 
 
 
 
J: 

那个大楼(.5),不过四千平方, 
五千平方。 
>瞎讲↓<! 瞎扯什么!有几万   
平方,有::有两万多平方呢↓。                                                       
((眼睛瞪着 J，脸上不屑一顾的表情)) 
奥(.)有两万多平方啊! 
 

 

Extract 23. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
→1 
→2 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
 

L: 
 
J: 
L: 
 
 

他现在有::这个问题(.)。亳州的那个   
项目(.)前:: 二期开发资金陷了。他 = 
=他没有钱了。   
他资金捆住了。>陷了很多 <。    
这两个动工，他都不投。 
 

Extract 24. (WSJ Progress Report and Payment Negotiation Meeting) 

 
→1 
 
 
 
→2 
→3 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
 

Z4: 
W3: 
Q: 
 
 
H: 
Q: 
 

如果你实在(.)困难(.)= 
=我们钱不[缺。 
                  [钱不难，                                       
但::是，手续::手续=                                                                         
=我们:::这理解,这= 
=这个(?)不是问题。 
 

Extract 25. (HLF Zuoyang Manufacturing Negotiation Meeting) 

 
 
→ 
 
 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
8 
9 
 
 

D: 
 
L: 
D: 
L: 
 
D: 
L: 
D: 
 

你们十四个人，又要做普药, 
又要做新药, 显然(.)做不=↓ 
=我们原来分两条线= 
=你一[个:::= 

=[今年= 
=你应该= 
=今年= 
=你一个单位就十四 
个人作不过来。 
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APPENDIX J: ABBREVIATIONS 

 
Abbreviation Meaning 

ASP 

BA 

BEI 

CL 

CP 

CRS 

GN 

MW 

N 

NOM 

P 

PP 

Q 

RVC 

3sg 

UP 

 

aspect marker 

bă in bă structure  

bèi in the passive voice structure 

classifier  

comparative  

currently relevant state 

genitive  

measure word 

negation marker  

nominalizer (de) 

particle 

preposition  

question marker (ma) 

resultative verb compound  

third person singular pronoun  

utterance particle 
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